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ABSTRACT
Nonformal Education for Rural Youth:
An Inquiry into Planning Issues in
NFE Skill Training Programs in Sri Lanka
February 1983
Jaya Gajanayake, B.A., University of Peradeniya
Dip. Ed., University of Peradeniya
M.A., University of Peradeniya
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts
Ed . D
. ,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Horace Reed
The present study consists of a discussion of strategies aimed
at improving the living conditions of rural youth in Sri Lanka. The
main purpose of the study is to guide the policy-makers, planners,
and program developers in Sri Lanka who are engaged in the formula-
tion of strategies which will lead to the development of the potentials
of rural youth through enabling them to undertake income-generating
activities in the nonfarm sector.
The methodological approach combines a critical survey of
literature and an analysis of case studies. The survey of literature
incorporates a critical appraisal of the needs and issues of rural
youth in Sri Lanka, the impact of formal education on the present
conditions of the rural youth, and the potentials of nonformal educa-
tion in improving their condition. The literature survey also high-
lights the need for developing training systems based on a more
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pragmatic and need-oriented planning strategy, conceived as an
integral part of a sound development plan.
The analysis of case studies, which can be considered as the
most vital aspect of the study, includes an assessment of three on-
going NFE Skill Training Programs for rural youth in Sri Lanka. The
study brings to light, through this deeper analysis of selected case
studies, some of the critical issues involved in formulating a planning
strategy. The assessment specifically attempts to give a clearer
understanding of some of the principal constraints and bottlenecks
that have presented serious dilemmas for planners of such programs.
The formulation of guidelines is mainly derived from the
literature review, the viewpoint of the practitioners in the field, and
the analysis of case studies. The guidelines point out to program
planners how the different elements of the strategy should be de-
signed if it is to be effective. The guidelines have been formulated
under five major categories: 1) goals and objectives, 2) planning
and management, 3) the target population, 4) delivery system and
5) organization of support structures and follow-up services. The
primary significance of this study lies in the fact that the guidelines
suggested have been based on a very pragmatic and need-oriented
philosophical base conceived as a part of a broader strategy of rural
development.
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CHAPTER
I
INTRODUCTION
"It [the youth insurrection of 1971]
was a violent reaction against a whole
social system by youth whose frustra-
tions were in part created and fostered
and further exacerbated by the education
they and their peers had received. In
many cases they did not revolt against
their parents: the parents stood muted
in admiration, in fear, in heart-breaking
anxiety and with but little hope, as their
children took to the barricades."
A. C. Alles, Insurgency
, 1971, p. 224
This quotation from the Chief Justice who presided over the
trial of the leaders of the youth insurrection of 1971, aptly summarizes
the nature of the discontent of youth in Sri Lanka which exploded in
April of that year, when they rose up against the established economic
and social order of the country. These youth were more or less able
to paralyze the government of Sri Lanka for a short period of time.
The tensions which resulted from this crisis which occurred more than
a decade ago, though suppressed momentarily, still remain unresolved.
The underlying conditions have not altered, and as we enter the 1980s
there is no evidence that efforts to alter the conditions are forthcoming.
It would be a mistake to believe that youth discontent has dissappeared
or grown weaker, and the 1980s may offer us only very limited room
for further delay.
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2'The Ceylonese [Sri Lankan] insurrection
of 1971 has every chance of being a turning
point. For its most important lessons of all
is that, in Ceylon [Sri Lanka], the masses
[primarily rural youth] have a revolutionary
character
. Despised, exploited and manipu-
lated by their traditional "leaders," the
rural youth of Ceylon [Sri Lanka] surprised
the world by the ferocity of their revolt.
Their hidden effects can act like a depth-
charge for wider and wider layers of the
exploited masses within a very short period
of time. They have written another heroic
chapter in the history of Asian and World
revolution. All the revolutionaries through-
out the world must hope that the present
lull will be followed by an even greater
and successful storm."
Fred Hall iday
,
Explosion in a Sub-continent,
1975, p. 220.
3Statement of the Problem
Sri Lanka today is a land of youth: of every 100 Sri Lankans
58 are within 15-24 years of age. The majority of this young popula-
tion live in rural areas as an integral part of rural society. These
rural youth represent a vast resource of manpower which, if properly
oriented and developed, could contribute greatly towards development:
however, if frustrated they pose a real threat. Today, the majority
of Sri Lankan rural youth are frustrated: they do not believe that
planned effort has been made to enable them to use their talents crea-
tively and satisfyingly . Their great potential is largely unrealized:
there are no organized opportunities to mobilize their skills and to
prepare them for participation in society. This is the most acute
problem Sri Lanka faces today, causing the greatest instability to the
nation, as was clearly manifested in the youth insurgency of 1971.
This was an eye-opener not only to Sri Lanka but also to other Asian
countries which are more or less in the same situation.
The insurgency which took place a decade ago convinced
political leaders and policy-makers in Sri Lanka, that its youth popu-
lation--majority rural--contsitutes the most dynamic element in the Sri
Lankan society demanding urgent and special attention. The nature
and pressure of their needs and fulfillment are likely to be the crucial
factors in the success of the future development effort. The present
inability of the leaders to provide a useful resolution to their issues
4continue to cause frustration and despair in the youth. This raises a
critical issue that no longer can be postponed.
The situation has been aggravated in Sri Lanka by the nature
of the formal education system, which has not provided the means for
building social awareness nor attempted to develop youth potential.
Ironically a mass free educational system (operating since 1945) in Sri
Lanka has further aggravated the situation by increasing the school
enrollment and leading to a situation where school leavers are being
produced much faster than the economy can absorb them. The educa-
tion imparted in the school system has shaped the job aspirations of
rural youth in the direction of the modern sector of the economy
where job opportunities are non-existent. The inherent poverty of
the society makes it difficult to create new employment to absorb huge
numbers who come pouring out of the school system. If one relates
the unemployment data of Sri Lanka to the data relating to the levels
of educational attainment, it would appear that those with higher
attainment have less chance of finding jobs or are unwilling to accept
available jobs. Though Sri Lanka is one of the few countries in Asia
where high quantitative achievements have been gained in education,
in qualitative terms the effects are threatening. We are educating for
unemployment. We are educating for frustration. The inability of
the education system to adjust to the needs of the country has been
aggravated over the years. The training, skills, attitudes and aspira-
tions which are the products of the education system have not been
related to the socio-economic environment. The apparent gap between
5aspirations generated by the education system and the opportunities
generated by the economic environment is becoming much wider.
The solution to this problem requires many approaches, both
inside and outside the school system. This study is concerned with
the strategies outside the school system. There is a growing realiza-
tion that the ability of Sri Lanka to respond positively to the many
challenges before her largely depend on the speed and the manner
with which she introduces reforms outside the school system in order
to fill the apparent gap. Much valuable time and effort has been lost
due to political instabilities created by government changes.
It is evident that the rural youth become a national asset only
to the extent that they are able to fit into the productive role that the
economy is capable of providing. Today there is an urgent need for
a new approach and a major effort to help the rural young to be
equipped for the future participation in economic life. There is a
need not only to free them from their economic pressures but also to
enlighten their human spirit in full dignity. There is a need to
create a new configuration of development with operational techniques
equally attuned to the consciousness of youth. Whether the government
is enlightened or not, what is required is a need-oriented and endoge-
nous development strategy based on a sound youth policy. Efforts
are needed to work out the elements of such a strategy to prepare
rural youth for participation by developing their potential more con-
structively.
6One of the principal challenges for development in Sri Lanka
today, therefore, is to work out the elements of such a strategy which
will help the rural youth to be engaged in humanely and economically
productive employment. There is a major need to relate education and
training more closely to the world of work. During the last decade or
two in Sri Lanka some organized effort has been made in this direc-
tion--to provide the opportunities to develop skills of rural youth
outside the formal school system in order to remedy the situation.
However these seem to have touched only the periphery of the prob-
lem. The country is greatly in need of a clearly defined strategy to
deal with the problem in a more comprehensive manner. Today in
Sri Lanka, there is an urgent need to plan within the overall context
of national development in order to find imaginative solutions--both
inexpensive and relevant--to prepare rural youth for participation
through a more constructive development of their potential. To use
such a strategy is to pave the way for them to see a constructive
future in the society by enabling them to take part in activities
directed towards their personal development as well as the economic
and social development of the rural environments. Specifically, special
training programs should be organized and directed towards promoting
more favorable prospects creating opportunities to enable these youth
to earn a meaningful living. In doing so, due consideration to all
aspects of the problem is important because it concerns rural youth
who are educated and aspiring for a type of employment which is
7vastly different from that they were being encouraged to pursue in
their educational and social surroundings.
The generation of a great variety of non-farm skills-especially
skills needed to produce rural artisans, craftsmen and small entrepre-
nuers--may be regarded as a major option because of their capacity to
provide rural unemployed youth with occupational skills which are in
need and "saleable" and therefore, leading to employment or income
through self-employment. In fact, provision of training opportunities
to enable the rural youth to acquire the skills necessary to be produc-
tively engaged in non-farm activities has been a long felt need.
Numerous governmental and non-governmental bodies have been evolved
in Sri Lanka during the last few decades to provide this most needed
training, but the on-going efforts have not been sufficiently directed
to produce a coherent plan of development. They are fragmented,
ad-hoc responses which are unable to cope with the great demand
that exists.
On the other hand, the provision of skill-training in non-farm
activities for the rural youth has presented other serious dilemmas.
New and improved skills in these spheres cannot by themselves create
jobs or bring about development. Training in itself solves nothing.
In its crudest form, training without due consideration to other factors
which make the youth employable merely results in making them more
frustrated and more prone to anti-social action than they were before
training. This places a heavy premium on gearing all training pro-
grams realistically to social, economic, institutional, administrative or
8political environments and prospects and be organized as a crucial
part of an integral process of rural development. In the absence of
such efforts, innovative educational programs may prepare skilled
youth who are committed to development goals but who have no effec-
tive means of acting upon that commitment. In short, skill-training
programs cannot be designed or successfully operated in a socio-
economic vacuum without close regard to related factors in the
environment.
Purpose of the Study
The nature and pressure of the training needs of rural youth
are likely to be the crucial factors in the success of the development
effort of Sri Lanka in the future. The purpose of this study is to
identify and develop general guidelines that should be considered in
planning training strategies to meet the employment needs of rural
youth. This study is specifically designed to explore and delineate
the fundamentals of the development of a training strategy as a prep-
aration for rural youth to be engaged in income-generating activities
in the non-farm sector
. The ultimate question this study addessses
is--how well do selected skill-training projects for rural youth in
Sri Lanka appear to work and what would an assessment of selected
cases suggest as to needed consideration for better planning?
In dealing with this issue the writer will examine the following
implementing questions:
91. What appears to be the present needs and issues of ruralyouth in Sri Lanka in relation to the world of work as
appears in the literature?
2. What is the impact of the formal education on the present
situation of rural youth?
3. How can NFE help to rectify this situation?
4. What is the nature of the wider socio-political context
which hinders or fosters the implementation of a conducive
strategy for rural youth in Sri Lanka, and what broader
direction should such a strategy take?
5. To what extent does training for income-generating skills
in non-farm sectors seem as viable a solution as appears
in the literature and point of view of the practitioners?
6. In what respect are the selected case studies apparently
effective or ineffective, evaluated according to the criteria
evolved from the point of view of the practitioners and the
literature?
7. How could a revised programming for skill-training projects
remedy the apparent deficiencies of current practices?
8. What should be considered in planning skill-training projects
for rural youth in Sri Lanka?
Significance of the Study
This study deals with how the rural youth, who comprise the
largest segment of the Sri Lankan population, can be directed to lead
a more productive life and thereby contribute to the development of
the rural societies in which they live. This study demonstrates to the
planners how a locally-managed effort designed to operate within an
unified framework of integrated rural development can offer oppor-
tunities to the rural youth which are purposeful to the community and
to their own development. The study is also significant as an attempt
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to bridge the gap between the education and training possessed by
rural youth at present on one hand and the new skills and abilities
demanded by the development process on the other. The strategy
outlined in the study can effect a significant proportion of the youth
population and have significant impact on the rural environments in
which they live. It is designed to offer a comprehensive approach
for the mobilization of scant resources to serve the pressing needs of
the rural youth population.
Substantial knowledge could be gained through this study
regarding the specific employment needs of rural youth, their atti-
tudes to already existing strategies to meet those needs, and the way
in which those needs could be better addressed. This study deals
with issues currently unexplored in a systematic way and takes the
form of an action research. It explores the problems in transition in
the wider socio-political context of the country and points out the
broader direction of a meaningful strategy that rural youth should
follow. This study is both a critique of the policies of on-going
strategies and a survey of issues confronted in their implementation
(including the obstruction caused by the institutional behaviors).
Information provided by the assessment of the on-going efforts have
provided a back drop for the formulation of guidelines for organizing
future skill-training projects for rural youth in Sri Lanka.
The strategy outlined in this study, though avoiding the
piece-meal approach, is not a top-down plan which does not give due
consideration to differences in the local situations in which they
11
operate, but is intended to be geared realistically to local conditions
and prospects. This study generates valuable guidelines which are
highly practical in planning such efforts and which are more down-to-
earth, more practice-oriented, and yet relatively low cost and effi-
cient. The primary significance of the study lies in the fact that the
guidelines suggested have been based on a very pragmatic and need-
oriented philosophical base.
More specifically, this study examines how rural youth can be
trained in economically useful skills to enable them to obtain gainful
occupations by offering them training in employable skills appropriate
to local conditions--especially in skills, occupations and trades which
could be applied readily to gainful employment. This study also
emphasizes how and why such training programs should link with pro-
vision of other necessary structures and support services which will
assure that "employable" youth will become employed in skills they are
being trained for.
Organization of the Review of Literature
The review of literature provides a theoretical framework for
this study, and hence has been incorporated at several points in the
study where it provides desired and necessary support. In the
literature review, prime reference has been given to literature on the
needs and issues of rural youth, the impact which the formal educa-
tion system has had on them, and the analysis of NFE as a solution to
the existing conditons. Analysis of the wider socio-political context
12
Of the country and discussion of the broad directions which a strategy
for rural youth should take have also been heavily supported by a
review of literature. The subject of skill-training for income-earning
activities in the non-farm sector as a viable solution to the employment
needs of the rural youth has also been discussed with the support of
the literature review. The absence, however, of relevant research on
considerations for the planning of skill-training projects has been a
major drawback in the literature reviewed.
Design of the Study
This study presents general guidelines for the establishment
of skill-training programs for rural youth in Sri Lanka. The guide-
lines have been presented in a sequential analysis. First, a review
of literature has been made to identify the needs and issues of rural
youth and how formal education has effected the present situation.
Next, to determine whether NFE is an appropriate solution to the pre-
sent situation, a critical review of literature on NFE has been made,
leading to a discussion of the wider issues involved. This review has
been followed by an analysis of the potentials of income-generating
skills in the non-farm sector as a solution to the situation. This
analysis has been based on the literature but is supplemented by un-
published sources and interviews with the planners of similar programs
in developing countries who are presently at the Center for Interna-
tional Education Nonformal Education Program, University of Massa-
chusetts
.
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The most important phase of this study-the evaluation of
cases in Sri Lanka to assess the effectiveness and to identify the prob-
lems of some of the on-going projects has been presented next. The
case studies are unusually comprehensive and critically analytical-they
identify both the achievements and short comings which may hold use-
ful lessons for others.
The final phase of the study is the identification of guidelines
useful for planners in designing skill-training programs for rural
youth in Sri Lanka, taking prior analyses as the frame of reference.
A concluding chapter weaves together the main themes and adds some
final reflections to the study.
Assumptions of the Study
Four basic assumptions underly this study. They are:
Providing and suggesting some effective guidelines for
planning training programs for income-generation skills
can be a serious step towards the progress of rural
environments and the personal development of the rural
youth itself.
Education and training needs particular to rural youth do
exist and practical guidelines which have been implemented
to meet these needs in a particular region can be adapted
in other regions with similar socio-economic environments.
Youth plays a vital role in development of the rural environ-
ment of which it is an integral part.
There is a critical interrelationship between education and
development, and therefore the training of rural youth
will necessarily lead to the development of rural environ-
ments.
14
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Definitions
The terms used throughout the study have been defined below
to facilitate the understanding of the reader.
—
-
UraL ln thls studY the word "rural" is limited to mean tradi-
tional, non-dynamic socio-economic environments which are much less
affected by modernizing influences, as opposed to modernized dynamic
urban types.
Youth. Generally refers to a period of life that extends from
the thirteenth to the nineteenth year, which corresponds to the period
of development known as adolescence. For the purpose of this study,
youth" refers to a period of life of the individual in which he develops
15
his occupational capacities, which is generally between the ages of
fifteen and twenty-four.
~
qUiry
‘ T° Search or ^search into information by putting
queries or asking questions.
—
nning
- Revising a method of action or cause of action, pre
arranging the details of procedures.
Inning. Guiding, enabling or facilitating learning of skills,
knowledge and attitudes.
CHAPTER
NEEDS AND ISS UES OF RURAL YOUTH IN SRI LANKA
Rural youth constitutes the most dynamic element in the Sri
Lankan society. It is the dominant sector in the demographic, social,
economic, political and cultural structure in Sri Lanka. The prepara-
tion of rural youth to perform a creative and active role in society is
an extremely vital factor in the task of nation building. Today Sri
Lanka exhibits an economic and social dualism-a dualism between the
"modernized urban sector" and the "traditional rural sector" which has
been much less affected by the developmental efforts. It has been
increasingly recognized that if the organized efforts to develop the
nation are to have any real impact, more attention and emphasis must
be given to the rural environments. Rural youth being the strongest
force in these environments, inevitably their worth as major contribu-
tors in uplifting and transforming the rural environments should be
recognized. Therefore efforts to build the nation have to be concen-
trated on harnessing the potentials of the rural youth population in
the development process. Only through their active participation
could the stagnant rural sector be made more dynamic.
Rural Youth - The Concept Defined
Basically rural youth, is that youth which lives in traditional,
non-dynamic socio-economic environments, is much less affected by
modernizing influences and whose economy is mainly dependent on the
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production of primary goods. 1 WhcLar^the_Youth
. There is no uni-
versally accepted definition of youth. Youth has been variously de-
fined by age group, by their physiological phase in the life cycle, and
by their role in the adult socio-economic world. Generally, the word
"youth" denotes a phase of life extending from the thirteenth to nine-
teenth year, a phase which corresponds to the period of development
known as adolescence, but this definition is becoming increasingly
invalid. In a rural environment, an eleven or twelve-year-old who is
thrown back on his own resources in a situation of increasing eco-
nomic stress is certainly no longer a child. On the other hand an
educated thirty or thirty-five-year-old living in a rural area and still
dependent on his or her parents because of unemployment is still a
youth. (Unesco, 1980, p. 24) As we enter the 1980s the most
obvious change may be the increasing age span within which people,
because of the difficulty of finding work, continue to be regarded as
part of this group. Hence our definition and understanding of youth
has certainly become broader and more flexible.
Economically, youth is a period in which the individual
develops his occupational capacities. Culturally and politically, youth
is a period in which the social values and ideology of the individual
are fused and consolidated." (Levy, Areih
, 1967, p.7) In youth
we have a "socio-psychological entity," too, (Unesco, 15 c/65-1968,
p. 4) which is becoming increasingly diverse and complex. It is
obvious then, that any general and comprehensive definition of the
concept of youth is extremely difficult to formulate.
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As we have shown, then, there is no widely accepted defini-
tion of youth. Rather, it is a phenomenon which assures its own
Characteristics in keeping with the various socio-economic and cultural
situations in which it develops. Hence little purpose would be served
by too rigid a definition of youth. As a Unesco report puts it "young
people are those persons society deems young." (Unesco, 1968, p. 10)
in this study the concept of rural youth is generally understood to
mean young people, between the ages of fifteen to twenty-nine,
living in rural areas but not yet having assumed the full responsi-
bilites of adulthood as defined by the society, even though they may
already be performing some adult tasks.
Whatever the criteria we adopt the basic premise should be
emphasized that rural youth forms the most dynamic element in our
society. In fact it would be accurate to say that Sri Lanka belongs
more to the young than to any other age group and that this situa-
tion will continue to exist in the future. The youth population in Sri
Lanka will increase from three million in 1980 to 4.8 million in 1998. 2
When the statistics are pieced together a trend which can have tragic
consequences in this society is projected. If we accept the fact that
youth who are mainly rural, constitute the most dynamic element, it
follows that they will respond to challenges, that they will adapt and
change and that they will resolve the problems facing the country.
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Rural Vouth Population in Sri L ank;,T he Dominant Sector in the PemographiTstructiirP
The rural youth population is and will continue to be the
dominant sector in Sri Lanka's demographic structure. It is clear
that by sheer weight of proportion to total population, youth in Sri
Lanka form a sector demanding urgent and special attention. The
table below gives an indication of the dominance of the youth popula
tion in the total demographic picture of the country in 1980.
TABLE 1
Population in Sri Lanka in 1980 by Age Grou p
Age Group # in Thousands Percentage
0-14 5,744 39
15 - 29 4,162 28
30 - 44 2,371 16.5
45 - 59 1,525 10.2
60 and above 936 6.3%
Total 14,738 100.0
Source: Economic and Social Statistics of Sri Lanka: June 1980,
published by the Statistics Department, Central Bank of
Ceylon, Vol. Ill, No. 1.
If one looks at the growth of youth population in Sri Lanka
over the present century, the most prominent feature is the remark-
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able speed of this growth. The growth of the youth component of
the population, within the century is shown in Table 2.
TABLE 23
Youth Population in Sri Lanka 1881-1981
Year 15-24 Year-Olds
1881 560,476
1891 593,068
1901 542,456
1911 735,787
1921 855,340
1946 1,322,185
1953 1,471,316
1963 1,907,213
1970 2,466,400
1980 3,055,000
The figures under consideration give some insight as to how
the growth of the youth population in Sri Lanka gathered momentum
over the years. It will be seen that the increase in youth population
between 1881 and 1946--a period of 65 years--was only 761,500. But
it took only 34 years for the same population to triple. It has been
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estimated that according to the current trend by the year 2000, the
youth population will exceed four million.
The broad division of youth population into different sectors
is as follows: urban-20%, rural-70%, and estate-10%. Over the
years these proportions have remained fairly constant in Sri Lanka.
One major reason being that unlike in other Third World countries the
pouring of rural youth into urban cities in search for better means of
livelihood is not so prevalent. As noted by Poleman "in Sri Lanka
rapid urban growth had been prevented as she was spared the horror
of those who cannot find work flocking to urban centers" (Poleman,
1972). Another dominant feature in the rural youth population in
Sri Lanka is that they are comparatively literate,* with on the average
a high basic education, though not necessarily the right type of educa-
tion for a potentially productive life. This is specifically due to three
recent major educational reforms in Sri Lanka-free education, the
national language policy and the nationalization of schools. 6 Though
there are disparities between the urbanly educated and the rurally
educated, they are not so grave as in most other Third World coun-
tries (Medium-Term Report, Ministry of Education, Sri Lanka, 1973).
The Role of Rural Youth in the Development Process
in Sri Lanka
The increasingly important place occupied by the rural young
people in Sri Lankan society is one of the most notable developments of
recent years. Youth has come to realize that it is the major force for
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social, political and economic change in their communities. Its desire
for change is strong, and harnessing this desire would provide a
master key to the progress of the country, what is more striking is
that these rural youth are showing a need for greater involvement in
the national development process. This phenomenon makes the formu-
lation and adoption of policies for their involvement imperative. It has
become increasingly urgent to give recognition to their ability to con-
tribute to the economic, social, political and cultural development of
their communities and to encourage and support their active partici-
pation in the process. The continued progress of the country depends
largely upon the quality and success of these efforts.
Rural youth in Sri Lanka are increasingly manifesting their
desire to participate in shaping and carrying out government policies,
particularly on problems where they themselves are directly concerned.
The government has expressed its intention of opening the doors to
participation by the young but the lack of understanding of the rele-
vant procedures has prevented the practical implementation of this
intent. It must be stressed that the extent to which rural youth can
be mobilized for national development depends largely on the degree
to which development objectives take account of the special needs and
capabilities of the rural youth themselves (ECAFE & UNOTC, 1970,
pp. 15-18). The nature and pressure of their needs and their fulfill-
ment are likely to be the crucial factors in the success of the develop-
ment effort itself. The fact that each generation of young people grow
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Older and become more conservative is immaterial. There is always a
new generation to take its place.
The youth insurrection of April 1971 7 in which youth-mainly
rural youth 8
-revolted against the established social order and the
economic and administrative systems in Sri Lanka, proved to the world
that they are a tremendous force for social change. This upsurge
marked a totally new phase in the hitherto relatively tranquil history
of Sri Lanka (Fred Halliday, 1975, p. 151). This uprising further
focused attention on the needs of youth in the country. After these
violent manifestations of youth during the seventies one might think
that young people have "calmed down" in the early eighties, it would
be a mistake to believe that the discontent has disappeared or even
that It has grown weaker. Although there has not been recent violent
confrontations, the discontent continues to be prevalent in many other
forms of expression.
Whether Sri Lanka youth, which is mainly rural, is an immense
new burden or a vast reservoir of energy, hope and intitiative is a
question which must be faced by the adult world and by youth itself.
But one thing is quite evident. The potential role of rural youth in
Sri Lanka s development is evident but is largely unrealized. Youth
has not been sufficiently mobilized to help achieve development goals.
The government has not been able to give youth-related issues the
attention they deserve, nor have youth-oriented activities been sys-
tematically analyzed, improved and implemented in order to solve the
complex questions which affect the life of rural youth.
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Needs and Issues of R ural Youth in Sri Lanka
The needs of and issues concerning rural youth in Sri Lanka
are very great, both in their nature and content, and therefore the
country is faced with a large number of complex "problems" 9 which
require careful analysis. On the one hand, rural youth is the victim
of mal
-development, of slow or stagnant economic growth and of the
failure of economic planning and development to keep pace with the
increasing youth population. On the other hand, rural youth is the
product of a situation which gives rise to social, political and cultural
alienation and a "mismatch between rising expectation and available
opportunities for gainful and satisfactory levels of employment and
personal fulfillment (ILO, Ceylon Report, 1971).
Practitioners in the field of rural development as well as
policy-makers and planners at the national level have become increas-
ingly aware of the fact that rural youth, who are clamoring for more
rewarding employment opportunities and a better quality of life, have
not been sufficiently mobilized to achieve these needs (Marga, 1972).
High priority is essential for action in this field to assess the general
situation in sufficient breadth, to gain a clear perspective and to
determine the scale and the nature of the needs (Commonwealth Secre-
tariate, 1973). The reason for this necessity to help youth is clear
enough. As pointed out in the report of the Social Development sec-
tion of the Economic Commission for Africa (UN), apart from the under-
standable humanitarian motives, the young people are considered as
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having perhaps thirty to forty years of working life in front of them
Given the opportunities, they are the ones whose contributions win heip
to develop their environments and the nation as a whole. Given direc-
tion, their energies and ideas will be vital to the process of nation-
building (Report of the SDSECF of UN, 1969, p. 1)
The report of a seminar organized by UNESCO Regional Office
in Bangkok in 1974 in reviewing the main factors that seem to underlie
the problems" affecting rural youth, indicates that the strongest factor
seems to be inherent in the state of unemployment and under-employ-
ment which is common to most of the countries in the Third World
(UNESCO Regional Office in Bangkok, 1974, p. 70).
The Indian Ministry of Education and Social Welfare recognizes
that anxiety about employment, job security and economic stability is
one of the most common causes of psychological and emotional stress
among young people and accounts for many of the symptoms of youth
dissent, disillusionment and frustration. It points out that an assured
sense of future security has to be created to enable youth to achieve
full participation in national endeavor (Ministry of Education and Social
Welfare, India, 1975).
Anyaratne, argues that the Western concept of "unemployment"
is not a proper indicator with which to judge the gravity of the prob-
lem of Sri Lankan rural youth who are in need of avenues of produc-
tive work. He observes that "inspired by traditional cultural concepts
imbedded in the Buddhist philosophy, Sri Lankan rural youth are
primarily concerned with the search for ways of spending "productive
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lives" rather than to use the Western terms "searching for employment-
in pure materia, terms. He further points out that they are more con-
cerned with diligence in efficient productive activity and a balanced
life-style between production and consumption ( Ariyaratne, 1979). As
nightly pointed out by many development workers, development of rural
youth is not only to free them from economic pressures but to enlighten
their human spirit in full dignity.
In Sri Lanka, rural youth is as much a political issue as a
socio-economic phenomenon. The root of the youth
-problem" in Sri
Lanka is coming to be recognized as deriving primarily from the basic
need among the rural youth population for opportunities and skills
through which they themselves can contribute usefully not only to
their personal improvement but to the improvement of their communi-
ties and in so doing participate in the shaping of rural environments.
Youth programs that are being carried out in Sri Lanka often
have been undertaken without any real knowledge of youth, their
needs, their aspirations or their goals. Very often youth policies and
programs are concerned and carried out for youth rather than by and
with youth. Many national and international seminars and symposiums
have recognized that youth can and should play an effective role not
only in the formulation of policy but also in its planning and execution
of plans (UNESCO Regional Office for Asia, 1974, Commonwealth Secre-
tariat, 1974, UNESCO SPC/Youth/WP 2/1968, ECAFE & UNOTC, 1970).
In Sri Lanka this hardly happens. Many talented Sri Lankan rural
youth believe that not only should they participate more actively in the
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implementation of planned development projects, but they shou.d be
encouraged to take part in the process of decision-making too. Depri-
vation of these opportunities results in frustration often leading to
ant,
-social and anti-establishment attitudes in rural youth, which may
end up in damaging the society.
Today, rural youth in Sri Lanka are frustrated because no
planned effort has been made to gainfully employ them and to enable
them to lead a productive life. Potentially, therefore, this is the
most acute social problem and the greatest source of instability to the
nation. This fact was clearly manifested in the youth insurrection of
1971. This brought about a sudden awareness coupled with serious
concern for youth and its place, and its need to participate in develop-
ment. It has been increasingly recognized since then that the rural
youth populace are a tremendous force in terms of social change. They
represent a vast resource of manpower which, if properly oriented and
developed, could contribute greatly towards development but if frustra-
ted will be a real threat for society.
Rural youth of Sri Lanka cannot be ignored or kept waiting.
They are ambitious and energetic yet frustrated because their talents
are being wasted. There is an urgent need to plan for and with
rural youth within the overall context of national development in order
to pinpoint their needs, to find imaginative solutions to the problems
involved in enabling young people to develop their full potential and
to contribute to national well-being.
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What Can Be Done
As this brief review indicates, the needs and issues of rural
youth in Sri Lanka are extensive and complex. A good deal of experi-
ence has been gained in recent years concerning the nature of these
needs and issues and have become more clear now than ever before.
However it is impossible to say that there exists somewhere a clever
idea never previously considered which would meet all these needs and
deal with all the issues overnight. But some answers do exist, which,
the author believes, will effectively lead to the solution of the "prob-
lems," though no claim can be made to any sort of magic solution to
such gigantic "problems."
Many authorities who have been studying the needs and issues
concerning rural youth point out that young people unquestionably
constitute the primary unused resource and that this fact explains why
they are usually considered to be a problem. These authorities point
out that education and training are essential to make these young people
a resource instead of a burden. They argue that such training should
give young people the skills to participate actively in formulating the
new type of strategies which will lead to the provision of maximum
opportunities to be engaged in productive work. They further empha-
size that such efforts should be directed at building self-reliance,
creating and strengthening the capacity to participate in planning and
making decisions, establishing local organizations, awakening political
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and social consciousness and ultimately changing the local environments
(UNDP, Evaluation Study No. 2, 1979, p. 122).
This theory of youth participation comes in part from a philo-
sophy which measures development in terms of youth's skills and its
ability to solve its problems. As has been often pointed out, experts
cannot develop youth
-they can only remove obstacles and provide
access to resources and information that youth can use to develop it-
self. Commenting on this theory Ariyaratne argues "participation
of youth in national development is a much theorized subject. For
macro-planners this is a pet phrase. The elite make the plans. They
mistakenly presume that the youth also do get motivated by the same
theoretical considerations. Most of the attempts to get youth willingly
involved in development have failed (Ariyaratne, 1981, p. 8).
Aprodicio A. Laquian in a Unesco study suggests that "like
all developmental resources, children and youth must be mobilized
properly to maximize their beneficial effect. This calls for a national
policy for children and youth that would: (a) recognize their intrinsic
worth, (b) evaluate the investments necessary to realize that worth,
(c) allocate the necessary investment to fully develop the potentials
of children and youth, (d) pursue integrated programs of children and
youth development and (e) evaluate such programs regularly to make
sure that they are consistent with overall development policies" (Apro-
dicio A. Laquian, undated, p. 95).
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An Integrated Approach
Many development planners argue that the needs and issues in-
volving rural youth cannot be tackled in isolation. They must be dealt
with within the framework of economic growth and social and cultural
development as a whole. A paper presented at a seminar organized by
ECAFE & UNOTC points out that the analysis and the fulfillment of the
needs of rural youth are the most pressing problems facing national
governments, international agencies, voluntary organizations and young
people themselves. Moreover, these needs are so interlocked that try-
ing to solve them by acting on only one aspect or another would be
less than successful (ECAFE & UNOTC, 1970, p. 3).
In Lindsey's words, "there is an urgent need to plan for and
with youth within the overall context of national development, to pin-
point their needs, to find imaginative solutions to the problems invol-
ved in enabling young people to develop their full potential and to
contribute to the national well-being and to associate youth in a direct
and responsible fashion with the policies and programs affecting them"
(C. H. Lindsey, 1970, p. 152). In carrying out its programs, the
Commonwealth Secretariate bore in mind that the problems of youth do
not necessarily originate in factors intrinsic to youth, but in changes,
developments and uncertainties which affect every section of societies
that are acquiring increasingly youthful populations. In consequence,
realistic policies and programs cannot be formulated in isolation but
only as an integrated part of overall development planning directed to
national objectives (Commonwealth Secretariate, 1973, p. 1).
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In discussing the planning strategies for meeting the learning
needs of rural youth, the report of the Commonwealth Regional semina,
held in Cook's island points out that "there is no simple solution. Be-
cause of the complexity of the changes required, it is certain that the
problems of employment creation will only be solved by determined po-
litical action and the coordinated efforts of all sectors of society"
(Commonwealth Secretariate, 1976, p. 81). A report of a seminar held
by Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia confirms that the
"basic problems of rural development and of youth in rural areas are
so organically related that they cannot be solved by concentrating
attention merely on one aspect or another of the rural milieu-agricul-
ture or rural industries-or production for self-consumption or for the
market. They have to be dealt with in a unified conceptual frame-
work of integrated development which would require that development
in each sector of rural activity is linked with every other rural sec-
tor, with each meeting the needs and utilizing the output of the other
sectors. This interlinking of various productive sectors is expected
to lead to overall development benefits accruing from individual sec-
toral activities carried out independently of each other. The seminar
therefore stresses that programs to meet the educational needs of
rural youth should be conceived as integral parts of a total rural
development program aimed at raising the quality of life in the rural
areas. Without an over-arching purpose for the renewal and develop-
ment of rural life in its totality, individual projects and activities for
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rural youth will have no anchorage (Unesco Regional Office, 1974,
P- 13).
Many other recent studies on needs of and issues concerning
rural youth have drawn the attention to the need for a meaningful
youth policy which envisages integrated programs that emphasize
cross sectoral approaches in program development. According to
another Unesco study "the formulation and adoption of a national
policy for children and youth, important as it is, is not enough to
tap effectively the young's developmental potential. First of all,
such a policy must be integrated with the development plans of a
nation. Secondly, it must transform policy statements into reality.
Finally, plans and programs must be geared to an administrative
structure that will make it possible for development goals to be
achieved effectively and efficiently (Aprodicio A. Loquian, undated,
p. 98).
Various agencies of the United Nations have collaborated with
one another to provide parts of comprehensively planned programs for
youth. In doing so, the guiding principle has been to treat the needs
of youth within the context of overall national planning, not as isolated
concepts. A United Nation's report has emphasized the fact that since
youth is not a single planning sector, but a concern of all sectors, the
needs of youth can be met more efficiently if countries formulate a
national youth policy which can be integrated into general objectives
of development (UN A/C 3/613, 1969). Arthur Gillette is of the
opinion that a clear cut youth policy would not be a separate plan for
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young people, but would cut across sectoral boundaries. Since national
Planning in a„ sectors is for a population which is largely youthful it
follows that a national plan which provided for the majority of the
people would have an orientation toward youth (Arthur Gillette, 1968,
P. 7 ).
Rural youth in Sri Lanka is a part of a labor force represent-
ing the youngest but in sheer numbers the strongest category within
the work force. Developing flexible, coherent and comprehensive
rural learning systems that are directed at facilitating the creation of
diversified and continuing work opportunities for the rural youth popu
lation had been a long felt need. Numerous governmental and non-
governmental bodies have been created in Sri Lanka during the last
few decades to provide this most needed training-to meet the em-
ployment needs of rural youth. Such mass efforts are needed, for
the magnitude of the problem is such that only solutions commen-
surate with the size of the problem can be expected to give satis-
factory results. Pragmatic attempts have been taken by these var-
ious institutions within their fields to create job opportunities for
youth, the major objective being elimination of unemployment and
alleviation of its ill effects. These governmental and non-govern-
mental organizations which have mushroomed in Sri Lanka over the
last few decades are conditioned by the different conceptual or
ideological positions which each of these organizations take in
defining what is good for the development of youth. It can be
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categorically stated that the ongoing initiatives of various govern-
mental bodies in Sri Lanka have not been sufficiently directed to
produce a coherent plan of development. Not only do they charac-
terize the failure to adhere to clear and coherent developmental
philosophy, but they are fragmented, ad-hoc responses not able to
cope with the great demand that exists.
The "problem" facing Sri Lankan rural youth is to find
ways and means of creating productive work rather than employ-
ment creation through pure economic action. What is urgently
needed in Sri Lanka are avenues of providing maximum opportuni
ties for rural youth itself to discover its potential as well as the
avenues which are open to it. It needs to find a way within the
resources at hand, to spend a contented and productive life in
the society. A genuine and massive national effort will be needed
to make these opportunities available-not just ad-hoc responses to
youth's cry.
In Sri Lanka, the need for a change in strategies for rural
youth have probably never been greater than at the present time.
The 1980s may offer us very limited room for further delay. Much
can be lost, a great deal of long-term damage can be done to rural
young people and to the future of their environments, if things are
left as they are. There is an urgent need to plan for and with
rural youth, within the overall context of national development, in
order to pinpoint its needs, to find imaginative solutions to the
problems" involved in enabling young people to develop their full
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Potential, and to contribute to the national well being. To achieve
the participation of rural youth in a direct and responsible fashion
ih the making of policies affecting it is urgently needed. Such poli-
cies must be translated into concrete plans and programs designed to
optimize the role of rural youth in the agreed development functions.
The necessary administrative structure should be set up to ensure
that such plans and programs are carried out efficiently and effec-
tively. In the formulation of policies, plans, and programs, the voice
Of the young must be truly heard. This means that maximum partici-
pation of rural youth in such a process must be provided. Specifi-
cally speaking, this refers to a national action strategy for, ^h and
by rural youth constructed in the light of certain general principles,
long-range goals and objectives. From these actions should emerge
specific program objectives and contents, which would in turn condi-
tion the solution of other major issues. More importantly, to make
such a strategy effective, the country should be clear in its develop-
mental goals and about acceptable means for achieving them. Outside,
imposed, or inappropriate models would turn the whole effort into a
disaster.
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It was given to us to show the country's
revolutionary potential to the world. Thisis a great gain. We are confident that thefuture belongs to us."
A Sri Lankan rural youth who was
an insurgent in April 1971 insurrec-
tion.
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CHAPTER Mi
FORMAL EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL YOUTH
Education as a Factor in Rural Development
There has been increasing recognition of the fact that rural
development 1 is an integrated process which is stimulated by a large
number of interrelated factors of which education is one. Many
development workers have overwhelmingly accepted the premise that
the field of education has a crucial role to play in accomplishing the
task of rural development. Though education by itself cannot tackle
the varied problems of rural areas by itself, it can act as one of the
major factors in stimulating and sustaining the process of development
"The ability of the developing countries to respond to the many chal-
lenges before them effectively and in a positive way would largely
depend on the determination with which they reorganize their educa-
tional system" (R. K. Patnaik, 1977, p. 4). This problem of inte-
grating education into the context of rural development is probably
the most difficult in the development process (Harbison, 1970). Many
believe that there is no single formula for achieving rural development
in all situations, nor is there a standard formula for the kinds of
education needed to promote that development. Nevertheless, in all
instances, education, broadly conceived, has an unprecendented oppor
tunity to contribute to the generation of new skills and attitudes es-
sential for advancing rural development. Development workers point
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out that to exploit this opportunity, the architects and managers of
educational programs must anticipate and respond to new skill demands
and knowledge requirements and prepare the rural population to meet
them. Again, how to do this is a very intricate problem.
The Southeast Asian Scenerio
Today, the formal education systems of Southeast Asia have
expanded both horizontally and vertically. Formal education has be-
come the single largest enterprise in these countries where it employs
more people and directly influences the lives of more people than any
other organization apart from the government itself. The expenditures
on education are huge in relation to other governmental and private
expenditures. The flow of foreign aid to education in Southeast Asia
is exceeded by the flow to no other activity. During the last two
decades, the school enrollments in these countries, even though incom-
patible with the population growth
,
3 have almost tripled. For the first
time millions of rural children who had not previously even seen a
school enrolled in classes. In Southeast Asia, highly trained doctors,
lawyers, engineers and social scientists graudated from local and
foreign universities, many to return and become part of the growing
cadre of trained specialists. Schools supplied new administrators to
run the system and fulfill the needs of middle level skills demanded
by the growing technologies of these societies. The Southeast Asian
region has made substantial progress in brining about quantitative
expansion at every level of the educational system, but their efforts
towards qualitative development as pointed out by many critics have
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been insufficient and inappropriate in terms of making products fit
for development. The dominant strategy for many years in education
has been to attempt to achieve rapid quantitative expansion of the
existing educational system substantially in its old image. The school
system of the metropolitan country was copied in diluted form in each
of the countries of the region. It has changed only slightly since
independence. Curricula based on foreign models which are associated
with the colonial heritage have been adopted (Gunnar Myrdal, 1968).
Critics have often questioned the relevance and adequacy of
the prevalent education systems in the context of specific learning
needs of rural youth populations emerging from their local environ-
ments. The incompatibility between what schools were teaching and
what the youth needed to learn was most severe in rural areas.
R. H. Dave and David R. Evans point out that as a result of such
an incongruence between learning needs and education systems in
rural areas, many serious problems have arisen, "in too many in-
stances, children who finish primary school in rural areas seem
rather less fit to become creative and constructive members of their
community than if they had never been to school" (R. H. Dave and
David R. Evans, 1976, p. 2).
Education, though has, as already pointed out, received a
high priority in Southeast Asia, is often of an academic nature which
is geared neither to the economic and social needs of the societies nor
to the preparation of youth for the life they are likely to lead. Em-
phasis has traditionally been on the development of the modern sector,
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providing employment to a small and intensively trained elite and lead-
ing to the neglect of 60-80% of the population living in rural sectors
which are already characterized by traditionally lower productivity.
Though colossal sums have been invested in forma, education
m theSe C0UntrieS
' Wasta^ through drop-out or premature withdrawal
of children from school is another factor which greatly hampers its
benefits. This is a major phenomenon in almost all Asian countries
and its incidence is particularly high in more remote rural areas. To
use India as an example:
Of every hundred children of the age of 6
older °h V ° 6nter ClaSS 1 * when they grow
tht fem
n
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d have t0 WOrk in °rder to supplemente a ily income, they begin to drop off. Con-sequently, only 40 children are left in the school
m : w f°hf 11 ' r on,y 25 ^ ><»• °* u
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' number ls further reduced to 10and by age 21, it drops down to about 2. Inthe age group 6-21, only about 20% of the totalpopulation is found in schools and the remaining
80-6 remains totally outside. Of the 75% of chil-dren who drop out of the school at the primarystage about half drop out at Class 1.
P. K. Patnaik, 1977, p. 7
The situation is similar to the experience of other developing
countries in Southeast Asia. There are several factors which lead to
the high rate of wastage in these countries. A survey conducted in
Osmanabad District of Maharashtra in India indicates that the poor
economic condition was mainly repsonsible for dropping out in the case
Of 3S% of the drop-outs in rural areas. Family and social circumstances
contributed to nearly 45% of persons dropping out from schools. Other
reasons for leaving school reported by school drop-outs were inability
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to cope with stud.es and lack of interest in education. The survey
further indicated that nearly two-thirds of the drop-outs did not want
to continue general education. A major justification for keeping chil-
dren out of school is economic. Children have traditionally partici-
pated in work at even a tender age and they are "regarded as a re-
serve pool of cheap manpower" (D. J. Nandedkar, 1969).
The essentially academic content of curriculum of these rural
schools in this region, together with the highly competitive nature of
schooling discourages the initiative to explore outside the bounds of
predetermined syllabus and encourages learning from rote memory.
Gunnar Myrdal analyzes the situation in the following words: "teach-
ing in Southeast Asian schools at all levels tends to discourage inde-
pendent thinking and the growth of that inquisitive and experimental
bent of mind that is so essential for development" (Gunnar Myrdal,
1968, p. 1645). Gunnar Myrdal further clarifies this unsatisfactory
condition that is prevalent in Southeast Asia and many believe that
these criticisms still hold their currency and validity.
Throughout Southeast Asia there is a tradi-
tional contempt for manual work, and the
educated tend to regard their education as
the badge that relieves them of any obligation
to soil their hands. This attitude consistutes
a large part of the problem of the "educated
unemployed." Without doubt, the downgrading
of manual work and in particular, the practice
of using education as an excuse to avoid it, is
a very serious obstacle to development.
Gunnar Myrdal, 1968, p. 1647
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Mao Tsetung, in a talk delivered at the Hungchow Conference
0 965) exposes the inappropriateness of the type of education that is
prevalent in developing countries.
"It takes a total of sixteen, seven-
teen years or twenty years for one to reach the university from pri-
mary school and in this period one never has the chance to look at
the five kinds of cereals, how the workers do their work, how pea-
sants till their fields and how traders do business
.
.
. Such an
education system is harmful indeed" (Mao Tsetung, 1965).
Serious imbalances are observed between the skills generated
by education systems and needs of rural youth in Southeast Asia. In
some fields, the number of youth coming out of the system surpasses
the absorpitve capacity of the labor market, while in others, critical
shortages of skills continue to create problems. The failure of the
system to respond to youth's needs is emphasized very often due to
the fact that educational institutions have been borrowed from devel-
oped countries and have not adjusted to the local needs. In South-
east Asia today, the school is the only hope for the rural youth for a
new life beyond the local environment, which usually means a paid job
If he succeeds in this, the youth will be lost to his native environ-
ment, which will receive no direct benefit from the education given to
him. If he does not succeed, disappointed in his ambitions, he will
join the ranks of the unemployed. In this way "formal school often
appears to serve more as a brake upon rural development than as
its driving force."
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The rapid expansion of education, consequent on the increase
SCh°°' enrOMment
'
35 r'9htfully pointed out by P. K . Patnai k "has
led to a situation where school leavers are being produced faster than
the economy couid absorb them by the generation of suitable employ-
ment opportunities" (P. K. Patnai k
, 1972, p. 4). To quote Profe5sor
Arch,bald Callaway, "the rapid expansion of formal education has it-
self been a significant factor in the growth of youth unemployment
(Archibald Callaway, UNESCO, HEP, 1970). Robert McNamara of the
World Bank, in his forward note to the Sector Working Paper on
Education (December, 1974) shows how the forma, education system
prevailing in the developing countries today has become an instigator
of maladjustment rather than an essential source of growth and devel-
opment. Analysis of this type of formal education is central to the
arguments of most of the critics of the formal education system as it
exists in Southeast Asia today. Tim Simkins notes that individuals
are judged against each other on narrowly defined, largely academic
criteria, and consequently are rewarded or not as the case may be
with the certificates which are the major determinants of the place
the individual will take in society. He further elaborates the situa-
tion in the following words:
Formal education is so organized as to define
worthwhile knowledge and values entirely in its
own terms. The accumulated wisdom and experi-
ence of the student's own family and community
are devalued in comparison with the knowledge
and skills taught in schools. Ultimately the worth
of particular kinds of learning is measured by
credentials in which they result.
Tim Simkins, 1977, p. 26
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The importance of educational credentials in gaining access
to wage employment generates social pressures for the expansion of
formal education beyond the absorptive capacity of the modern sector.
This adds to the competitive pressure for schooling and distorts the
content of education. This inevitably means what is taught has little
relevance to the needs of rural youth. Education systems thus be-
come dysfunctional, both for the rural economy and for the rural youth
themselves who are coming out of it. C. Colclough and J. Hallak ana-
lyze the situation:
f preParatory study by those whotail the tests are really almost pure waste.because the passing of examinations assumes inthe classroom such overwhelming importance as
the sole raison d'etre of schooling. Children
learn, and are encouraged to learn, not in orderto enrich their experience but in order to ful-
fill examiners' requirements
.
C. Colelough and J. Hallak, 1976, p. 53
Philip Coombs and Manzoor Ahmed argue that national develop-
ment in general was suffering from an educational crisis and rural
people were its most seriously affected victims for three main reasons.
First, urban areas had been strongly favored in the allocation of scarce
educational resources. Second, the incompatibility between what the
schools were teaching and what the people needed to learn was most
severe in rural areas. Third, educational policies had equated educa-
tion largely with formal schooling and adults outside of school, who
constituted the great majority of the rural population, were being
neglected (Philip Coombs with Manzoor Ahmed, 1978, p. 4).
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It has become increasingly evident that the formal education
system has failed to readjust and align itself to the development needs
Of the rural youth in these societies. Educators were bent on inquir-
ing into the possibility of reforming the educational system in accor-
nce With the needs. Education Sector Working Paper of the World
Bank indicates that '.experts and National Commissions writing about
youth prospects in practically every region of the world argue that
education will be subjected to great stress and reevaluation during the
1980s. in those regions where the effects of economic stress will be
felt most directly, educational systems, will be asked to explain why
their graduates cannot find jobs and, more fundamentally, why their
curricula maintains such a blithe distance from the pressing concerns
of the young. Schools may be flashpoints of protest and dissent in
the next ten years as jobs grow scarce (World Bank, 1974, p. 31).
Many reformists point out the urgency of changing the struc-
ture of education and the adoption of appropriate strategies for the
restructuring of the content of education and training. Over the past
decade or two, many solutions have been tried-some quite radical-
with the intention of making the educational process more relevant to
the needs of these societies. Many doubt their ability to face the
challenge that lies ahead. Ruralization and vocationalization of the
curricula, abolition of examinations, selection of students by geographi-
cal and social quotas, recurrent education, out-of-school education,
and deschooling are some of the solutions that have been suggested
and sometimes tried out.
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This part of the study will ver^J^riefl* sketch the nature of
some of these attempted and proposed innovations.
innovations— Attempted and Proposed
Vocational
i
zation of Curriculum
Considerable attention has been given in recent years in most
of the countries in the developing world to vocationalization of the
school curriculum as a way of rectifying the imbalance created by
highly academic types of curriculum of the formal school. The main
aim of vocational education is to arouse the interest of the learners
in manual skills, to acquaint them with the world of work and to pre-
pare them to select a vocation of their choice after making them realize
their potential in that particular vocation. Reformers felt that voca-
tionalization of curriculum was one of the central and crucial needs in
education in these countries, since they would help learners develop
proper attitudes towards manual work. This effort has failed to
achieve its objectives due to the following reasons:
1. Vocationalization of curriculum involved a heavy finan-
cial investment It has been calculated that vocational
ourses cost about three to five times as much as general
education at the corresponding stage (J. P. Naik, 1970).
2. It did not solve the problems of vast numbers of schooldrop-outs rejected by the formal education system(Eugene Staley, 1969).
3. Such a curriculum frequently created a sense of second
c ass citizenship among both teachers and those being
taught, which initiates against effective learning (MarkBlaug
,
1978). y
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4. Vocational schools have not been ablproduce an economic return on their
Foster, 1966).
e to prove that they
investments 4 (Philip
6 .
'°ng as the academic schools are the path to the
P restl 9e positions, good students did not prefer voca-tional education (Adams and Bjork, 1969).
It was found too difficult to forecast correctly the
aration of
13
' in demand wh 'ch necessitated prep-
realistic manpower development programs andtheir projected requirements (P. K.Patnaik7 1972)
Ruralization of Curriculum
Adding a "rural flavor" to the curriculum of primary and sec-
ondary school is another important innovation that started appearing
on the educational scene after World War II. The "ruralization" of
conventional schools to increase the relevance of education to rural
societies has been a policy response which has taken place in practi-
cally all the countries in the developing world including the Southeast
Asian countries. This was considered as an immediate solution to the
problem of enormous exodus to the cities, increasing under-employment
among certificated school leavers already too numerous for the needs of
the "organized" sector and paralyzing the economic development of
rural areas. Planners believed that "ruralization" of the curriculum
would help in "devising a sound foundation in basic education," and
would "develop a scientific outlook, an understanding and inquiring
attitude towards the environment, develop skills which will facilitate
effective participation in the productive process and acquire the
values and attitudes needed for changing the rural environment"
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.
(BuMetin of the UNESCO Regional Office of Education-Asia, 1970,
P- 21). But this innovative effort too has met with criticism
rural progress (Mark Blaug, wT) campal9 n to Promote
World Bank, 1974^.
(Education Sector Working Paper,
Binne^et^/lSss)!
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The tubing of agriculture in schools cannot keep theyou h in the countryside: this can be done more effec-tfvely by making the countryside a better place to livewhich means improving facilities like electricity, water
'
1 978 )
Y ' ett6r housmg and health services (Mark Blaug,
4.
5.
Abolishing of Examinations
Critics have often pointed out that education in the developing
world today, particularly in Southeast Asia, is directed towards en-
abling students to pass examinations and obtaining certificates and
possibly admittance to the next level of education. As Gunnar Myrdal
emphasized a certificate is the object pursued, rather than knowledge
and skills to which the certificate should testify (Gunnar Myrdal, 1968,
p. 1646). World Bank states "certificates have replaced learning as
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the objective of forma, education and the schools have become anti-
educationa, as a result. The concentration on mental and theoretical
exercises, rather than manual and practical experience, has prepared
most students for neither inhcjobs, nor family, nor the responsibilities
Of citizenship (World Bank, 1978).
Many educators have suggested the idea of replacing achieve-
ts with aptitude tests as a means to promote educational ob-
j'ectives, which are currently hampered by the importahce placed on
examinations. This idea, which sounds guite radical, has met with
much criticism. Many have doubted their validity in replacing
achievement tests. To summarize the arguments put forward by
Mark Blaug and others:
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7. Research shows that there i* a k- ubetween examination
^esutts
Deschoolinp
' n9 the last few years, the idea of "deschooling society"
haS^ mUCh diSCUSS6d
- Th * P~er of this idea is lyan lllich
who has been supported by many others such as Paul Goodman and
Hverett Reime, This group has . ba$jc quarre| ^ ^
was increasinql v isolator! " or-.r-ilated, and produced
"children lacking in direct
and vital relationship with their nhudr iPhysical and cultural environment and
were surrounded by a worid of two dimensional symbois and abstrac-
tions, carefully and tastefully packaged and presented to ensure a
steady consumership and a competence of mediocrity" (Jonathan Messer
1970). These critics are unsatisfied with changes which seek to make
schools better, since for them the very existence of this monopolistic
institution which controls education is detrimental. They oppose the
regimentation of the school and the possibility that children
would someday spend one-sixth of their lives and some of their most
formative years in an environment of cells and bells" (Ivan lllich,
1971, p. 2). The remedy according to lllich is to close down all for-
mal schools and replace "repressive education" by self-motivated learn-
ing voluntarily entered into by both the teacher and the taught.
Children will learn by tapping one of the four "learning webs."
1- Open access to libraries, museums, farms and factories.
2. Informal exchange between learners of similar age.
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Deschoolers have been attacked severely. To sum up the
criticism leveled against the deschooiing movement, as interpreted byMark Blaugh and others:
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Formal Education in Sri Lanka-lts RqIp j n
Education and Training Rural Youth
tion
.
Sri Lanka was the first country in Asia to receive free educa
This came into operation in 1945, and since that time there has
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been remarkable expansion education ^
T" rUl6 ' edUCati°nal the elementary level was
a-as, the majority of the population living In th. rural sectors were
neglected. Local control of educational policy occurred due to the
gaining of independence in 1948 and the introduction, in 1945, of
free education from kindergarten to university, narrowed the gap
between the urban and rural education systems. Further impetus
was received with introduction of the mother tongue (Sinhala or
Tamil) as the medium of instruction in school which started in 1953
in the sixth grade, and extended up to the university by 1960.
Other remarkable changes in the education system which led to equal
access to education for the rural youth was the takeover of private
schools by the government in 1961. Today, the Sri Lankan educational
system is mainly a state-owned one with only 2% 0 f the school-going
population attending private schools. Sex differentials in educational
attainment are minima, in Sri Lanka-a note worthy achievement in a
so-called traditional society which is evident from the equal enrollment
ratios of either sex in the secondary institutions. The country has a
better educated labor force when compared to other countries in South-
east Asia. With free primary and secondary education, Sri Lanka,
today has "the highest literacy rate of any capitalist country in Asia
after Japan-80% by the official figures.
. .nearly every one under 35
has had both primary and secondary education" (ILO-Ceylon Report,
1971, p. 177).
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This apparently impressive picture conceals a number of
serious weaknesses, most of which stem from the massive expansion
of the traditional academic type of educational system associated with
the colonial era. This system has had little regard for the social and
economic needs of the country. The most often quoted criticism is
that education is becoming increasingly unrelated to the developmental
needs of the country. It has often merely provided an "escape" from
the harsh realities of the rural environments instead of contributing
to the solution of complex developmental problems. Urban areas still
receive a disproportionately large share, relative to their production,
of educational resources in Sri Lanka. Geographical factors have
limited the provision of adequate educational facilities in sparsely
populated and remote areas, while economic factors affect the reten-
tion rate in schools. Though Sri Lanka has the highest percentage
of attendance there is a steep decline after primary school with
half the age group leaving school before the age of fourteen. 5 In
spite of the efforts by the Sri Lankan government to equalize
educational opportunities, 10% of the school-going population usually
does not enter school at all. Educational expenditures in poorer
rural areas prepare only a small minority of the youth for the ven-
ture into a more modern life. Schools in Sri Lanka, instead of serv-
ing as the great equalizers of opportunity they are meant to be, have
become discriminatory. Education is thus felt to be an instrument of
power, an apparatus for maintaining the status quo in Sri Lankan
which have been leveled against thesociety. Many other criticisms
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Development Needs n f th»
The discrepancy between the aspiration generated by the
educationa, system in Sri Lanka and its deveiopmenta, needs had been
realized even before the gaining of independence, though no action
had been taken concerning it yet. The Ten-Year Plan, introduced
' 959
' P° inted °Ut that the
‘TPe °f education imparted and the rela-
tive proportions between different kinds of ski„s produced must be
Closely geared to the needs of economic growth (The Ten-Year Plan,
p. 49). The National Education Commission of 1961 recom-
mended "a united national system of education which is geared to the
economic growth, technical and development needs of the country"
(National Education Commission Report, 1961, p. 1 ).
The 1963 Commission of Inquiry of Technical Education poin-
that one of the country's major problems in the field of edu-
cation related to the divergence between the pattern of work prefer-
ences engendered by the education system and the type of employ-
ment opportunities created in the course of development" (Report of
the Commission of Inquiry of Technical Education, 1963, p. 25 ).
Owing to the present undifferentiated system of education, there has
been a great waste of national effort in education on one hand and of
latent talent on the other. Even more unfortunate is the fact that the
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nation has bean deDrivpri n-f thnucp ivea or the services of ran^Ku5 r caPable young men and
WOmen Wh°' if PrOPeHy cou,d have materially assisted in the
country's progress. The Five Year Pian of 1972-77 pointed out the
gravity of the Problem: "The present divorce of education from the
worid 0 , work has uprooted an entire generation from the type of
production which can readily be developed in the country and has
pushed the person who would normally have gone into some produc-ts activity into a fruitless search for white-collar employment, the
expansion of which could no longer be supported by the country's
Productive sectors" (The Five-Year Plan 1972-77, p. 9 ). The Medium
Term Plan 0 973-7977) for the Development of the Ministry of Educa-
tion pointed out that "it is increasingly related that in a developing
country, education has to formulate its policies in the context of the
nation's need to accelerate socio-economic growth."
,t further stated
that general education as it is presently administrated puts obstacles
m the way of socio-economic growth, and questions what can be done
to remove them (Medium Term Plan for Development of Education, 1973-
77, p. 15).
AS is evident from these comments it has been stressed again
and again that the educational system must be geared more agressively
to the needs of the economy. So far, the education system has re-
sulted in the turning out of thousands of young people fitted for
routine white-collar jobs which are practically nonexistent. These
commissions and committees mentioned above have investigated various
aspects of the system and suggested reforms in the existing structure.
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heV d ’d n0t he ' P t0 S° IVe the
~'n,V because planners and
politicians have continued with the duaiistic system where academic
courses were considered high,y P resti9 ious. Today the 9a P hetween
kn0Wl6d9e
' Ski " S 3nd generated by the school system
and those required for national development has become much wider.
The present educational system has not equipped the school
leavers even to thin, of possible alternatives. As noted in the 1972 -
77 Five-Year Plan, it has taught them to value mental work very
h.gh.y and look down upon manual work.
'.Workers are not associated
“'‘h ,eamin9
- The ,e—d men are not workers. The development
°f this genera, attitude has been supported by the fact that the con-
tent of school learning had little relation to the world of work" (Gov-
ernment Five-Year Plan, 1972-77). it will require a major effort to
relate education more closely to the world of work, to prepare rural
young people for participation in productive work, to view the rela-
tionship between education and the development of rural youth in
more realistic terms.
As shown in the above discussion in many instances it has
been stressed the necessity for reforming and reorienting the educa-
tional system to make it more relevant to the needs of the Sri Lankan
ety. But formal educational systems have proven extremely resis-
tant to change and continue to do so. The reasons for this resistance
are both in the nature of formal educational systems themselves and
in the socio-economic environments within which they are operating.
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Another important factor that shou|d be ^ ^ ^^
-9 the rate of expansion of forma| education ^
problems, since disappointed parents constitute the main source of
poht'cal support for the government. Teachers, usually the largest
s.ng.e group of wage earners in Sri Lanka, are also a politically in-
fluence, group Which no government would like to endanger.
Education is costly and absorbs a substantial part both of the
Of educational systems has thus been accompanied by a rapid increase
*he Pr°POrti0n ° f PUbHc expenditure devoted to education. While
the amounts will vary from year to year, usually 20% of the national
budget is devoted to education and any increase win impinge upon the
needs of other sectors and services-and hence will limit further in-
creases in educational expenditure, it can be said that a peak has
been reached in educational investment and it cannot be increased
further without gravely jeopardizing the future socio-economic balance
country, in Sri Lanka dedication to education is high, re-
sources to support it are low and the demand to develop it is persis-
tent. Despite the substantial progress realized in education in
quantitative terms during the past few decades, it has become in-
creasingly dysfunctional as far as the development of rural youth is
concerned. There is strong evidence that the few educational reforms
which have been evolved are not working efficiently or effectively.
Educators in Sri Lanka have begun to realize that education is simply
not getting at problems when and where it is needed. It is evident
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that radical chang
this crisis and to
1980s.
es are essentia, if Sri Lanka is to lift itself out of
realize the bright hopes of the rural youth for the
in Sri Lanka the extent of unemployment® among the rural
young is such that the right to employment has become one of their
basic demands. In this section of the study, the author intends to
investigate the relationship that formal education is said to have with
the employment problem in Sri Lanka.
Considering the edudcational policy as a whole it was noted
that education is only one ingredient in the whole package of a
development plan. Education then, does not create jobs, since the
creation of employment opportunities is closely tied to strategies and
patterns of economic development. But it has been argued that there
is a link between the development of knowledge and skills (through
education programs) and the productive use of them in development.
In other words, manpower development, and manpower utilization
are interconnected. Critics take the view that growing unemployment
among the youth in Sri Lanka is an indication that the link between
the two cannot be taken for granted.
Nature of the problem. There are numerous evidences to show
that open unemployment has become a fact of life in Sri Lanka. The
rates recorded are some of the highest in the Asia region. 7 Open
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unemployment as it exists in Sri Lanka is predominantly a problem of
the young and a great majority of youth seem destined to perpetuate
this familiar cycle.
The 1972-77 Five Year Plan of the Sri Lankan government, com-
menting on the growing pressure of the problem of open unemployment,
states that "today there are about 550,000 persons unemployed out of
a labour force of 4.5 million, a rate of over 12%, which is high by any
standard. According to statistics of recent years it has been found
that every year about 120,000 additional persons seek employment. On
the one hand the economy has been providing employment only to
about 10,000 persons a year" (Government Five Year Plan 1972-77;
p. 4). The Medium Term Plan for the Development of Education pre-
pared by the Ministry of Education (1973) points out that it is diffi-
cult to compute the number of unemployed with any degree of accuracy
because in addition to those who are totally unemployed many person
have some work but are underemployed, while others are employed but
in search for better employment. "It has been estimated that there are
approximately 200,000 persons who are presently underemployed and
who seek additional work or a change in their jobs. The situation is
more grave since it has been estimated that the work force increases
by one and half lakhs each year, which is far in excess of the in-
crease in employment opportunities" (Medium Term Plan for Develop-
ment in Education 1973-77, Ministry of Education, p. 36). According
to the survey of Labor Force Participation Rates undertaken by the
Central Bank in the third quarter of 1973, "the labour force, including
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the unempioyed and underemployed was 35.5% of the population: the
survey data shows that 17.5% of the labour force was unemployed. In
terms of the mid-year population in 1973 the survey shows that there
were 793,000 unemployed persons in the country" (Central Bank of
Ceylon Annual Report, 1973, p. 11). This data on unemployment in
Sri Lanka has grown worse today.
Open unemployment in Sri Lanka is a characteristic of young
people at all levels of education and from all social groups. Analysts
believe that its magnitude in Sri Lanka, when compared to other
countries of the Southeast Asian region owes much to the widespread
education among the youth population and the job expectations which
this education induces. Inevitably, the problem has evolved against
a background of high literacy and school enrollment rates which are
fairly distributed throughout the country and a substantial government
expenditure on education.
To summarize some of the findings of these numerous commis-
sions which were appointed during the last decade to explore the
nature of this problem:
There is a certain stability in the age-specific pattern of
unemployment which is heavily concentrated in the younger
age group of 15-24 (A Study Series Report of the Develop-
ment Center of the Organization of Economic Cooperative--
1971, Paris).
Rural youth account for nearly 65% of the total unemployed
(Report of the CCA Rural Youth Study Group, 1976,
Malaysia)
.
Approximately 22% of the unemployed had completed only pri-
mary education (1-5), 46.8% had reached middle schools (6-8),
and another 23.9% had passed G.C.E.O.L. 8 (Socio-economic
Survey, 1969-70).
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There is a striking difference between the unschooled with
only 8% unemployed and the ordinary level certificate holders
with 68% (among 15-24 year olds) (I.L.O. Mission Report,
1972, p. 4, see also pp. 20-25).
For the purpose of understanding Sri Lanka's youth unemploy-
ment problem the I.L.O. Mission Report states rising educational levels
are of immense significance. As this report emphasizes, if one relates
the data with regard to unemployment to the data about the levels of
educational attainment, it would seem that those with higher educational
attainment have less change of finding employment in Sri Lanka ( I LO
Mission Report, 1971). A Comparative Study of Population and Agri-
cultural Change in Sri Lanka--a report prepared by the Marga Insti-
tute for ECAFE (1972)--notes that the new entrants to the rural work
force who had reached middle school or completed their secondary
education were reluctant to accept a share of the work opportunities
on the available agricultural land and were prepared to enter the
labour market in search of new job opportunities (Marga Institute,
1972). These changes manifested themselves in the major problem
of increasing open unemployment among the rural youth. Commenting
on the effect of education that is prevalent in Sri Lanka on the employ-
ment problem the I LO Mission Report comments "free education is avail-
able at all levels and primary schooling is almost universal. But the
figures quoted above raise big questions about the sort of education
that is provided. More than 100,000 young people come pouring out
of the secondary schools with paper qualifications for which the demand
limited and one wonders about the relevance of the expectationsis very
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and values they have acquired at school to the real tasks of develop-
ment that now face Ceylon [Sri Lanka] ( I LO Mission Report, 1971,
p. 5). A FAO publication finds that "the reality of the situation is
frequently not appreciated by the community and even where it is,
parents often at considerable personal sacrifice still provide their
children with as much of this 'academic' education as possible in the
hope that they will be amongest the few who succeed in gaining
employment" (FAO, 1973, p. 5).
Attitudes and values . These views make the point that the problem of
educated unemployment is essentially one of mismatch between the job
expectations generated by the traditional academic type educational
system and the job opportunities in the labor market. It has been
argued that the real cause has more to do with attitudes created by
the education system than with anything else. As Gunnar Myrdal
comments "the educated tend to regard their education as the badge
that relieves them of any obligation to soil their hands. This attitude
constitutes a large part of the problem of the educated unemployed"
(Gunnar Myrdal, 1968, Vol . Ill, p. 1646).
The First Biennial Review of Social and Economic Developments
in ECAFE Developing Countries, during the second United Nation's
development decade prepared by ECAFE states that "the spread of
education will .... add a new dimension to the employment problem
because education creates new aspirations and generates new attitudes
.... the educated are refusing to take up available jobs in the wage
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sector at levels below those to which they believe their education
entitles them and hence education acts simply as a catalyst to transform
the under employment in the traditional sector to open unemployment"
(ECAFE, 1974, p. 20). I LO Mission Report, commenting on the situa-
tion in Sri Lanka argues that "it is obvious that education is in no way
responsible for the problem of overall imbalance" (i.e., between labour
supply and demand). Changes in the educational system will not
change the number of job opportunities in the economy (except to the
extent that changes in pupil-teacher ratios affect the demand for teach-
ing staff). However, education is definitely responsible for one of
the problems of structural imbalance: that of matching employment
opportunities and expectations (ILO Mission Report, 1971, p. 8).
Mark Blaug emphasizes the fact that education is at least in part
responsible for the whole problem of open and disguised unemploy-
ment claiming that the bulk of existing formal education restricts
children's initiatives and thus stunts the entrepreneurial spirit or
at any rate discourages them from taking up self-employment (Mark
Blaug, 1978, p. 11). Still others believe education may not create
the overall surplus of labor but that once the surplus exists, does
nothing to alleviate it and probably makes it worse.
Among other factors which are said to be contributing to the
problem of unemployment--other than the attitudes of the school
leavers--are their sense of values and their income expectations,
argues W. G. Demas. In the keynote address delivered at the
Commonwealth Youth Seminar held in Trinidad in 1970, Demas points
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out that most of these young people are averse to undertaking any
manual work and feel choosy about the kind of work they will do and
the renumeration they will accept. In many cases such attitudes have
the effect of making them remain unemployed rather than accepting
alternative kinds of employment or salaries which are considered lower
than anticipated (W. G. Demas, 1970, p. 36).
A problem of mismatch ? Numerous commissions, both national and inter-
national, which have explored deeply the nature of unemployment prob-
lems in Sri Lanka have repeatedly pointed out that an educational
system which was free from the primary grade to the university has
been operating since 1945 in Sri Lanka and has rapidly increased the
school enrollment. This fact has created a situation in which school
leavers are being produced faster than the economy can absorb them
by the generation of suitable employment. The education imparted
in the school system has shaped the job aspirations of students in
the direction of the modern sector of the economy and the students
were reluctant to accept a share of work opportunities available in the
rural areas. The apparent mismatch between aspirations generated
by the education system and the manpower needs of the country,
though is common in all developing countries, it is a very acute prob-
lem in Sri Lanka. According to these experts, the essence of the
problem is that Sri Lanka is confronted by the development dilemma--
the inherent poverty of the society with a very sluggish economic
growth makes it difficult to create new employment on the scale that is
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required. But the expectations of employment created through the
education system are directed to wage employment in the modern
sector, and thus the system turns out thousands of unemployed every
year.
ILO Mission Report points out that the high incidence of
unemployed amongst the educated means that "wasteful underutilization
of labour. . . .is not just a matter of so many man-years of educa-
tional investment going to waste." The report analyzing the profound
influence that the unemployment problem will have on the whole society
emphasizes that "a good proportion of the young people with higher
educational qualifications are likely to be among those in their genera-
tion with greater natural endowments of intelligence and persistence.
Thus the most naturally gifted are precisely the ones whose energies
and talents are being used to fuel a burning resentment instead of a
creative life" (ILO Mission Report, 1971, p. 35).
Today the government of Sri Lanka is devoting up to about
one-fifth of its annual revenue to the provision of a form of education
which they recognize as potentially dangerous, creating a rapidly in-
creasing number of unemployable school leavers. A. C. Alles, the
Chairman of the Criminal Justice Commission appointed to inquire into
the allegations against the convicted of 1971 April Insurrection, feels
that insurrection was a violent reaction against the whole social system
by youth whose frustrations were in part created, fostered, and
further exacerbated by the education they and their peers had re-
ceived" (A. C. Alles, 1971, p. 224). Many believe that the reward
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for a government's investment in education is a youth problem--the
problem of young people alienated from their rural environment--which
has to be corrected immediately.
The South Asia Symposium on employment strategies and pro-
grams held in Chandigarh in 1976, categorizes the causes of educated
unemployment under the following three headings:
1. Quantitative--that is, over-production of educated persons,
much beyond the present capacity of the economy to pro-
vide gainful employment, or the failure of the economy
to grow in consonance with the output of the educational
system
.
2. Qualitative--! .e.
,
primarily resulting from the weaknesses
within the education system.
3. Imperfections in the labour market, arising in part from
the lack of adequate arrangements for vocational guidance
and upgrading of skills, and, in part, from lack of adequate
and comprehensive employment market information.
Commonwealth Secretariate, 1976, p. 3
Functionalist vs Conflict Theorists
The above arguments regarding educated unemployed are based
on one assumption--that education is an economic investment. Invest
in a young person, spend money on his education, and in the long
run the country benefits because he is an intelligent, able and skilled
person who can be employed and can generally augment the national
wealth. Broadly speaking, this is the view of the School of Human
Capital theory on which traditional manpower planning is based (the
school currently dominant among educational and manpower policy-
makers).
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This theory of human capital virtually uncontested when it
came into prominance in the early 1960s, has been severely criticized
a decade later. International organizations like World Bank, The Inter-
national Monetary Fund, and the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development which are actively involved in the promotion of the
theory of human capital started to raise doubts at the beginning of
the last decade. The theory that the more educated are more produc-
tive--the theory of human capital--was a very strong tradition of
thought of the Functionalist School and has been severly opposed by
the conflict theorists--Neo-Weberian Conflict Theorists (e.g., Collins)
and Neo-Marxists Conflict Theorists (e.g., Bowles and Gintis, Karabel
and Carnoy).
Causes for unemployment among the educated youth do not
seem to be as simple as has been argued by the numerous commissions
appointed to investigate this matter. Their arguments have been based
mainly on the theory of Human Capital. It is an oversimplification to
consider the problem essentially as an excess of school leavers over
new job openings. As the conflict theorists argue, the situation is a
part and parcel of the capitalist social structure. As they point out
"an education system does not add or subtract from the overall degree
of social inequality. The capitalist economy is at the root of the prob-
lem, which necessitates a maintenance of such a 'reserve army
1
of
skilled labor produced through the school system (Bowles and Gintis,
1976, p. 55).
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To classify the outstanding thoughts of the conflict theorists
(relative to this issue) is to inevitably ovei— simplify a complex social
reality. But for the sake of being concise three major ideas of the
conflict theorists pertaining to this issue can be stated as follows:
1. School, through its tests, examinations and grading pro-
cedures merely identifies the young people with most of
the abilities or qualities which employers seek (also known
as Screening Theory), (Blaug, 1977; Arrow, 1973; Wiles,
1974; Layard and Psacharoponlos, 1974; Dore, 1976).
2. While employers may be interested in ability to do jobs
well, they are much more interested in the social back-
ground of employees. Socially better-offs will tend more
certainly to share the outlooks, values, and interests of
the employers, who are usually members of the same class
and will accordingly more easily ally with them in main-
taining and even defending those interests. This argu-
ment explains why people of high social class but with
less education are preferred by employers. (Collins,
1971; Blaug, 1972; Wiles, 1974; Emmerig, 1974)
3. Schools create certain social as opposed to cognitive skills
in students. The social relations of the school corresponds
to the social relations of work. Proponents of this view
see the school system as having a strong formative effect
on social skills and attitudes, (The school system as a
recruiter and gatekeeper). (Carnoy, 1974; Bowles and
Gintis and Simmons, 1976; Levin, 1976).
The relationship between education and unemployment has little
or nothing to do with the funcational linkage between educational out-
puts (skills or knowledge) and job requirements in a supposedly
complex society, as has been pointed out by these conflict theorists. 9
Collins, one of the strong proponents of the conflict school of thought
argues that "schools have little effect on learning except in so far as
they mold those disciplined cultural styles already prominent among
the higher social classes. Accordingly the link between education and
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- P-r t0 hire prestigious
People of unknown competence rather detaj|ed ^ ^the particular technical skiiic +H-.+
3 prosPective employee possesses"
(Collins, 1979).
Carnoy argues that
"unemployment is not a function of the
amount of schooling or type of schooling of the labour force. While
some marginal improvements may be made with changes in curriculum
or attempts to channel people into professions for which there appears
to be some excess demand, that demand is soon filled and the field
soon becomes over-supplied. If capitalist decision-makers will employ
only a certain number of workers that number win not be raised by
making education more relevant" (Carnoy, 1980, p. 158). According
to Carnoy, the main cause of the problem is the class-consciousness
of the employer Cass. He makes the point that capitalists and mana-
gers of capital perfer higher social class urban elite to lower social
class rural people. He believes that this is partly due to the less
well-developed labor market connections among poor rural families.
His argument runs that to assume that the problem is only on the
PP y side alone that there is a fundamental mismatch between skills
provided by the schools and jobs available on the market-demonstrates
a naive view of capitalist labor markets, (Carnoy, 1980, pp. 158-160).
Phihp Foster has noted that curriculur reform will not alter this situa-
the causes of underutilization of manpower have very little
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1980, p. 157).
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Another factor of the strateaies of thog the managers of capital
in a developing economy like Sri LanU^ . /h - uy K bn ka which prevents school leavers
fr0m 9eMin9 emP,°yment “ the “**««" capital-intensive techniques
Of production rather than labor-intensive techniques. The Centra,
Bank report of 1981 points out that "the industria, sector was resorting
to more cap.tal-intensive techniques of production in 1981 when com-
O 1978 and 1979 under the tax incentive offered by the govern-
ment, to promote investment (such as lump sum depreciation) and be-
cause of this there is a steady decrease in the growth of employment
in the 1980s 10 (when compared to 1978 and 1979), (Report of the
central Bank of Ceylon, 1981, p. 44). This fact signifies that
Changing the education system will not solve the problem as long as
capitalists and managers of capita, prefer physical capital to labor
due to the reinforcement received from the capitalist ruling class
with the same vested interests.
Need for a Radical Approach
The inability of the economic system in Sri Lanka to provide a
meaningful and productive role for rural youth has resulted in fear,
frustration and despair. It has raised a critical issue that no longer
can be ignored. It is evident that rural youth becomes a national
asset only to the extent that it is able to fit into the productive role
that the economy is capable of providing. Unless fairly drastic steps
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are taken in this direction the situation may worsen in the near
^ure. The 1972 - 1977 Rve Vear p|an Qf ^ ^ ^
. need tor organizing special work prog rams to mobilize youth popu-
atl0n f0r economically productive activities tFive v D ,, Year Plan 1972-
1977, Chapter 3). Earlier
I LO Mission (1971) too had recommended a
Slm"ar Pr°9ram
' bUt Sti " SUbStan« al •«** has not been taken in this
direction except some ad-hoc responses a«. As we enter the 1980s there
15 "ttle 6VidenCe that
~ch a effort is forthcoming.
Today there is an urgent need for a new approach and a
"'Oh 6ff0rt t0 h6lP^ to be equipped for the future parti-
cipation ,n economic life. The urgency of undertaking such a pro-
gram needs to be re-emPhasi 2ed in the context of the rapid growth
of the youth population, a major part of which consists of rural
youth. The development effort has to be organized so that rural
youth realize that they form one of the few important centers of
national attention. Only a program of radical reform by the govern-
ment with the active participation of rural youth itself can make this
change. This effort has to encompass the whole complex of related
parts and with constant involvement of and between planners who are
dealing with different aspects of the development package. They all
Should be involved in order to ensure that the institutions and policies
of such a developmental program be developed in a coordinated and
Integrated way. The program must also be developed in accordance
with national development policies which ensure a framework for
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promoting the right kind of training,
of such an effort.
skills, attitudes, and aspirations
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as against an increase of 33 173 in iq7q in com-goverment institutions, the number of new jobs created in’ 1980 was8,812 compared with 63,000 in 1979
chapter IV
NONFORMAL EDUCATION: ITS ROl F im to.LE IN TRAINING RURAL YOUTH
HOW can the potentia, of rural youth, which expose the iarg-
est segment ot the Sri Lankan population, he better harnessed, How
can ,t become mote productive and thereby contribute to the develop-
rnent of the rural society in which it Mves? The answers to these
questions Me, to a great extent, within the educations, and training
bring about a social and economic uplift within rural society itself.
Many research workers in the field of education in the last
three decades who were concerned about the failure of the
formal education system and itc
,ts role m the development effort were
gaged in searching for better ways of improving the lot of the rural
population, as a result, many attempts were made to innovate the
system, as was discussed in the last chapter. Some of these innova-
tions were considered traditional and have been tried out on a large
scale in several countries while others were considered radical solu-
tions and are still in the more theoretica, stage of implementation.
The provision of educational facilities and learning opportunities out-
side the formal system has been advocated as a more operationally
possible modification to traditional education. Educational planners
such as Philip coombs, Cole Brembeck and Manzoor Ahmed and
organizations such as UNESCO, the World Bank, USAID, FAO, the
Academy for Educational Development and educational institutions such
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Compared with other fields in education, research work in
the held of nonforma, education is a relatively recent development
although nonforma, education has been provided in developing societies
rom very early times in a variety of forms such as adult education,
extension services, on-the-job training and in-p,ant training, it was
to evaluate the effectiveness of nonforma, education as a development
strategy ,n order to gear it systematically to the development needs
of those societies.
This chapter of the study discusses nonformal education as a
strategy for promoting youth development, m doing so this chapter
first looks at definitions of nonformal education, its relationship with
the forma, and informal systems, its categorizations, and its strengths
and weaknesses. The purpose of this examination is to gain a clearer
understanding of the effectiveness of this development strategy as a
too, for bringing about the desired transformation in rural youth. The
last part of the chapter will present a brief overview of the effects of
current efforts in nonformal education in Sri Lanka.
Defining nonformal education
. A comprehensive and standard definition
of nonformal education is not available in common usage. A Michigan
State University discussion paper on definitional problems of nonformal
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educat.cn Sieves that "to activate a definition and adhere to it
nrocnta, education is so varied and systemic investigation of it
ir'"— that un, ike forma, education, nonforma,n has no single institutional base on which a definition can be
constructed (MSI), 1973, p. 8 ).
A widely accepted definition of nonforma, education is one
articulated by Ph i,ip H Coombs. He defines nonforma, education as
any organized educations, activity outside the established formal
systent Whether operating separately or as an imp0 rtant feature of
-e broader activity that is intended to serve identifiable learning
chenteies and learning objectives" (Philip Coombs, 1973, p. „)
According to another sintilar definition nonforma, education programs
"t6nd "* » " - "
—ratio arrangements, are typically
smaller ,n scale, ar.se to meet a specific need, go out of existence
when the need ,s filled, and have a variety of sponsoring organiza-
t,°ns.
,t wouid seem that these qualities would enable nonforma,
education to be more flexible and innovative than forma, education
and to enable it to respond in more appropriate ways to new educa-
tional demands" (Cole Brembeck, 1974, p, xiv).
Kleis defines nonforma, education as "any intentional and
systematic education enterprise (usually outside the traditional school
system) in which content, media, time units, admission criteria, staff,
facilities and other system components are selected and/or adopted for
particular students, populations or situations in order to maximize
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ot the system (Kleis et al, 1973).
'n a report prepared for the World Bank, (October, 1972) by
the International Council for Educational Development, nonforma,
education was defined as "an educational program that is not a part
of the regular school or college curriculum or system of examinations,
credits and certificates, even if it is conducted in regular classrooms
or by regular teachers after hours and even though the methods of
instruction may be highly formalized" (ICED, 1972, p. 4).
Cole Brembeck identifies nonformal education as a "residua,
category." According t0 nonforma| ^
mclude all socialization and skills learning processes taking place
outside formal education-an overwhelming field of activity (Cole
Brembeck, 1974, p. 65).
A discussion paper on nonformal education issued by Michigan
State University points out that, usually, nonformal education focuses
on improvement of social and personal living, occupational capability
and vocational competency. In these emphases, education is not the
goal: it is rather the means to the goal. Formal education has come
to be seen as having intrinsic value; whereas nonformal education is
almost always seen to have functional or practical value in terms of
utility of the learning it produtes (MSU, No. 2, 1973, p . 10 ).
In the words of the World Education nonformal education is
"neither an alternative education system nor a short cut to the
rapid education of a population. Rather nonformal education and
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^tsgrated develoDmftntlopme , to acquire useful knowledge, attitudes and
skills, and affords a wide am\/ r,f trray of learn, ng activities directly asso-
ciated with work" •
w .
(C,ted m an artiCle bitten for IDEAS FORUM by
Nigel Cantwell).
As already indicated, nonformal education is not a cleariy
defined single entity the way forma, schooling is. | n reality the term
connotes a w,de variety of alternatives lumped together under a broad
heading
.
Paulston has a different approach for conceptuali.ing nonforma,
education, instead of formulating a definition he points out some model-
8 characteristics of nonformal and forma, educational programs.
The variables used as the basis for describing the characteristics include
structure, content, time, control, locale, functions, rewards, method,
participants and costs (Rolland Paulston, 1972 xin , n' X,| J* I many cases,
especially for purposes of scholarly studies, the parameters of nonformai
education have been greatly reduced in order to formulate
"operational
definitions" which include any structured, systematic, nonschool educa-
tes, and training activities of relatively short duration, where spon-
soring agencies seek concrete behavioral changes in fairly distinct
target populations.
Since a universally accepted definition is not possible, educa-
tors point out that it sounds more logical and safer to describe non-
formal education rather than to define it.
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framework consists of certain characteristics as expounded by the
writers in the field as essential elements.
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designed to P^V its own way throughc eased employment, productivity and social partlcipa-
7. Its objective is to make learning a national lifelonnlearning experience, compatible with the interests ofindividuals and communities for all econo^c levels 0f
The purpose of this examination of literature on the definition
of nonformal education and its different categorizations is to get a
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^ thiS
"*"* — intends to prepare a Kind of
balance sheet, summing up the numerous arguments that the critics
have put forward showing the strennth* ^9 g s and weaknesses of nonformal
education as a tool for* ^ irural development in the Third World, with
specific attention to the situation in Sri Lanka Thisd K . i h summary will
no doubt be worthwhile at least keeDinn th .p g the elements of this contro-
versy in mind when considering its implications.
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The Sri Lankan
Nonforma, education and training programs in Sri Lanka cover
a w,de range-from creating a sense of discipline and civic conscious-
ness to training in skills for agriculture, crafts and trades.
. These
programs are extensive in terms of geographical distribution. Unlike
most developing countries, Sri Lanka has no major nonformal education
Programs for basic literacy, a fact which may be due to the widespread
ava" abi'ity of formal educational facilities. When compared to the non-
formal education programs in other countries another striking feature
in Sri Lanka is that they are basically directed towards the development
of the youth component of the society. The majority of the NFE pro-
grams have been designed as a supplementary effort to the formal
system in filling the gaps in that system. They are specifically inten-
ded to give occupational training and work orientation to rural youth
who have not acquired specific occupational skills in the formal school
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system. The rationale for such an effort is the
th
lncreasing concern ofe socety regarding the potentiaiities of the rural vo
.
y ung people and
contributions to development. The youth -insurgency of 1971
clearly demonstrated that rural youth representn a vast resource of
— SOUrCE if PrOPerlV ° riented and
—< could
tribute greatly towards development, but if frustrated, could be a
real threat for the society.
Soon after
.youth' became the topical issue of the day, a
Hr
nUmbSr " inSmUti°nS
'
-9aniZations, and welfare groups became
on sponsoring youth activities. As a result, there was a sudden
proliferation of nonforma, educational programs for youth. There
were a considerable number of youth programs going on even before
this mushroom development, identified by such various titles as "Vouth
Youth Training Centers," or "Community Development Pro-
jects," Which played an important role in preparing youth for rural
"fe ' A " th6Se new and old government and non-govern-
-nt, now engage in various skill-training programs for youth, employ-
ln0 different strategies. In this category are the governmental Mini-
stries like Education, Labour, Planning and Implementation, Rural
Development, Small Industries, Agriculture and Industries, each
focusing on its own sphere of specialization. Non-govermental organi-
zations like the Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement and Diyagala Boys
Town have similarly contributed in planning for youth, sometimes with
only little help or direction from the government.
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The search for more effective NFE approaches should logically
with a critical appraisal of the present efforts ln k .tho
forts. i eeping with
veryTrr
^ ^
"" t0 make this aPPhaisa,
16 and 9eneral
' lncorP° rating the views put forward in the
f
Very
,imited 6Va,UatiVe «-
- we„ as criticism rising
rom the author's personal experience.
The major objectives of these training programs have been
to prepare youth for seif-employment in order to enabie them to earn
8 reaS°nab,e and » "
. citizens, thus contributing
- the deveiopment of the country.
,t was intended that these pro-
S -ams prov.de significant opportunities for rural youth to participate
in the social and economic change of their rural Pnt •environments in trans-
terming and modernizing rura, iife. The magnitude of youth unemploy-
ment ,s so huge and the need to absorb a large proportion of the
youth population into productive work is so urgent that it is surpris-
t these programs have not been able to accomplish the major
objective. Participation has been ineffective and success has been
limited in integrating them into an economically active society. Their
contribution in helping youth to obtain gainful occupations and to be-
me self supporting and useful members of society has not been suffi-
cientiy significant. They have not been effective in bridging the gap
between the education and training possessed by youth at present on
the one hand and the new skills and abilities demanded by national
development on the other. Most of these on-going training programs
have a strong bias for technical training, perhaps much in excess of
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actual job opportunities. Such tr^n-
of ..
amm9 could * ls° intensify the feelingO alienation of youth from the rural
ployment.
P ^ """ a"™‘*
U Sh0U
'd ^ menti°ned that criticisms cannot be gen-
eralized uniformly. Specifically,
non-governmenta, programs have
provided valuable examples of youth participation which contribute to
eff6CtiVeneSS
"" significance of the non-govern-“ effort lies mainly in the guality of the programs. The success
can be largely attributed to the dedication of its leadership. It pro .
vides valuable elements which shou.d form an indispensable part of
the country's learning system and which are seldom found in the
government managed institutions. Nevertheless, it is unfortunate
that these non-governmenta, programs have not been able to provide
enough training to cover a significant portion of the youth population
Sn Lanka and thUS make a significant impact on the development
strategies of the country.
Despite the diversity of nonformal programs and the wide range
of government and voluntary initiatives, the total percentage of youth
in rural areas served by nonforma, programs amounts to a small frac-
tion of the population. The impact of these programs, whatever their
effectiveness in their own sphere, is limited in respect to rural youth,
especially to those having limited education. However, these diverse
initiatives to provide opportunities for training in vocational skills are
meeting important needs and in some instances are achieving a certain
degree of efficiency, although they do not constitute a comprehensive
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program with an overall strategy for employement-related learning in
mral areaS
' Th6Se
— « carried on independently,
are not part of an integrated national development plan for the
enhancement of youth, nor do they represent a „•y coordinated govern-
mental approach to youth development. The Sri Lankn n an government,
9 UP the Nat,°nal Youth Service Council in 1965, attempted
f
° °rmU,ate a nati°nal y0Uth
"h,ch could provide guidelines
or doth governmental and nongovernmental
organisations in pianning
" V0Uth
'
and WhiCh ““W
•
—is for substantive actions to
deal with the problems of youth but has not met with success. Youth
9 Sr, Lanka s major asset and educated unemployed youth being
her hab.hty, attempts towards meeting these two ends can be recog-
n,zed as a step in the right direction. It has been increasingly
recognized that there remaihs an urgent need to provide opportunities
for these relatively educated rural young people to receive the skills
and training needed to realize their full potential.
It is clear from the above analysis that there have been some
attempts made during the past few decades in Sri Lanka towards
alleviating the problem of rural youth unemployment. Nonetheless,
true basis of the problem remains unaffected. These efforts have not
recognized the need to combine to form a relatively comprehensive
Policy of youth development. They have not been able to reach the
majority of rural youth for whom landlessness, poverty, lack of oppor-
tunities for equal education and gainful employment have made it
difficult to make a living in the rural environments.
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Can Sri Lanka ever buNd a deve|opment ^iv. enough to resolve the major problem of youth unemployment? Thiss^e Poses numerous comp,
e
X guestions-social, political, economic-
'Ch are beyond the scope of the present study. The problem is
arge, multi-faceted and ingrained in the total politico-economic situa-
However, at this point of the study it is intended to reflect
briefly on the broader implications of the social nolif
r political and economic
performances, problems and policies of the country during the last
three decades, a nd their implications to the issue. The heed for an
alternative strategy that addresses the issue in a comprehensive manner
discussed. It also has been attempted at this point to present
very briefly, some indications as to the broader directions that such
a strategy should take.
Wider Pol itico-Economic Context
Since independence in 1948, a„ the governments which came to
power in Sri Lanka were engaged in the gigantic task of building the
nation according to the political ideologies of each respective govern-
ment. Whatever the political ideology of these governments all had one
thing in common: they were much more concerned about their social
Obligations to the people and were rather bent on formulating policies
that were not economically necessary but politically feasible. Inheriting
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universal franchise as early as 19^? ^ • ,
Asia to r
WaS the firSt nati°n
-
eceive the universe, tranc.se) the poiitica, eiite had to be
responsive to the needs of thof the masses in order to safeguard their
spend'
P0PU ' ati0n inCreaS6d " 3 faSt rat6
' Pr— <* public
mg on the socal services increased greatly, whereas the pro-
uction capacity of the economy failed to expand fast enough to facethe new aspirations generated through these socia, ny mes l programs. Free
education from Kindergarten up to the university, free health serv-
ces, and food subsidies for a rapidly increasing population were
among the programs which created * t«oc-6 3 tens,on b«ween the expectations
ey aroused and opportunities available to the people.
Y any standard, the increase in human well-being which
resulted as a consequence of these socia, welfare policies (to which
ah Sr, Lankan governments had been firmly committed) was remark-
able. Today Sri Lanka rates as one of the most advanced countries
the Third W°rld manV aSpects
- The country's high performance
m SOC
' al indiCat° rS SUCh 35 *he Physical Quality of Life Index, reflec-
ting adult literacy, infant mortality, life expectancy are much worth
noting. Nevertheless, these achievements conceal the real situation.
Too much reliance on social welfare measures made Sri Lanka suffer
major set-backs in many other spheres fQ r ; , , .y n . (Sri Lanka is being referred
to, by the internationalist
- November, 1981, as one of the worlds'
poorest and most developed countries.) With a GNP per head of only
lUSt over $200 per year (1980), Sri Lanka is in the bottom half of the
World Banks list of the poorest 40 countries in the world. Ever-rising
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high unemployment (particularly/ u- uV ticularly high among rura| youth ..over
uncontrolled inflation, an ever-rising cost „f ro living, sinking exportncome and growing foreign debt , K6
'
a sharP dr°P in the GNP growth
and domestic a9 ricu,tura, production so vita, to the nation's
economic health, are some of the ma for repercussions. even thirty-
::r after independence ' the— -— - - L*determined by the performance of the plantation sector and the
Prices that tea, rubber and coconut products hring on the world
marke
‘- (S" Unka " •"
-P'e of the persistence of an
economy geared to serving a colonial power.) Nearly 50% of export
earnings are retired to pay for the import of basic food stuffs and
clothes. 2 The existing relations of productions have been such that
sn Lanka's foreign exchange position continues to decline. Over this
period Sr, Lanka has come to have a growing foreign exchange deficit
as a result, s steadi|y increasing ^^^ ^^
the import of consumer goods, drawing Sri Lanka into foreign mone-
tary as well as political control The cit, l3fsituation seems to be aggrava-
ting due to the government's recent drive to attract fora'i l eign investors
to Its newly created Investment Promotion Zone." This policy of
attracting wealthy foreign investors, with its unduly vast package of
tax incentives of every sort,s has started to raise concerns with
regard to the damage it is doing to the nation. As Dennis Goulet has
pointed out, it has created new vulnerabilities and new networks of
dependency in addition to the nation's already heavy reliance on
On the other hand, these vast foreign investments and trade
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patterns, besides creating high infiationary tendencies have deveioped
new consumer babits that peopie cannot afford, rapid, y driving Sri
7 tOWardS 8 —V m the way of Singapore, Taiwanand South Korea. These .iwastful consumption habits are not only
economically damaging but are also becoming socially destructive.
The 1980s is also witnessing the involvement of the govern-
ment in massive construction projects which are too capital-intensive
and high technology-oriented to be suitable for a poor country
, ikeSn Lank8
' ThiS miS9Uided
—ce investment which is occurring
at the expense of smaller development projects has led to unbalanced
growth performances and a growing sense of powerlessness among the
majority of the population. The "trickle down" effect of these massive
projects to the villagers in rural arpac •e s, as anticipated by the policy
makers, are not occurring. Instead, the country is made more depen-
dant on foreign funds, expertise and equipment, and on other outside
supplies which are connected with inflationary tendencies, m 1980
there were over 300 foreign experts serving the government alone,
’
ting it $15 million a year. 6 Foreign aid contributes to more than
half the annua, budget, which runs at a deficit, inflation is officially
acknowledged to be over 30% (The Internationalist, No. 105, p. 21).
The heavy capital investment, mass production, centralized
development planning, and advanced technology currently present in
Sri Lanka are working against the rural poor. The results appear to
be disastrous--a collapse of the rural economy which leads to its con-
tinous disintegration and mass unemployment-and the hardest hit by
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rr " “™ «* « ~wAS °enniS Goule< Points out, "if there is an
due to the pursued
economic growth
P new policies it has led to en •
inequalities fading to serious so
,
benefits to the rural ma
with no consequent
sses, w.th no filter down effects to village
I;"
0
":
0n,Y maWn9
-—-- bV connecting them to
external monetary trends" • ^(Dennis Goulet, 198l
, p. 63). E F Sh„
macher, following comment is quit applicable to the current situation
Pr0dUCti0n“
" standards which destroy the
possibilities of self-reliant ^n reliance and self-help. The result*H e ults are uninten-
ona, neo-colonialism and hopelesssness (E. F. Schumacher, 1973
P- 5).
Negd_for an Alternative Strategy
At a time when the government is focusing on massive develop-
ment protects (based on heavy capita, investments, high technology
manned by foreign expertise and with machinery financed by various
sorts of massive external fundings such as loans, aid or foreign re-
source investment) to bring about development, it is very essentia,
to search for an alternative strategy of development which could give
new hope to Sri Lankans. Specifically a new strategy is essentia,
to the vast majority of the rural youth popuiation-a strategy which
could give new dimensions to an overall development of the country
combining egthty and arowth. A fundamental change in the total
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approach is necessary to achieve this, and it is an enormous challenge
o work out the elements of such a strategy that would bring about
Chan96
- The
•«
- complex that it needs not
only the technical competence in engineering such a strategy but a
-re rare kind of sociological and political sensitivity and vision. Todevelop an elaborate development agenda which would cover all sections
of such a strategy is beyond the scope of this study. Our intention
Indicate the broader directions of such a strategy in which
techno-economic solutions could be found through available resources.
However, towards the last part of this study we have attempted in
terms of these broader dimensions, to come up with a more specific
agenda for the rural youth population in the country, which would
Help them cope with the chailenges it faces, m specific terms we
have evolved an operational framework for an action program within
the techno-economic base we have discussed here.
It should be mentioned here that the following discussion does
not reveal new visions that may provide instant solutions to the prob-
lem. The attempt is made here to highlight some broad perspectives
derived from different historical experiences, critiques and ideologies
of many practitioners in the field which would shed light on the effort
being made to search for answers to the key questions faced by Sri
Lanka. It simply attempts to present against a general background
of "mal
-development" some elements of an alternative development
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strategy that should be
actually elements in a h
alive.
Pursued. The concepts discussed here are
istorical process which are still very much
U mUSt ^ reP6ated tha
‘ <*»<» of the present analysis
' S n0t that
'* C°ntainS
or ideas hut that it is simply
an effort to establish some Kind of broad direction in which the
futuristic thinking of an alternative strategy could be aimed.
first, it Win be useful to visualize
e core elements ol Gandhi's economic ideology which shed light on the
uation and to see them relevance to present day problems in Sri
Lanka. Gandh.'s economics started with people, with their desire to
be self-determ,n,ng. His scheme was to begin with villages, to sta-
bilize and enrich their traditional way of life bv use of , ky ui nr oy labor-intensive
manufacture and handicrafts and to keen th* n=r .P e nation s economic decision-
making as decentralized as possible even at th«h ^.Di e expense of the speed
of growth. This quotation from E. F. Shumacher's Small is Beautif,,.
pmpomts the relevance of Gandhi's thinking to present day problems
of the Sri Lankan society.
° f maSS productlon
'
based on sophisticatedighly capital-intensive, high energy-input dependant
y u a^r :d
b
rr7ch
Vi
f
n9 ' P-sup^thatb “ asarays em o production by the masses mobilizes the price-
££» dXTng,
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stlltify^fo? r*Sources
'
and
production by the masse/^ fhe techno|ogy of
modern knowledge and exDerfpn"
9 US<5 °f the best of
decentralization, compatible with t'he'laws^Tth
6 l°
designed IHlrje th'e htf ° f reSOUrce ' *"d
making him t^Terlt
"ac^neT,.'
0"6^ ° f
(E. F. Schumacher, 1973, pp. 153-154)
AS impled by Gandhian philosophy, that which is most needed
in the present day context in c„: ,Lanka is a technology capable of
reaching large numbers of the rural population at moderate cost, with
reasonable expectations of acceptable economic returns. This win
necessitate
"a different kind of technology than that are being adopted
at present, which will make the people more productive" instead of
making their hands and brains
be immensely cheaper than the
technology of modern industry,
redundant. Such a technology would
sophisticated, highly capital-intensive
(E. F. Schumacher, 1973, p. 154).
^ddhist^conor^. For Sri Lankan policy-makers and planners con-
cerned in resolving the serious economic problems that the country is
facing today, that which E. F. Schumacher refers to as "Buddhist
Economics" win render some valuable techno-economic solutions. On
the other hand, conceptualization on the basis of this ideology is not
something utopian or foreign to Sri Lankans, whose spiritual and
religious values are inherent in this way of thinking. In Small is
Beautiful Schumacher argues:
IT the P°im of view Buddhist Economists |there-
I, production Irom local needs is the most rational
Tar and
eC
,°h
0miC Nfe
'
WhMe dePende"oe on imports fromata t e consequent need to produce for export to
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s&^,yd^4X“ is hi9 h 'V uneconomic and
a high rate of consumption *5
onomists w°uld admit that
a man's home and his place of
an
.
sport services between
tune and not a hiah stJnd! J TT* si9 nifies a misfor-
economists would hold that tn ° +• '?'
S° the Buddd ist
faraway sources rather than fr
3 ' S ^ human wants from
ties failure rather than success
" S°UrCes nearbV si 9 ni -
(E. F. Schumacher, 1973, p. 59)
He further clarifies that:
gr^h*and
'trSdftlona", ftagnatt
9
'
"ftTs^a
Wder"
way'betM^er^^naterialf^^h^df
6"610^816111,
immobility, in short of find ,?®
SS and traditionalisty, m n finding
"Right Livelihood."
tt. r
. Schumacher, 1973, p. 59)
Thinking along the lines of "Buddhist Economists" Schumacher
hrmly believes that if the purpose of development is to bring heip to
those who need it most, each "region" or "district" within the country
needs its own development. In a strategy based on this ideology he
points out that the real task may be formulated in four propositions.
First: That work places have to be created in th*
where the people are living now and not primarily
migrate
P°htan 8re85 in'° Which theT tend to
Second
:
Third
:
Fourth
;
enough so* that^they^nTe^c rented" ?nZT'^without calling for an unattainable level of calTa^formation and imports. apital
™?f. th
,
e Production methods employed must berelative y simple so that demands for high skills
tZrC'T °n ' y in the PTOduction
9
processself but also ,n matters of organization, raw
material supply, finishing marketing and so forth.
main ' y fr°m l0C81 mateHals
(E. F. Schumacher, 1973, p. 175)
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An integrated approach tQ deve| _
opment based on th. importance of ,be holistic view of the situation-as
opposed to the fronted and piecemeal approaches which ace being
current, y practiced in Sri Lanka-could be seen as an alternate path
towards the solution of the problems which the nation is facing today.
pproach stresses the importance of action programs designed as
components of a broader integrated development effort not merely aimed
at achieving economic growth but alsn •o at combining economic growth with
equitable distribution of the benefits. The concept of integrated devel-
opment embraces such elements as an overall development strategy, a
relationship of mutual reinforcement among different development activi-
ties, and mobilization of available resources to provide the best possible
results. It is based on the premise that a combination of factors-not
only the right technology and education but also a balanced institutional
and physical infrastructure in rural areas which provide the necessary
transport, credit, input and marketing services as well as the access
to mformation--are required for development.
As the ICED study (1980) elaborates, "integrated [rural) devel-
opment planning at the national level requires joint planning of national
policies and programs cutting across all relevant 'sectors,' with a view
of weaving them into a cohesive and unified strategy within which all
sectors become mutually reinforcing. This strategy is in sharp con-
trast to the usual practice of planning each sector independently then
giving each its separate budget" (ICED Study, 1980, p. 16). This
approach requires various specialists and administrators to acquire
broader and more unified view of rural n. ,r development and how theown particular piece fits in tn +hinto the larger whole. The ICED Study
further points out
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Leupolt believes that integrated rural development must be
considered as a concept for planning and implementation, providing
a framework within which linkages and interrelationships between
various components can be identified, considering:
«ves;
h6y affe“ eaCh °ther in view ‘he objec-
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(M. Leupolt, 1979, p. 15)
Planning integrated nationwide programs with multiple local
outlets is obviously a complex affair which would create tension,
competition and confusion. For example, as noted by another ICED
Study (1974), "there are always troublesome questions such as 'how
are the responsibility and authority for planning, decision-making
and execution to be divided among the different levels: who is free
to take what kind of initiative." The study points out that this calls
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highly flexible and pragmatic kind of pianning, often intuitive
in character founded on an intimate knowledge of local needs, people
and resources. (ICED, UNESCO, 1974, p. 34.)
The much debated concept of self-reliance is another
noteworthy element that should be given emphasis in a development
strategy which envisions a better future for the rural masses. The
not,on of self-reliance implicitly acknowledges the different historical
experiences of the people and defends the real contribution which
the impoverished masses have to offer towards the solution of their
own problems.
,t does not propose formulas and
.models' or 'aid and
assistance' plans. As Fernando Henrigue Cardoso feels, "it is a
Political category which rejects the idea that the technological advan-
tage of the great powers is inevitable." According to Cardoso,
self-reliance implies rejection of the monoploy over sophisticated tech-
nologies which is the form through which the central economies and
their dynamic sectors-the transnational corporations-seek to guarantee
their domination over dependent Third World economies (Dag Hammor-
Skjold Foundation, 1977, p. 30). Belief in self-reliance apparently
leads the common man to disregard the high technology-oriented
development models, to put his basic faith in the mutual support of
his fellow beings, and to share his experience with them.
According to Dudley Seers, being self-reliant means reducing
dependence on imported necessities, especially basic foods, petroleum
and its products, capital equipment, and expertise. This concept
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elp, but policies wou,d also be needed to change the lifestyles
at given income levels (Seers, 1977, p. 5 -6) .
al level the term
"self-reliance" implies that the local
I:""
" " C~ " '*•
- resources, and that the people
-til, initiate change without imposing ready-made decisions from above.
Development efforts in post-independent
sn Lanka has been for the most part elitist exercises, with decisions
-de by the bureaucratic elites being imposed on the common people in
the V " la9e With°Ut anV consideration to their actua, needs. People who
are at the receiving end have no control over the ideas, technoiogies
and strategies which are imposed upon them from outside. The vision
nd the concept of participatory development attacks the mistaken
assumption that underlies many top-down programs-namely, that
villagers, because they are illiterate, are unintelligent and thus are
unable to decide what is good for them. As the ICED Study (1980)
points out "in reality most rural people are far from being stupid
and have acquired considerable wisdom through years of struggling
for survival they also have a very practical sense and a great
fund of local knowledge that exceeds that of the outsider.
. . .Thus
much of the impetus for change must come from within the community
(ICED, 1980, p. 24).
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(Lin Compton, 1979, p. 4)
Rajni Kothari believes that participation is not a process of
involving everyone and reducing all to a 'common denominator.' Ac-
cording to him, rather it consists in evolving institutional structures
from Which diverse individuals get a sense of dignity and self-respect,
as beings that are able to determine their destinies (Dag Hammorskjold
Foundation, Uppsala, 1977, p. 224).
Marc Nerfin, in his concluding statement to "Another Develop-
ment" published by the Dag Hammarskjold Foundation, Uppsala 0977)
notes
:
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Conclusion
in the above analysis we have attempted to indicate, making
use of the relevant experiences of many practitioners in the field, the
broad directions in which techno-economic solutions to the present
problems in Sri Lanka can be found. These broad directions are
organically linked. Taken in isolation from each other, they would
not bring about the desired result, for development must be seen as
a whole, as an integral cultural process. It is from an optimal inter-
relationship of the cited approaches that our design for the future
no
hensive design of which rura
, deve|opment
_^ ^ ^
" °Ur *—e strategies entails such a
comprehensive perspective of the future.
11 Sh0U 'd be menti°ned that eff°^ ^sed on these dimensions
C°mbined " f0™ ^
—V comprehensive program of rurai
transformation
. This rnnincould only happen, however in ^ c i+ +•' iww , a situation where
national level macro-economic policies as well as ,n as clear political commit-
ments and appropriate local level organizations and „*y institutions togetherhave created the environment for this process of transformation. No
comprehensive strategy of development which promts a vision of
helping young people to establish themselves in rural areas can afford
10 ignore that such a strategy should be a major component of a
broader development plan. On the other hand, such a strategy could
guarantee a sense of security both for the present and for the future
only ,f it could become the basis of a permanent national policy. Could
Sri Lanka ever aspire to develop the right environment for such sup-
portive national policies to facilitate the resoiution of the major issues
she faces today? The question, especially in relation to the youth
unemployment problem, is a difficult one to answer. However, it
should be mentioned that Sri Lanka, being a small country, win served
With a good network of communication, and possessing a highly pen-
alized system of administration, provides convenient structure for
the kind of reforms needed in the development. Nevertheless, there
are other factors which outweigh the coherent functioning of such
I'll
— efforts
-
, With many interrated
straint the absence of a clear and consistent deve|opmem
^sed on sound ideological dimensions evolved out of the nation,
soc io ~cu I tu
P
3 1 hsritsnp tl. • .inefficient, rigid and cum5ersome bureau _
cnacy that Is steen,
n
g the nation could he needed as another strong
detrimental to the achievment of sound development 9oals a,ong the
'mes set forth above. Corruption, nepotism, and the favoratism ac-
corded to political affiliation that is prevalent in the established institu-
tions have also become major obstacles to the efforts of coordinating
and managing a sound development plan. In the present context, the
development and implementation of a sound national policy remain
doubtful: but it should be stressed that with persistent effort, much
sacrifice on the part of the people, and compromise on the part of the
politicians, the stimulation of development could become a reality.
Success cannot be obtained by some
techni
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9 ' C produced bV scientists,
or economic planners Itcan come only through a process ofgrowth involving the education, orgar
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- F. Schumacher, 1975, p. 205
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training in income generating skills in the
NON-FARM SECTOR AS A MAJOR OPTION
one of the recurrent problems facing development plannersSn t0daV ^ the
of opportunities present in the
rural economy to provide employment for rural youth and to enable
‘° "" an
-
——dent individuals playing
a constructive role in society. In Sri LanKa there are five main
categories of rural young people for whom such opportunities should
be found:
’
Jr
h
iLTsc
0
hoo.
d and the early dr0p -°uts from the
2.
the primary school leavers;
3. the drop-outs from the secondary schools- i p i-kdrop out at various staap«; -e., those who
school;
3965 before the completion of secondary
4. the drop-outs after appearing for the G c f tn ibon without acquiring the proper qualifications^
5. the drop-outs after completing the G.C.E.(O.L.) examina-
The aspirations of these five groups vary to some degree. The
approach to the issue and the strategy to be adopted to meet the needs
of the rural young population would no doubt vary according to the
particular needs of these various categories and would call for a variety
of methods and techniques. Nevertheless, statistics regarding school
drop-outs in Sri Lanka show that the first two categories, i.e., the
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unschooled and the drop-outs from th« Primary school and primary
school graduates, are easilv
in the rural
* ^ Present
environments
specifically into agricultural activities. Theunemployment probiem centers main.y around the latter three categories7 traditi0na '— — - not capahie „f absorbingDeVel0Pmem P 'annerS be,ie
-
-— rapidly changing
Ji environments are potentially thriving grounds tor smali-scale rural
a e portion of the unemployed rural youth who are searching for
opportunities to be productively engaged in inry 9 income-earning activities
As a back-drop to this situation, at this point of the study,
writer intends to inquire into the potentials of rural industries in
attracting rural youth, vis-a-vis its shortcomings in the context of the
situation in other countries as well as in Sri Lanka aso , expounded by
many writers in the field.
Development planners and rural development practitioners are
of the opinion that the promotion of rural industry in the context of
rural development merits special attention. They hold the view that
rural industry could provide employment for many thousands who would
otherwise remain unemployed in rural environments, increase the in-
comes of those who engage in agricultural activities in these environ-
ments, slow rural-urban migration, increase the supply of goods and
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services to rural people at lower costs
.
.
' and Qenerally stimulate ruraldevelopment.
In the words of irpn rii-. ^
th .
° 3 rep°rt f°r the World Bank)e main hope for increasing the rural
..
,
„
ra emP |°y ftient and broadening thedistribution of income lies in the growth of non-fa
enterprises ._
nourished by an increased demand for agricultural suppiies and services
y new patterns of consumption expenditures resulting from in-
creased farm incomes (ICED, 1972
, p . 33 ). Richard Tompkins notes
that one of the key needs in the development of rural areas is support
or non-farm economic activity, including the training of artisans,
entrepreneurs and managers of smali businesses and industry. He
emphasizes that:
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He further elaborates that:
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Richard Tompkins, 1972, p. 1
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B 'aU9 beHeVeS that
>nduttr.M, rather than
competing with ,arge sca,e industries, can complement^ ,, (>
industries have been integrated into the network of services reared
dist;:;7'
e indUStry
- He POintS «"* small-scale workshops
ha
thr0U9h°Ut the C°—
' very remote rural areas,
ecome economically viable projects by producing necessary com-
half-f,n,shed spare parts (Mark Blaug, 1978). Susumu
watanabe notes that more than halt ot a„ medium and small-scale enter-
prises in Japanese manufacturing industry engage in this type of
economic activity, employing nearly one-quarter of the total manu-
facturing labor force of Japan. * These links solve the problem of
market facilities and economize scarce capital by using labor-inten-
ive techniques much needed in the economies of developing countries.
A research study undertaken in Puerto Rico 0965) has indicated that
hin manufacturing there should be imaginative exploration of small-
scale, more decentralized, and more labor-using forms of organizations,
such as have persisted in the Japanese economy to the present day
and have contributed materially to its vigorous growth (The Economic
Commission for Latin America, 1965).
P. K. Patnaik, while confirming the view of promoting rural
all scale industry as a sound solution to employment problems in
rural areas, believes that the utmost attention needs to be given to
the promotion of traditional handicrafts (P. K. Patnaik, 1972, p. 12 ).
Rajni Kothari notes that "the prime concern of economic policy for a
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Dag Hammarskjold Foundation no , Uppsala, 1977, p. 214
The World Bank Sector Policy paper on rural development
P0.nts out that in many developing countries existing village crafts aredisappearing rapidly, while the modernization of agriculture creates ademand for new inputs and consumer goods which could often be pro-ved locally. The paper emphasizes that |f these two ^ ^
combined, the outcome might be modernized local industrial struc-
tures geared to serving the rural areas and yet with linkages to
national industry as well (World Bank, 1975, p. 55).
Other arguments advocated by many practitioners in the field
faV°r °f Pr°m0tin9 rural 'hdustries can be summarized as follows:
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Nevertheless, efforts to make these rural industries thrive in
rural societies are plagued by the problems of how to make these vil-
lage enterprises economical, y viabie. The iack of ioca, purchasing
power, the iack of contact with more distant markets, the difficulty
of getting local people to assimilate even the rudiments of basic tech-
nology, all combine together to intensify the problems inherent in
developing the rural industrial sector. Experience has shown that
these industries are not easy to maintain and that they expand very
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slowly even when the rural e^conomies undergo rapid growth. A9reat nUmb6r ° f them " P—tion methods which generate00 ,nVeStib,e
—— °f
- quality, and yjd in-
comes bareiy above subsistence ieve, which methods in turn offset
t e above mentioned merits. Therefore then t , policy to be adopted
= ouid be realistic and effective enough to circumvent these probiems,
15 001 ^ ^ *—"P-V *» to the very nature ofthe rural economies Surh a ^-i-policy should definitely include strategies
P ace traditional techniques and to improve quality and design by
providing advisory, credit, marketing and above ail training facilities
- that they can become viable economic units. Many practititioners
' n 'he f ' eld ar9Ue that 6Ven thou9 h the non-farm sector appears to
large scope for rural youth to be engaged in income earning
activities in these skills, when they actually try to be productively
engaged in them, they are faced with a number of problems: prob-
lems which they cannot solve on their own unless they change the
entire environment-net only the social environment, but the
political, bureaucratic and economic environment in which they live.
Therefore this is a basic question of development philosophy.
Rural Ind ustries in Sri Lanka
In Sri Lanka, as in most other Third World countries, rural
economies are rapidly undergoing
coming more and more exposed to
tion presents many opportunities
vast changes. These areas are be-
modernizing influences. The situa-
and challenges which largely call for
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innovations in the rural industrial sector « h
necessary to increase the
,
' iS
providina
employment opportunities that are capable ofP , g reasonable H Vi ng to the many unemployed rural young inthese environments.
,
V 6ar,y t,meS
'
m Sn Lankan econ°my
, along with agri-
-e, small-scale cottage industries held an important piace. Pural
erpr,ses using labor-intensive technics to manufacture most ofthe non-agricultural goods consumed by the rural nonry me p o were fairly
widespread. Many development workers in Sri I a„i< k
.
s l L nka have stressed
'~nce of revitalizing these economic units as a means of crea-
ting employment opportunities for unemployed youth in the rural sec-
tor: particularly the importance of patronizing rural industries, which
assures favorabie opportunities for self-employment. The need for
such patronage to rural industries is due to other qualities such as0> ease of entry; (2) reliance on indigenous resources; (3) family
ownership of enterprise; (4) smali-scale of its operation; (5) labor-
mtensive nature of the technology; (6) low level of expertise mt^ recent past, government of Sri Lanka, even when they were
favoring the growth of large scale heavy industries, recognized the
intrinsic value of rural industries as a solution to many major prob-
lems that the country was facing, even though no adequate measures
had been taken to promote these rural industries. As pointed out
by the ILO Mission report (1971);
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ment creation. The need tn ? . Pr°m°tlon for employ-
tunities to absorb net additionsTthe^™" 1 °Ppor 'to save as well as earn scarm f ° -th abor force ar>dfurther led to an endorsement If7^° exchan9e hasthe official plan for industrial i' S approach underIn addition to providing jobs iZ ? °Pm?nt for 1972~76.
expected.
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a great
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•LO Mission Report, 1971, p. 119
Nevertheless, this dualistic policy has led neither to the ac-
cumulation o, capita, and 9 rowth of the economy nor to the promotion
of employment creation or regional development. The poiicy of the
government in the most recent times has been one ot promoting iarge-
scale industry, invoiving a high technology (as mentioned earlier in
udy) leading to a total neglect of small-scale industry, if the
present trend continues, the future prospects of rural industry,
which sustained a considerable portion of the rural population and
brought innovations to the rural areas, will be devastating.
Joining in Rural Industr ial Skills in sn i
In the past, the great bulk of skills that sustained the rural
industries had been created by the indigenous training systems. Very
early indigenous training systems, by which traditional skills were
Passed from father to son or master craftsman to apprentice, grew and
adopted as the society became more complex, becoming adequate to
handle the growing needs of the society as the population increased.
These traditional skill training systems have somewhat faded away
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during modern times in the face of
specifical, f
trainin9 6ff0rtS
"Banizedfically or youth, by the planners of various no
ments such as Ministry of , k
government depart-
of Small
, d
' MiniStrV °f ,ndUStri6S
'
In ustries and the Department of Rural Deve,
efforts have been based for th
lopment. These
is good
m°St Part
' m°re °n What they think
^ PUral V0Uth than °n What rural Tooth actually need
ere has been a widespread failure to understand and to utiliae more
c vely these indigenous institutions, personnel, and processes
at ave been the traditional vehicles for innovation in rural areas.
tures that fit loca, conditions and needs by utilizing these home
~ rich resources. However, this is not sufficient in itself. More
fon IS essential, since current efforts are reaching only a very small
raction. The reservoir of potential skills in rura, areas are large,
and dedicated efforts are need^H ued to harness and develop these skills
as we„ as to diversify production. This is essentia, particularly at
as now, when skill requirements expand rapidly and more
advance technologies start penetrating into the rura, areas. This
couid be done by using existing efforts and institutions, transforming
and expanding them, and establishing new machinery where necessary.
New channels have to be explored and have to be widened and modified
to serve as a network for bringing an intensive program able to reach
many. At the same time such programs should be integrated as much
as possible into the economic and social life of the community and with
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national priorities into a coherent whole.
in a society where young people are frustrated because they
nDt ~ anV fUtUre
«
- urgently required to ex-pan, these training systems so that they can provide the necessary
s
-Lures for rural youth in Sri Lanka to become self-confident
individuals, it helps to improve the productivity of the otherwise
unemployed rural youth population, the quality of smai, scale indus-
trial products, and the economic power of the ,Hu r stagnant rural areas
in the following section of the study, an attempt has been
tD inqUI>e int° the“ <*
-me of the ongoing efforts in
Skl " tramin9 f°r rural enterprises in Sri Lanka, as a frame of
reference to understand the current deficiencies (and strengths) and
to suggest what might be more realistic planning guidelines for such
programs.
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V I ICHAPTER
skill training projects for rural youth-
case STUDIES IN SRI LANKA
I ntroductinn
The case studies presented here are an otto tattempt to describe
ana,yze some °f the ex—— t to ski „ trainin9 projects
are CUrrently « —a for rural youth
, with the
purpose of drawing some conclusions and recommendations for future
planning of such projects. The immediate purpose of this close-up
view of the selected cases is to obtain a clearer understanding about
some of the critical issues related to theto the success and the failure of
the ongoing projects of this nature. This critical analysis with the
conclusions and suggestions for future action, could be useful for
Planners and progrant operators of such projects in the decision-
making process. It should be stressed again that this analysis is
intended to determine how well the selected case studies provide us
with 'rich field laboraties' for preparing general guidelines for the
establishment of a sound approach for skills training programs for
rural youth. In planning and implementating such a training program
a Study of both the mistakes and the successes made by these various
types would no doubt prove beneficial.
Three case studies have been selected for analysis in this
study: these include first, a youth skill training project operated by
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8 Y0Uth Ski " train
-^~ by the Nationa| YouthService Council, which ls . semi-government ^
I
V0Uth Sk '" tra,nm9 Pr°' eCt °Perated b V Sarvodaya Shramadana
Movement, which is a private organization.
^°d°i°ay of Field mvestig,,i„„
One project attached to each department/institution mentioned
a ove has been seiected and studied in some depth in this assessment.
though this sampie cannot be considered representative (this is
especially true ,n the case of Department of Small Industries, which
operates a great diversity of ski,, training projects thoughout the
country) there is value in studying a few in detail rather than a
large number superficially. It should be noted that the researcher
visited and studied many more programs than those selected to be
studied in detail. The three specific programs that have been
studied were selected after necessary discussion with the officials in
charge of the Youth Training Programs under each department/institu-
t ,0n * They Were Se,ected because they were programs that
appeared to offer particularly useful lessons for planners in diagnosing
basic principles and problems common to many ski,, training programs.
The aim, moreover, was not to discover
•'successful cases" which could
be recommended as models for others to follow, but rather to venture
•nto the causes of failure as well as success and to identify specific
aspects of programs that many others might take into account in
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designing their own eduratinnaic o l programs. Nevertheless, special
attempts were taken not to include programs that h
...
9 have provided to beisastrous, because it is felt that in suggesting guidelines for future
action, avoiding totally unsuccessful projects seemed beneficial.
These three major programs were assessed against a common
evaluative framework based on five major components, namely,
1. Goals and objectives;
2. planning and management;
3. the target population;
4. the delivery system;
5. organization of support structures and follow-up services.
Each of these areas were assessed against different criteria and indi-
cators developed from multiple sources:
1. Review of literature on similar NFE skill training programs
in other developing countries;
2. extensive discussions with field practitioners of similar
projects who were at the Center for Internationa, Education,
University of Massachusetts at Amherst;
3. investigators' previous experience in evaluation of skill
training projects for rural youth in Sri Lanka;
4. knowledge and experience gained by the investigator
through formal course work and informal-nonformal
learning processes in the doctoral program in the field
of Nonforma! Education at the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst.
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i" a hroad sense, the selected cases showed
. common training
°"' bUt
-r specificity due to the phi|o .
2
the tPaditi0n aUaChed t0
Therefore it was
'CU ‘ tD
'mPOSe 3 Sm9
' e ana,ytiCal f°™'* uP°n such a diversity of
cases or to obtain standards quantitative data fo„ making
r
S
- N6VertheleSS
'
-~r was interested in compara-
,V
‘^ the CaSeS ""
- analyzed on a comparative
Wh6neVer POSSible
' The
—
-luative framework which ven-
tured specific types of data common to all the three cases were used
thrOU9hOUt
-V. AS a resuit, as win be seen in the anaiysis,
interesting comparisons and contrasts were found in the
case studies. By examining these three cases within the same
analytical framework it :+
easier to determine which characteristics
might be generalized to a wider range of cases.
Setting the environmpnt Initial rnntartct co c s were made and institutional
approval was secured wherever nncdhun possible prior to the departure to the
feld. Since the researcher was already familiar with the organizational
setting in these institutions due to her contacts during previous re-
search work, the time needed for setting the environment was shortened.
Pnor to investigations, suitable arrangements were made to minimize
any misgivings informants may have about the objectives of the survey,
which otherwise would result in poor quality responses. Attempts were
taken to establish good rapport with the youth as well as the others
involved throughout the study to ensure their continuous cooperation.
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0r l° the fi6ld
->c— regarding each type
were collected from the institutions concerned
es, and records were examined and discussions were held at the
central level with the officers in charge.
Resea rch instruments
,
make the information as
were used are:
A variety of research instruments were used to
broad-based as possible. The methods that
9- Open interviews
£>• Questionnaires
c. Systematic observations
d. Informal conversations
All the evidences and ideas collected from these multiple sources
were carefuMy sifted, digested and synthesis in the preparation of
the analysis.
Open interviews
.
Interviews were the key instruments used in this
survey. They were conducted with different types of participants
connected with the project:
a. A representative random sample of trainees of each pro
ject;
t>. trainers of each project;
c. planners at the central level;
d. field practitioners at the district level.
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F.rst, a few trial interviews were conducted to allow the in-
vesligalor to solicit feedback on tbe interview procedure. sjnce
wou,d need to vary from interview t0 interview .. wjthin^
categories of interviewees as wel, as within the same category of inter-
viewees these trials were useful in enabling the interviewer (in this
case the researcher hersein to thin.- ll) think about and rehearse alternative
V o pose questions and phrase responses. Although the researcher
intended to record interviews on audio tapes, the respondents felt
more comfortable without such recordings-such a „ ay > procedure did not
assure them the opportunity to express their sincere feelings The
interviews were initiated with structured questions to stimulate dis-
cussion in order to elicit perceptions regarding the current status
* Pr°9ram
'
to determine opinions about the problems and issues
and to elicit suggestions for improvements. The interviews were con-
dueled in an informal manner.
Si^tionnaire.
, n this investigation, a questionnaire was administered
to an the trainees of each of the three projects. Since there were no
large number of trainees in any of the selected training projects, the
investigator had the opportunity to administer the questionnaire per-
sonally to each ol the participants. Because of this, not only was the
quality and the accuracy of the data maintained, but this method also
provided the necessary leeway to explore the perceptions and attitudes
Of the trainees leading to valuable and interesting insights. (The
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o tek0ro„„0
, mm ,utu
_ of th>program, the needs that havp h
^
|rt
been met *nd not met, how the prQgramcould be more helpful and other major areas of concern Th
name was pretested with
e question-
dram ,
SamP ' e °f traineeS ° f an°the
'-' pro-
“
:;
e,eCt6d eSPeCiaMy f°r ~ <- Which was not a part
a sample). T h,s pretest served the purpose of measuring andjovng the understandably of the questionnaire and improving
the recording of the responses.
Qualitative and quantitative information gleaned from the inter-
views and from the questionnaires-the two major instruments of field
-vest, gat,on--as well as the information from ^ ^ instrumems
were used ,n the survey, namely, informal conversations and
systematic observations, were processed and reviewed to provide a
full picture of the programs and to elicit information related to major
questions posed in the study.
It Should be mentioned here that the existing documentation
m a " three CaS6S Contained too little evidence on the crucial
aspect of the cost-effectiveness of the program, m fact, the re-
searcher did not have making a cost-benefit analysis in pure economic
terms in mind, since the researcher believes it could be misleading
and would ignore the most important non-economic benefits, even
though such a calculation would be an interesting exercise. Never-
theless, attempts were made to indicate fairly accurate and useful
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9 ents about the programs by viewing them through the available
meager information on cost-effectiveness.
<n the process of evaluation much attention was given to
assessing the impact of the projects tho-P je , their mam problems, and their
strengths and weaknesses. Emphasis was given to judging how wel,
71
had mted int° the ™t and how wen the needs
° their clientele were met as va/oii, well as ,udg,ng the details of the educa-
tional programs themselves.
't Should be mentioned that the researcher did not get the
opportunity to assess certain important issues, such as how the par-
ticipants have benefited from the skills acquired in the training, even
though such issues were very crucial in forming a valid judgment
about program performance and in identifying ways to improve the
quality of training. Such benefits could be best assessed by more
sophisticated tracer studies, involving an intricate collection of data
and their interpretation. This assessment could only be made through
elaborate methodologies which would be more time-consuming and ex-
pensive and out of the realm of this investigation. Since the main
purpose of this study was to help planners in understanding the
success or failure of each program, the most useful way seemed to be
to study the key questions, whose answers would shed light on the
usefulness of the program. This could have been done in an easier
and more feasible way by obtaining information through the methods
that were used in this survey, i.e., through sample interviews,
informal discussions, direct observations, the administration of
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questionnaires and the analysis of records and fl|es
IT The -'V— that the re,iab i,ity of sucha VS,s depends so,ely on the skill of measuring it through these
echmques in a way effective enough
,o capture and portray thedynamics of the whole operation within its physical hib n
, uman and social
context.
T„.
,0 mun ob|Ktjvi
°
’ “ •'“ai” 11 » "» « »
~™.
a
particular program's success but to identify strengths and
weaknesses for the purpose of formulating future guidelines. There-
fore, in this assessment special emphasis has been given to the identi-
fication of the main causes of each f„nt failure or success and the main
lessons it offers the other programs.
Of Small I nrlnstt-iar
The Department of Small Industries has a long historical
tradition of developing diversified programs to promote rural industries
Today the department manages a broad range of skill training programs
t^t equip rural youth to be productive participants in rural economies,
and this effort is a huge endeavor penetrating into almost all of the
regions in the country, catering to the needs of thousands living in
neglected rural areas. The department offers training in different
field of crafts and industry such as pottery, coir, needlework, toy
making, basket weaving, reed work and other traditional arts and
crafts which require skill and craftsmanship in their manufacture.
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There are nearly 500 such t • .
lished h
ra,mn9 Cent6rS WhiCh haVe been estab-sh and maintained bv the>
t .
y e Departme^ Of Small Industries, whichram many thousands of rural vouth ky
-who otherwise would be unem-
P oyed—m these varied skills. There is a rnn hconsiderable diversity of
approaches to training but the most „„common approach is the training9IV6n “ eStab " Shed
- *"» Of full-time courses. The
main SerViC6S Pr°Vided
" t to these training centers
S '°n °f teChn
' Cally qualified Personnel as demonstrators,
the supply of raw materials ^, the design development, and the market-
,'
n9 ° f the finiShed Pr°dUCtS
- The
—«»n of training varies accord-
each center are for the production of crafts which are artistic in
nature. Some of them, especially the crafts which are of intricate
craftsmanship
, cater tn tho -o the foreign and tourist market as well.
The main aim of the training programs conducted by the
Department of Small industries is to offer the rural youth the skills
necessary to be engaged in the production of these various cottage
ndustries, once flourished in Sri Lankan society, but later
withered away under the competition of cheaper consumer goods pro-
duced by the urban industries and the imported market. Thiss kill
training program, initiated and operated by the Department of Small
Industries, is an important step taken to revive these traditional crafts
as a part of the government's policy to revive small-scale industries
and improve the quality of its products. The program has been
motivated principally by a desire to create and multiply employment
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opportunities at a relatively low cost in w ,rms ca Pital investment
and to facilitate mobilization of skills and resources that might other-w.se remain inadequately utilized. This effort it i
'
f IS assumed, indir-
Y ensures the equitable distribution of nation i •al income and balanced
'el development throughout the country in orde tV' , r o provide the
asis for a
"decentralized" societv Thi e
*
S0C, y
- ls effort is considered a viable
mobilizing and developing rural resources and manpower for
rUral deVe,°Pment
- M°St ° f <"*»*<« require very low capita,investment in plants and machinery but are labor-intensive, thus
enabling the absorption of our expanding rural workforce to a con-
d and mamtained ^ the ^^nt of Small industries are said
to be performing an important role in the grassroot level development
of the country.
Center at Pnl h„
r
i,iy ,
Mr-uc^on. This is one of the numerous training centers operated
by the Department of Small Industries to train rural youth in skills
that lead to the generation of self-employment in their own community.
The training given at this center is in the weaving of Wetake. Wetake
15 " tVPe ° f ^ °Ut °f which vari0us items such as baskets, table
mats, bags, etc. are woven, which are of both a useful and decora-
tive nature. These items are produced for the domestic as well as
lor the foreign and tourist markets.
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etake Weav.ng Center is situated in the village of Pothupitiya
n the Kalutara District, which about 22 miles^ Qf^
'
V b6tWeen tW° Very im~ «*-. Panadura and Kalutara,
and is highly accessible by the chief modes of transportation-train
US and motor car. The traihing centep^ ^
'
hl9hway, a fact which has made its iocation highly advantageous
m WaVS
' eSPeCiaMy direct contact with cities and
market points.
^ wetake Weaving Center at Pothupitiya was first
established in October, 1960 with a membership of fifteen. Since then
“ has had a steady growth, as shown from the membership figures in
the Ta6,e 3
' ThiS 9r°Wth“ «. Peak in 1979 and from then on
the Project experienced a drastic downward trend.
These figures seem to indicate that the project was launched
with enthusiasm and seemed headed for success in the first two
decades of its operation However, it now seems to have lost its
'mtial spirit. Nevertheless, the long history of the project, extend-
ing up to twenty-five years, proves that it has withstood the passage
of time and has somewhat proved the strengths of the grassroot
development of the village. Today, there are sixteen participants on
the roll in the training center with an average attendance of about
fourteen members, out of which four are in the traihihg stage and
the rest in the production stage.
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Table 3
£ar:2!]2S^^
1977-1981
Year
No. on
1977
30
1978
30
1979
30
1980
25
1981
16
Source: Records at the Pothupitiya Wetake Weaving Center
Assessment of the Pro jert
Goals and Objectives
The Official obiective of this training program has been to train
youth for self-employment in their own communities and to thereby try
to solve their employment problem at leas, to a limited extent. The
initiators of this program anticipated that those who were trained in
these centers would, after completion of their training, engage in self-
employment in this skill area and would earn a reasonable living and be
productive citizens. Nevertheless, the number of ex-trainees who en-
gage in self-employment in this skill area is negligible: what is actually
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happening is that particioant*;
. th .
P are rernain,n9 in the program as long
as they wish--some even for eiaht tn t9 t0 ten Vears ^ as a result theproject does not servfb thorve the purpose for which it was established. Our
observation revealed that there were only very few ex tr •
.
y y r -t ainees who
such ri
Self 'empl°yment in this ski
" Accuracy regarding
num ers could be reached only through more systematic tracer
stud.es, which are not within the limits of this research fas( mentioned
the beginning of this chapter). Nevertheless, it can be said with
confidence from the evidence that was available, that self-employment
15 n0t an aChi6Ved 9031 in thiS P-ject. When participants were
questioned as to what they believed to be the main obiective of join-
project it was revealed that none of the participants aspired
to be self-employed, utilizing the skill they had ^^ ^
When questioned as to why they could not conceive of themselves
running their own business in thic c nn5 m s skill area, everyone responded
that it is not possible under the given circumstances.
The following are the objectives, as perceived by the trainees,
ecoming a member of this training program as were revealed dur-
ing the interview process.
To learn a skill without idling at home;
2- to utilize the training in getting a job as a demonstrator;
3. to get an income by engaging in production activities in
the center until finding another job;
4. to be engaged in some productive activity because of the
pressure from home.
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or the traimnq is to "onahio
f . ..
rural 9irls with low educational quali-fications to learn a skill in order to earn an 'lncome end also to make
use of raw materials which are locally available but otherwise wasted »
Th.s apparent mismatch of objectives greatly hampers the pro-
cess of the center. Not only are no aMempts being^ ^^
Pr°ieCt ' S °ffiCial 9°" °f ""~ of self-employment,
nature of the goals is not only detrimental to the project, but also
makes the total investment a fruitless one.
Questions were askpH nfed of each respondent regarding their
future Plans after leaving the training project, and it was revealed
that none had the desire to start her own business, ft is interesting
to note that 64.3% of the sample have opted to be engaged in "jobs"
away from the skill-centered ones. Table 4 illustrates the responses
received
.
An effort was made during the investigation to inquire more
deeply into the causes for the inadequate appreciation of the spirit
of self-employment. In the interview process, this issue was given
special emphasis and below are the reasons revealed by the partici-
pants for not opting for self-employment in the skill area.
1. Inability to organize the market;
2
'
process;^
9eM 'n9 subsidies needed in the production
3. non-availability of raw materials on easy terms;
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T|i^r or private busi—
T
°n
j0
Mhe
9
r
0V
s
e
kMrar
n
ea
0r PriV8te buSiness
Other
3
9
14.3
21.4
64.3
4. competition from other producers;
5- lack of funds for investment in equipment.
The Official goal of the generation of self-employment for rural
Youth in their own community is not an achieveab.e goal as it exists
now. Trying to encourage youth to run their own businesses in
the production of these crafts is impractical due to the above reasons
as revealed by the trainees. It should be mentioned that the varied
'
economic base of the locality, which is quite distinct from most rural
environments, provides an ideal atmosphere for business activities
connected with the production of these traditional crafts. What is
lacking is correct guidance and support from the Department of
Small Industries in order to solve the underlying issues.
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Planning and Management
a«h
».
=hoic
_ (B>
area are of vital importance for the success of , •
°f this nature The
^ Ve"tUre
1 ^
65 ^ Se ' eCtin9
^ "*
-- * - lining Pro,,ct
access to raw material, marketability of the products, and
expertise or the local tradition,. dodging from this criteria, the
Z
f°r WS trainin9
—
- - « - choice of
area"COU,d be d“8d
- - With hi9 h potentials twenty-five
years a9o when this training, scheme first started. At that time it
was at an advanta9eous position in a„ these aspects, but the present
situation has chan9ed considerably, making access to both raw
matenals and markets quite difficult. Even though the raw materials
are locally and naturally grown, its suppiy has become a problem
because no adequate steps have been taken to preserve its constant
supply. As a result, raw materials have to be brought from distant
Places, making the cost unduly high. When questions were asked of
the participants concerning what activities need most cooperation, the
majority agreed that it was the obtaining of raw materials more easily
and at a lower cost. Some participants even suggested that the
Department of Small Industries should come forward to offer help in
obtaining land to grow the raw material and also help to grow it. m
the management process, due consideration has to be given to this
vital factor.
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present context, even with these inadequacies, the
r*
,0Cat 'On " ^ ^ Its local tradition,
oes exhibit instant e,entente that could make the proejct a viable
economic entity if necessary actions are taken to remedy the inade-quacies
.
The structure of management in this ski,,
operated by the Oepartment of Small industries) is gulte simple, with
5016 reSPOnSibMity " vested in the hands of the offi-
n.ng and management, coordinates marketing activities and oversees
the training process. Policy-making is solely in the hands of the
officials at the center. The Ascictant rvn s s Director, attached to the
Government Agent’s Offiro at ti-. . .ce at the district level, has the power to
make decisions with regard to day-to-day affairs.
The implementation of the program is in the hands of the de-
partment which is operated through a cadre of officials. The avail-
ability of personnel of the right caliber to concentrate on the formu-
lation and execution of the program goes a long way in the effort to
make the program successful. Judging from this perspective, the
Program seems to be at a high disadvantage. The absence of any
mode of communication between the central office or the district
office and the participants of the project make the situation worse.
As far as the trainees could remember, no official from the department
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who had visited the center for reoular "
.
.
.
9U lnsPection" had the courtesyto inquire about the unmet needs of the
PB„
s 0 participants or their views
ar mg crucial issues in the training and production process
rr have n° opportunity to inf,-e—- - -"un their own affaire -ru-TT , s
. This situation has led to a .
.
.
a low morale and alessening commitment on the Dart ofp of the participants. Confidence
„
mS t0 be at a Very abb, which inevitably
a ects the productivity of the worker. Greater managerial effi-
cacy in the project is critical in order to make the project a
Paying proposition. Participants seem too ignorant to realise that
they should have a legitimate role in the management process if the
decisions that are being made are going to affect their lives. This
' S C 'early 6Vident fr°m the *"a ' yaia
-ponses in Table 5 received
from the trainees who were asked whether they were satisfied with
their present role in the management of the project.
Table 5
Don't Know
11 78.6
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Integration with thp—
m!3C. a positive relationship with the vil-lage community is highly beneficial for the successf ,
a project of this nature The t •
"anagement of
,ts t ,
' a ' n,n9 Center
' further enhanced by
iso|at d
deV6lOPment f° r surrounding area, not just an
e center of training. The mere fact that it selects participants
om the neighborhood does not make it a part of the neighborhood
economic venture, but no effort has been taken to make use of this
WltH the ViMa9e
' 35 inWlVi^ 'oca, leaders in the major issues
°f the project. The patronage of the very influential local priest in
the ‘emP,e aCr°SS the ™ad ». highly beneficial to the center.
The expertise and guid-
ance needed for the successful operation of a project of this nature
should not necessarily come down from the planners at the Centra,
Office of the Department of Small Industries. Valuable insights could
well be elicited from Knowledgable and experienced persons working
e grassroot level; especially those engaged in related economic
activities and major projects in the local area. Involvement of these
held level practitioners in the decision-making process is of vital
importance.
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On the other hand, programs of this nature cannot be
formuiated by the Department o, Sma„ industries in isoiation, but
With coordinated efforts of other insitutions aimed at acheiving simiiar90a s. in other words, pianning and management of ski,, training pro-
youth, have to be dealt with within the unified frame-
wor k of an integrated deveiopment policy. Therefore, the invoivement
institutions that are engaged in developing the potentials
of rural youth in the country, such as the Department of Rural
Development, the Ministry of Pianning and Implementation, the Nations,
Vouth Service Council, etc, should be involved in the planning pro-
cess. Such coordinated effort would not only be helpful in correct-
ing the present damage caused by the overlapping of programs of
s.m.lar nature in the locality, which lead to a drop in the market
situation and competition for raw materials, but will also lead to a
better utilization of resources and -> rv>and a maximum realization of youth
potential in the area.
Pothupitiya Ski,, Training Program has the advantage of repli-
cability on a large scale. (There are roughly 600 projects of this
nature spread throughout the country.) Nevertheless, the program
has achieved this at the cost of the most essentia, elements. In plan-
ning the program, it has taken neither the interest of the young
people into account nor the needs of the community. The program
has not been designed to help young people to realize their own
Objectives but simply to fit them into a structure which has already
been determined by the bureaucracy.
,t is not sufficiently linked
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to realistic job opportunities in the area and does not provide follow-
up support to its trainees to help them to apply their training and
enlarge upon it.
The Department of Small Industries' policy, on the whole
seems to replicate the projects designed along the principles formula-
ted by the bureaucrats at the centra, office with little or no modifica-
ons to local needs, and such a policy has proved to be not so suc-
cessful in attaining the objective of meeting the employment needs of
the rural youth. The complete absence of participation and involve-
ment of the youth in the need analysis, as well as in the planning
and implementation of the project, have been the basic faults. As is
evident from this analysis, a lack of a sense of belonging to the
project on the part of the youth participants, absence of any kind
of involvement in the project issues on the part of the community,
and lethargy and lack of commitment on the part of the bureaucrats,
have contributed their share to the existence of the present condi-
tions in the training project. The situation has been further aggra-
vated by the fact that the program has been operating autonomously
with little or no relationship to local schemes of development and has
not been conceived as a part of a coordinated effort in national
development.
The Target Population
At present the project has a total membership of sixteen on
roll and an active membership of fourteen, all of whom are unmarried
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9iPlS
' “ Sh°U,d ^ that
- Sri Lanka, crafts of this
nature are always dominated by female participants
. ^ ^
f6male domin ation could be summarized as:
Traditionally these crafts are treated as female activites;
males consider the incomes generated from activities in
this type of training center to be insufficient to meet
their needs;
3. women, culturally regarded as a "lesser mobile" group in
the Village than men, consider these training centers,
situated closer to their homes, as more attractive than
employment opportunities in a distant place;
4. unemployment in the village is usually high in the case
of females, when compared to males, eventually leading
to female domination.
Another noticeable feature with regard to attendance is that it
15 S°meWhat seasona
'- When there is a steady flow of government or
private orders the attendance is high as it enables them to earn a
good income.
Method of recruitment
. In selecting trainees to these centers there is
no standard set of requirements laid down by the Department of Small
ustries Usually applications are called from those who are inter-
ested in joining the scheme after due notification. The Assistant
Director of Small Industries, attached to the government Agent's Office
of the area, does the selection in consultation with the instructor in
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««-». « lh. training n.nt.n,
0.».r».n„ | r„,„
v,,y ^
mental situation of the training center, but priority is given to resi-
sts w,thin a radius of about two miles from the training center.
is particular case, the majority of the participants are within a
rad
'US
",
ab°Ut 3 qUarUr mi 'e
' »*"» Ju« a few yards away from
ming center. As a rule, certain educational qualifications are
requested but r.gid adherence is not usually observed. When there
are more applicants than the vacancies permit, the official policy is
to g,ve preference to those recommended by the member of the parlia-
ment in the area, but in this particular case as in many others, not
only were there not enough applicants aspiring to join the project to
slots, but also, as the instructor pointed out, special efforts
had to be made to motivate the girls by paying them persona, visits
E,i9ibMity StandardS had bee" dr°PPed - the effort to fill the exist-
g slots. In many cases girls who otherwise had nothing to do
attended the program, principally for the purpose of drawing the
training stipend. This has not only raised the cost of training but
also lowered the quality of the training.
At the present time, the skill training idea is not well con-
ceived among the girls in the community as evident from the rapidly
declining number of participants (even with the payment of a stipend).
No change in the training climate of the project has been undertaken.
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Participants' rh*racten<;tirc -ru . .~ The ma)°r’^ °f the participants are in
396 braCket
' Qualifications of the participants gen-
erally ranged from eighth to ninth ^ ^9 grade. About 28% of the cases
had qualifications lower than tpVOnthenth grade, whereas nearly 36% had
G.C.E.(O.L.) qualifications: either a complete pass in the(-Met examina-
t |on or a pass in a few subjects oniy. The majority of the participants
were schoo, Qrop-outs, mostly due to an unsound financial situation
pnor work experience in this specific field-the majority did not even
" ke th6lr W°rk ° r the famM
" The most prevalent family
““ among the members of this project is the eight-member family,
Wh.ch predicts a direct relationship with the poor economic situation
of the families of the participants. Questions were asked about the
number of earning units in the family and the average family monthly
income. It was revealed that the income levels of the majority of the
families remained very low, lower than Rs. 400' per month, in spite
Of the fact that two or more members are earning, in some cases
the whole family exists solely on the income generated by the trainee.
Income of the partici pants. Participants during their first six months
of the training are paid a stipend of Rs. 5 per trainee per day (a
system which started quite recently) and those who have finished the
"training" stage are entitled to only a share of the net profit that
the center receives in marketing the products. The net average
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monthly payment to each participant usually ranges between Rs. 200-
300, which can be regarded as low, judging by any standard it is
an income hardly sufficient even to meet the bare living standards.
Difficulty in getting employment with a satisfactory income elsewhere
mak6S the traineeS StiCk t0 programs even if the incomes are
extremely low.
Delivery System
The training at Pothupitiya Wetake Weaving Center, as in the
case of all the other training centers operated by the Department of
Sma" ' ndUStrieS
'
d°eS "0t le*d *°
-V certificates or diplomas. Usually
the initial period of training is six months, and after the completion of
th,s penod the participants engage in the process of production. In
Other words, as participants become more competent, training and pro-
duction are closely intermingled to further increase trainee competence.
Participants may remain in the enterprise as full-time producers for a
long period. Thus this training center, as in the case of many other
training centers of the Department of Small Industries, is a training-
cum-production center rather than a training center in the pure sense
of the word. The trainees who perform well and show promise of
developing into skilled craftsmen are eligible for further training at a
higher level (at the Higher Institute of Training in Velona) to be
appointed as instructors in these kinds of projects. Quite a number
of trainees in the sample aspired to have this opportunity, which
guarantees them a stable income without any risk involvement and
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Wh"
'*
- «« trainees prolong
J ‘° end,65S the—t;o„ activities in the ceMerbecause they would hardly make a liw- ,v hvmg by working in the skill theywere trained in if they left the center. This issue .hl l raises the doubt
Whether these centers are a justifiable investment, since they
Z7T.
benemS th3n
—
-jor mission,
e g.ves an indication of the duration of the stay of the
.
Ie 5L V r present
participants at the training center.
Table 6
Duration
1-3 months
4-6 months
7-12 months
1-2 years
3 years and above
Number
2
2
3
3
4
Percentage
14.3
14.3
21.4
21.4
28.6
i^tructo^ro^. The quality of the program is often dependant on
the efficiency, experience, motivation and commitment of the instructor/
facilitator of the project. The instructor attached to this training
center, as in the case of all the other training centers run by the
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Department of Small Industries is „ ,,
' a We
" qualified and trained person
-c-ted by the centra, office with an attractive salary level. Neve,ess, is Coubtfu, whether the instructor is adeguately skilled t06 What 15 demanded °f
-
-e Project. Our observation
-ealed that maximum benefits could not be obtained even from the
which :
a ' readV P°SSeS5eS dUe t0 the bureauc ratic framework within
" She °PerateS
- The
-
- project demands extensive
areas of responsibility. Besides + •being a trainer, she has to be a
bookkeeper and a recruiter, and even more importantly, a sales
agent, which she is hardlv ranaKio f . •y Capable of bein 9- Moreover, the instruc-
7
" VeS °UUide the
-t has further hampered
er work. Employment of full-time professionally trained instructors
°UtSide iS
^ the skill training projects
of the Department of Small Industries) damage the distinct local
character of the program and its effort to relate it more effectively
to the needs of the community.
~ mnfl ^Dlenl_and_the_me^^ There is no theory component
n the training program, so.e.y limited as it is to practical training.
The standards, content and techniques of the training are determined
by the instructor, subject to approval by the centra, office. What
usually happens in this training center, as in the case of most other
centers, is that age-old methods are carried through over the years,
more or less unchanged. In this particuiar case, the center has been
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P ovid.ng the same training in the same skill area for the last twenty-
changmg needs of the timp nme ‘ Continuing with fairlv
_
y i iy uniform content
d
and StandardS °Ver years has hampered the overall
'
evelopment of the prefect very severely. No actua| assessment ,f
e training needs of the participants and the demand for the skilis
t,0n reV6a,ed
'
th ' 5
-
-tine
.««. is one of the mafor
reasons why the demand for training is so disappointing
. Conserva-
'Sm and UnW " ,in9neSS t0 from the traditiona, practice has been
-lly damaging. Many trainees who were interviewed aspired to try
new designs and innovations that they think wil, bring more income
but no encouragement is received from the institution. The instruc-
tor attached to the center highly disapproves such ideas, as she
believes that in the process of change the production would decrease
which would be detrimental to her in the eyes of the administrators
Not only Should the trainees be encouraged to produce innovative
products with better and more modern artistic designs, but also the
instructor must be given a chance to get in-service training in order
to update her knowledge in the design of these crafts and new
techniques of production.
Table 7 illustrates the training atmosphere at the center, as
revealed from the administration of the questionnaire to al, the trainees.
It gives the trainee perspective regarding the teaching methods, con-
tent, and the cooperation they receive from the instructor and the
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~ ««,. Th, „„„
must be cautioned here that this data analysis does not show exact
compatability with the picture that was reveaied durina the interview
process (of the selected sample) which took place after the admin ,.
stration of the questionnaire. There was a to ^n tendency arising from the
very best motives of politeness to give answers which reflect a desire
to Please the investigator more than revealing the actual situation, in
sp.te of the investigator's attempt to make clear the purpose of the
research, other than this there could have existed an underlying
fear of being intimidated by the authority for being so revealing.
Observing the situation, the investigator was very cautious to approach
the respondents in a very informal manner during the interview pro-
cess to clear up such misconceptions and unveil a more accurate pic-
ture of the situation.
Capital Costs
The major capital costs incurred in the Pothupitiya Wetake
Weaving Training Center are the trainee stipends (which amount
to Rs. 5 per trainee per day) and the instructor's salary, which is
Rs 590 Per m°nth
- The bui|Ci"9 in which the training program is
housed has been given to the project at a very low rent and lacks
the basic amenities. House rent is paid from the Development Fund
of the Center, formed out of 5% deducted from the trainee's income
which also pays the transportation cost for the goods to be shipped
to Colombo, other costs are exclusively limited to bare necessities
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Table 7
Whether Satisfactor
Training Method
Training Content
Facilities at the Center
Cooperation from the Tra iner
Cooperation from the Official:
N = 14 n =
% = 100
N = 1
% = 7.1
N = 8
% = 57.1
N = 9
% = 64.3
%
N = 13 N = -
% = 92.9 % = -
Don't Know
N = -
o
_
o —
“
N = 1
% = 7.1
N = 3 N = 10
% = 21.4 % = 71>4
N = -
% =
N = 6
% = 42.9
N = 2 N = 3
% = 14.3 % = 21.4
such as a few benches, a black board, a table, two chairs, a cup-
board and a few tools, other equipment that the center possesses
includes a few pots and pans to prepare the dye for reed work, and
related things. A shortage in workshop space, tools and other
equipment is clearly evident. The absence of the most basic facili-
ties necessary in the training process shed doubt on the effectiveness
Of the instruction.
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so
On the whole, the project ^ |w operatjQnai^
n
;;
aintenance costs
-
—— - - only 0Ut5tand .
8 be,n9 the inStrUCt0r ‘ S
-'-V and the trainee stipend A
guaranteeing a good working envjronment
^ ^
cuate results from th. training project. Evaluated from this criteria
he project cannot be descirbed as a successful venture.
Organization of Support Structures and Fnllow-Un .Wwir..
An effective marketing system is the -y prime need for
the success of a Droiert nf +.type
- Marketing is vital not only for
!tS 9r°Wth a,S° f° r itS
— present system of marketing
being earned out at Pothupitiya Wetake Weaving Center is through
sales orders that it receives from:
1. the Centra, Office of the Department of Small Industries;
2. Laksala (the government sales point for traditional crafts,
situated in the capital) through the Central Office and,
3. private dealers.
A major portion of the products is marketed through the for-
mer channel but the project participants prefer the latter. The reason
is that when the products are sold to the Central Office or Laksala
not only has the center no bargaining power receiving relatively low
prices for the products, but also it has to go through very tough
quality tests. Moreover, quite often, even when the trainees work
hard to meet the deadlines of the orders, purchases are delayed or
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-n cancelled, damaging the morale of the^ ^
""" the ^ lessons during the past few
Veacs and they prefer private dealers
_ the ^one th.ng was quite evident: whether they sel, to the government on
o P r,vate dealers, the profit goes to somebody in the middle of the
and the craftsmen are not receiving their legitimate share,
in genera, the project does not elicit enthusiastic response
from the participants due to the hardships they face in the marketing
process. As it was revealed in our investigation, their expectations
lave very often been unfulfilled. There is very little margin avail-
able for risk-taking in the projects of this nature anyway. Their
a™ is not to maximize profits but to avoid disaster. Problems in-
volving unsold stocks and consequent decline in production come up
very often. Decline in off-season sales is keenly felt by participants
in the project. Absence of a guaranteed or fair price has been a con-
stant problem. At present the instructor as well as the trainees tries
hard to find markets which guarantee them a fair price, but without
satisfactory results. With no influential connections they cannot be
expected to find their way through the bureaucracy and private
establishments without any assistance from the institution. They can
not easily acquaint themselves with the market demand and its chang-
ing nature or compete with larger establishments. And, moreover,
y become easy prey for exploitation by the middle man.
As it exists today, help is most needed not so much in the
training but in the marketing process. More imaginative marketing
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efforts might make the
,earning-cum-production feature Qf ^ ^
,6Ct 3 PaVing Pr°P0Siti0n
' gements should be made t0 maReUSe °f C°°PeratiVe or9anizations or conizations of a similar
type to guarantee a steady saies system which no doubt is most
necessary for the success of the project. The necessity of the
departmental assistance to ensure a fair and guaranteed price is
also apparent.
^H£-±-nnces. Apart from organizing ^ ^
requires assistance in various other fieids if the training is to be
effective. No attention has been given by the Department of Small
Industries to aspects other than the training process and some help
m marketin9 the P^ucts. If the trainees are to benefit fully from
this initial training, follow-up training and the organization of sup-
port services must be an essential part of the training strategy.
Although the official policy of the department is to help ex-
trainees to become self-employed entrepreneurs, and although the
nature of the local economic conditions also dictates this policy, no
action has been taken to make it a reality. On very rare occasions
when the training center receives an extensive order the ex-trainees
are sometimes given a share, and this seems to be the only link
between the center and the ex-trainees. The result is that trainees,
once they come out of these centers, hardly make a living by working
with these skills. Therefore, the trainees are not likely to use the
skills they were trained in once they leave the training project.
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a Vital component of a training program of thi
. ^
y H O s nature would
^— lining. Neither elements
private'
^ Pr°9ram "" “ ^ Pr°9ram
*»
-V Public or
words, the program has overlooked the vita, inputs which are nec-
17" " ^ indiVidUa ' " t0 90 business. The ab ility to P ,an
customers have been completely ignored by the planners of the
program.
Other than entrepreneurial training, if a trainee is to go
mte bUS 'neSS Sh6/he ^ <"'«•' oapital to start the business,
equipment, and access to a constant supply of raw materials in-
formation such as the availability of various services is a, so guite
bV the Department of Small Industries with other government institu-tes such as the Tourist's Board, the ban k
,
etc. would be very help-
ful in formulating a plan to vitalize the training program, m fact,
-ny of the trainees interviewed considered the lack of this vital com-
ponent of support services as one of the most serious handicaps of the
training program. Most of a„ they value the opportunity and skills
needed to organize themselves into cooperatives or groups of some form
Where they can pool everyone's energies to solve the problems they
face, since the individual entrepreneur does not possess the ability
to do so under the circumstances. Assistance in technical aspects of
production and the evolution of better and modern artistic designs
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must b
“
e
'9hly benef
' Cial in Pr°ieCt£ 0f »'* nature. Methods
and
6 SVOlVed t0 UPdate the k"°" ted* designing of the craftnew techniques of production. Action is a, so required to ensure
'9 qUa "‘y and artistic °f the products.
Conclusion
The investigator does not intend by these observations toignore or disregard the contributions that the prefect has rendered
I'
15 benefiCiari6S SinCe ^
— t any doubt significant
orts have been made to meet employment needs of the rural youth
population in the vicinity to a certainV degree. Unfortunately, these
successes are dwarfed by the magnitude of the problem. On the
whole the total effort has been meager and piecemeal, shaped to fit
limited perceptions. If the present situation prevails, in the long
cun the project win not be able to expand its functions or even
continue to provide quality services. People in positions of authority
should make the effort to look at failures and discouragements and
to process these in order to regenerate energy for renewed effort for
improving the design of the training program.
Perhaps the most important lesson to be learned from Pothu-
pitiya Wetake Weavina Center ic •the importance of learning from experi-
ence, and the recognition that problems and setbacks are part of
experience. Difficulties and failures need not be seen as negative or
as a sign of weakness. Rather, they can become positive learning
experiences. The important thing is to recognize them for what
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they are--learning experiences~and to build on them so that the
same problems and mistakes are avoided in the future.
Attached tn
National Youth Service Cnnnrii
The National Youth Service Council tho
'
the only youth-oriented
organ of the government, is set tin tr,P support and coordinate all the
youth activities in Sri Lanka it, it was first established in early 1969
bv an Act of Parliament2 as the national policy-making, pining, and
coord, nat,ng body on youth services in Sri Lanka, other than
organizing its own youth activities, the Council was expected to
coordinate and support the functions and program of all other agencies
working for youth, to enable them to act in concert in the wider con-
text of national objectives. Some of the objectives of the Council as
expounded in the Act are as follows:
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since the initial creation of the NYSC in 1969
, with every
sov
7
ment and c°nsequem chan9e in »»««. ^0,-
reorganizations in overall strategies
Nevertheless, the objectives formated when it was r ,
remain unchanged.
Created sUI1
The present programs undertaken by NYSC are said to be
aimed at g.ving the youth ski„s and abilities which wil, enable themto integrate themselves surr^ccf, ,n •
n ,. ,
•» ccess ully
,nto an economically active society
particularly those skills and abilities that
, .
165 are damand at present or
1 kely to be in demand in the near n.tUre
'
con sequent on the national
development process. At present Nv^r
' ls engaged in fourteen dif-
eren, kinds of training projects in different parts of the country,
such as Leadership, Vocational, Community Development, Youth in
Business, and Training in Agriculture, all of which are of different
duration, involving about 2,152 youth participants of both sexes with-
the 396 9r°UP ° f 17 -30 vears.< The Council intends to assist
participate in its programs to obtain gainful occupations
and to settle as self-supporting and useful members of society.
The NYSC has not assumed a distinct role as an agency
which coordinates the various youth programs in the governmental
and non-government sectors, even though this was one of the major
tasks aimed at when it was first established fourteen years ago. Its'
activites have been largely confined to specific programs of youth
mobilization and training undertaken directly by the Council.
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^iHgeemana-Sk^^ Centpr „f th „
National Youth Service Cnnnrii
Mi-duc^. Akmeemana Ski|| Training Center , s one Qf the sjx skj|(
training centers operated by the National Youth Service Counci, to
tram rura, youth in economically usefui skills with the objective of
mg them in productive activities beneficial to themselves and to
society. These centers train about 360 youths each year in different
vocations, such as carpentry, masonery,
, athe operation, handicrafts,
driving, and welding, to enable then, to acquire the skills needed to
living on their own and to live as independent and productive
citizens. Akmeemana Ski,, Training Center is the only training center
operated by NYSC devoted to training youth in traditions, handi-
crafts, which are of an artistic nature and high in craftsmanship.
The training center is situated in Akmeemana in Galle District,
't is about si. and a half miles from the center of Galle city, which
thriving market center and a political and administrative strong-
hold on the south coast. The center is somewhat centrally located,
enabiing direct contacts with the Galle city and other market centers
and is closely linked to the city through three main bus routes and
through other surrounding villages. There is a bazaar and a major
government administrative Institution-Divisional Revenue Office-in
the vicinity. The training center is housed in permanent buildings
built on a two-acre land block, acquired from the Land Reform Com-
mission by the NYSC. The site is highly accessible, being located
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alongside the Calle-Udugama main bus route. The training^
consists of four major buildings assigned fep training
storage fachties and administrative work. The buildings exhibit an
attractive Physical layout, spreading out over the beautiful undulating
and area. The peace and tranquility of the surroundings is an added
advantage which the project possesses, providing an extra incentive
to motivate its youth residpntc t/-, ie s to make ,t a pleasant stay during the
entire training period.
2n2iQ^nd_context. Akmeemana Youth Skill Training Center is a
relatively new experiment by NYSC begun only seven years ago
,t
' S " UmqUe 6C0nOmiC
‘wo ways-first, it is the only
residential training center operated by the NYSC, and second, it is
the only training center of the NYSC devoted to training in traditional
handicrafts. At present there are nearly fifty-seven youth participants
enrolled in four types of training programs in the project as shown in
Table 8.
The training project was first inaugurated in 1975 and from
that date the project has trained nearly 400 youths of both sexes.
The number of youths trained during the last five years are shown
in Table 9.
Out of the fifty-seven participants who are undergoing train-
ing in the project at present, twenty-seven males are enrolled in male-
dominated traditional crafts (namely mask making and ivory carving)
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While thirty females participants are enrolled in feme,
crafts—namely bamboo, cane, and wetake work.
dominated
Table 8
Present
Akmeemana
Enrollment Figures at the
Youth Skill Training Center
Type of Craft Number Enroll
Male Female
Duration of Training
Mask Making 16 -
1 year
Ivory Carving 13 -
1 year
Bambo and Cane Work - 15
1 year
Wetake (Reed Work) - 15 6 months
Total 27 30
Source: Records at Akmeemana Skill Training Center
The intention of the project planners is to develop the center
into something much deeper and broader than a mere training center
which will enable the trainees to lead a full life in the project as a
preparation for their future adult life as productive citizens of Sri
Lanka. At the time of this investigation the residential buildings
were only half completed but rapidly nearing completion and as a
temporary measure the male residents had been provided with
temporary housing facilities in the storage building, while female
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part, c, pants were commuting to the training center from nearby bouses
Once the bui,Pings are compieted it is expected to accommodate sixty-
f 'Ve VOUth re$identS With P--'- f-e food,
,edging and other
features such as sports and health facilities.
Table 9
Year Males Females # Received Certificate
1977 25 38 43
i oiai
63
1978 18 39 38 57
1979 22 42 52 64
1980 20 45 38 65
1981 27 30 *14 c;7
Total 112 194 185 306
Source: Records at the Akmeemana Skill Training Center
*This number
the six month
corresponds the participants who successfully completedprogram and have left at the middle of the year.
Assessment of the Project
Goals and Objectives
Akmeemana Skill Training Center, after only a few years in
operation cannot be considered a finished product ready to be "tested"
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by measuring specific effects in terms of
..clear-cut" objectives
However, an attempt was made in this investigation to judge both tbe
success of its effort to meet its stated objectives
the project in meeting them as is evidenced from
its operation.
and the potentials of
the short period of
The ultimate goal of the NYSC is youth development. Through
the skill training component, the Council intended to train rural
youth in employable skills and at the same time to develop a sense of
discipline to enable them to integrate fully into society as productive
tented individuals. The extent and the nature of fulfillment
Of such objectives are hard to quantify, especially through a research
with limited scope,
youths have left th
since its inception.
such as the present study. An estimated 250
e training center after completing the training
The investigator has not had the opportunity to
trace a sample of these previous participants to discover what use
they are making of their acquired skills and knowledge and of the
consequent benefits securing to themselves, their families and their
communities. (As mentioned earlier, this would be beyond the scope
Of this study).
However, operating within the limitations of the study, an
attempt was made by the investigator to judge the validity and rele-
vance of the training strategy in the pursuit of its stated goals and
objectives. In other words, the main emphasis was laid on judging
whether the program can be significantly instrumental in improving
the economic and social life of its beneficiaries in the present context
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At the outset it seemed necessary to judge the compatability
of the stated objectives with the various types of clientele involved
the Pr0i6Ct
' WhiCh iS 3 Pre-condition for the reaction
Of the program's ful, potential. Un ,i ke the case of ski,, training pre-
lects attached to the Department of Small Industries, in this project
the participants seem to have a clearer purpose in joining the pro-
0 e a number of participants were in conformity with the
Official objective of purusing self-employment in the skill they had
been trained for, but in the case of many, this goal is only a secon-
dary target to be pursued if their other goals become unachievable.
Not a single trainee interviewed had an idea of personality develop-
ment or the valuable opportunity of preserving traditional handi-
crafts that are "dying out"-the objectives which loomed large in the
View of officials who planned the project. This attitude was evident
from the following responses given by the participants, when ques-
tioned about their objectives in joining the project.
Response
1. To get a government job in this field or be
self-employed
2. To get training in handicrafts
3. To start a business of their own if loan
facilities are available
4. Inability to find another job
5. Training seemed useful because of prior
experience
Percentage
30
5
10
25
5
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Response
6. To pursue it as self-employment
7
- To be an instructor in this field
Total
Percentage
10
15
100
Objectives of the project as perceived by the site coordinator
are as follows:
1- Generation of self-employment;
2. personality development;
3- the skill training of youth who have served in National
Youth Service Projects.
According to the officials at the Central Office the most
important objectives of the project are:
1. To train rural youth in skills to be self-employed or work on
a cooperative basis or under an employer in order to earn a
decent living.
2. To preserve traditional skills that are "dying."
3. Personality development.
It should be stated here that NYSC is the only national organ-
ization in Sri Lanka that is solely committed to the cause of youth
development. It has the inner potentials of offering viable and concrete
development opportunities and alternatives to rural youth. Akmeemana
Skill Training Center is one of the five major projects that NYSC has
undertaken in order to carry out the mission that is expected from it.
ASTC as it stands today is a macro-level training center, which draws
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its participants from every corner of the country (with only a vepy
limited number from its surrounding community). The highly institu-
tionalized and residentia, nature of the training program itself exhibits
the dangers of alienation of youth from its own rural environments
The project seems too urban-oriented and divorced from rural econo-
mic realities and too out-of-step with the lifestyles of rural youth to
feasible solution to their needs. Not only has residential train-
mg isolated youth from their rura, environments, but also the train-
ing is Viewed in complete isolation from related development activities
in the area.
The objectives of this training program could be better achieved
by developing a small number of training institutes geographically sited
either ,n areas where the demand for such skills is reasonably certain
or in the living environments of its participatns, where they intend
to utilize the skills. In other words, training should be conducted
in the environment in which those who are trained will eventually
work.
On the other hand, the project seems to be yielding a sizable
educational advantage to a small minority, and not reaching the major-
ity who are in greatest need of help. The scope of the project seems
too small for a project of this nature, contributing very little to the
gigantic problem of youth unemployment. If NYSC wishes to attack
hard core of the problem of youth unemployment and to mobilize
rural youth to enhance their potentials and strengths as productive
workers, it needs to respond to the problem in a more organized
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and concrete manner and on a much larger scale. As it stands now,
ASTC does not reach the expectations of the large majority of the
younger generation, and possesses only near horizons which are
limited to small changes.
Planning and Management
The present site of the skill training center had been selected
by NYSC because of its central position with reference to Gal.e city
and the rather intricate system of transportation that serves the
area. The availability of raw materials in the vicinity, and its guiet
surroundings, too, have been instrumental in this decision. Land
area for the training project had been acquired by the Land Reform
Commission after its Land Act* and was given over to the NYSC along
with the buildings, and this had been one of the biggest factors that
led to the initial decision to establish the skill training center on this
site. It was revealed during our investigation that in spite of all
these advantages the center is still hampered by many constraints,
the most important is its remoteness from the market. Because of the
fact that its land boundaries do not border the main bus route and
its buildings are located somewhat to the interior, the project does
not possess the capability of being an exhibition center which attracts
buyers and thereby establishes sound marketing links.
What is even more devastating is that the project has been
established without prior exploration of the types of training most
needed by the participants and the most promising in terms of
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employment opportunities. The connection between the ski,, taught
and the needs of the communities where the youth live has been
totally neglected, resulting in the preparation of youth for careers
which would be impossible to pursue in their communities and which
m '9ht eVentUa "y ,6ad to ^appointment and frustration for the youth
itself, starting
"pilot" projects without adequately weighing their
feasibility is an obvious danger. One of the most important pitfalls to
avoid is the planning of such projects without carefully testing the
feasibility of proposed actions and anticipating their likely implications.
Se^is^makin^r^ The initial decision to establish such skill
training projects always comes down from the Minister in charge of
the Youth Services and usually is a political decision involving little
exploration of the local conditions which will bear on the project.
Once the minister makes the decision, the Director-General does the
overall policy-making and the Director in charge of Youth Training at
the Central Office does the initial planning. Generally the policies
are laid down at this top level without much collaboration from the
Assistant Directors who are in touch with the field situation or from
directors at the regional and district levels. The Project Supervisor,
trainers and trainees do not have any role in this planning process.
The Assistant Director at the Central Office does the overall coordi-
nation between the planning authorities at the Central Office and the
management mechanism at the district level and the site. The NYSC
Regional Director at Matara and the District Youth Service Coordinator
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at Galle are vested with decision-making powers in most decentralized
mUCh POW6r t0 ***» expect for the making of minor
Changes. The project is fully funded by the NYSC Centra, Office
and hence the full power of financial control and other powers con-
sonant w.th it are vested with them. Though the administrative
structure is not as highly rigid as it was under government bureau-
cracy, the officials are expected to work with the ground rules set
by the policy-makers. Centra, control seems to be strong and insti-
tutional setting has not permitted much freedom.
At the project level, the coordinator is fully responsible for
the management of the project and acts as a liaison between the pre-
lect and NYSC. The project level coordinator does the overall coordi-
nation between the planning body at the Central Office with the
management mechanism at the district level and on the site. The
fairly smooth working of the training center is mostly due to the qual-
ity, ability, competence and enthusiasm of the present project coordi-
nator. Her dedication to the development of a satisfactory mechanism
to ensure the fullest, most effective use of the training facilities of
the center is commendable. The project coordinator is assisted by
four instructors in the training and in day-to-day administrative
functions. At the bottom of the administrative structure are five
committees consisting of trainees, with one instructor in each. These
committees have specific functions and help not only in maintaining
the order and smooth workings of the project, but also in giving an
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0PPcrtUnity for the trainees to acqujre |eadership qua(itjes The^
mittees are Health, Food, Discipline, Sports and Cutural. AH these
committees are under the supervision of the project manger, who is
the chief decision-maker.
The diagram below illustrates the administrative structure of
the project:
Director-General NYSC
Director-Training
/ u. •
Assistant Director--Trainina(Who IS the coordinator of training at the central level)
Youth Service District
Coord inator-Ga lie
4-
4-
Coordinator-ASTC
4-
4-
4 Instructors
4_
Health
>4
Food Discipline Sports Cultural 5 Committees
—
the trainees
. The role of the trainees in the management pro-
cess is at the heart of the planning issue. The basic question here is
"who makes the decision for whom and through what mechanism?" The
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bureaucratic structure of the management has not made it possihie to
take this basic question into eonsideration-i.e.
,
the clients' ability
to control what happens to them. There is no o ,• •e participation in the
project management on the Dart nf * •n p o the trainees, except to be a day
leader and a member in one of th Q f.the five committees which have the
power to make decisions only with regard to w*y un very minor matters such
as organizing a cultural activity or takinc artiony K g c on very minor dis-
ciplinary problems.
underlying these issues, there is a more pervasive, overriding
question: whether the ASTC program has been drafted for youth or
youth for the program. The training program seems to be under-
taken without any real knowledge about the participants themselves-
their needs, their aspirations and the economic context of the rural
localities where they live. The assessment of learning needs, the
design of learning methodology, the allocation of finances and the
structure of the internal organization are areas in which the parti-
cipants should be the central deciding factor.
The present administrative and management process causes a
major dilemma of the NVSC ideology of youth participation, which is
a centra, concern of the institution and is also given high priority by
NVSC by its inclusion in the Act itself. « As specified in the Act and
also in consonance with its major goals, NYSC has to evolve a better
strategy of management derived from and reinforcing its ideology of
youth participation. It is a paradox in a project to have full central
control and ignore the issues of developing leadership qualities and
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,„a
members could be strengthened only through making
provision for membership involvement and participation ^ ^^
of decision-making and project management.
The training center should aim for a higher degree of self-
management than ,t possesses at present. Trainees should be given
-re responsibility in all matters concerning them-nameiy, planning,
work organization, financial control, supp.ies and marketing, main-
tenance of discipline, and social and cultural affairs. To achieve this
goal, what is needed is intensive guidance, support, necessary train-
ing, and orientation-not bureaucratic control as it stands now.
^-nit^jnvo^^ The present aM .tude of th# nejghborhood
towards the project is not a very positive one, according to our
investigation. They do not expect to see this project a success
because the participants are mainly outsiders and the project is not
rendering much benefit to the area. The project is less integrated
with the surrounding areas and as a result is, closely contained
Within its own boundaries, the youth participants being physically
distant from the neighborhood. Positive steps should be taken by the
NYSC to avoid this isolation and to establish good relations between
the participants of the project and the neighborhood. On the other
hand, unless it brings benefits to the surrounding area, the project
cannot be justified. The project should become a model and a focus
of development for the whole area. Measures must be taken to promote
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integration
, such as involving ioca, ieaders in the major issues of the
project, even at the decision-making level, providing common cultural
act, v, ties, etc. In selecting trainees for the project, special reference
be given to those from surrounding areas, a step which would
greatly help in developing friendly attitudes and promoting integration.
ASTC, operated by the National Youth Service Council, is a
good example of a large scale nonformal education operation which,
When handled by a huge bureaucracy, tends to acquire most of the
evils of a central bureaucratic operation. Most of the problems and
limitations are often rooted in the organizational and administrative
structure. They have not been able to get adapted to realistic needs,
and tend to have high costs and lower benefit/cost ratios than small-
scale operations. Worst of all, the training they impart often is not
sufficiently linked to realistic job opportunities in the area, and has
no direct utility in the local economy. The extensive lack of fitness
to locally perceived needs, community involvement, and support
prohibits the opportunity of the project to secure fair returns from
its investments.
The Target Population
There are fifty youth participants at present of both sexes,
in the Akmeemana Skill Training Center, enrolled in four different
programs. Since ASTC is a national operation, the trainees are
selected from all over the country on a competitive basis. The main
reason which attracts applicants to the project seems to be the trainee
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stipend, which amounts to Rs. 300 per month per trainee (with no
0ther benemS)
' U
— ot the program is strength-
ened by the payment to trainees of such a stipend to cover major
expenses but it shouid not be the main income of the participants
and particuiariy the stipend shouid not be a way of attracting uniuit-
y uth who would not wish to pursue the skills taught as a
means of iiveiihood. However, during our investigation, it was found
large number of participants join the project in order to get
the stipend--they are more lured by the stioend th*n ky m p a by any genuine
desire to learn the skills.
,t remains to be seen whether such an
stipend introduces a commercial spirit into the program and whether
the participants are tempted to pursue these crafts only during their
training period, tending to drop their interest in these skills soon
after the training period is over.
recruitment.
i n accordance with program objectives, those
recruited are secondary school leavers in the 15-30 year age group.
Before the beginning of the training year, a District Youth Officer
attached to the NYSC District Office in each electorate calls for
applications for the project from youths affiliated with National
Youth Service projects and from outside these projects as well. A
list of potential candidates is prepared and recruitments are made
from this list, on the basis of interviews conducted by a panel. This
panel consists of officials from the NYSC and the Department of Small
Industries and the Coordinator of the project and is headed by the
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D ' StnCt Y0Uth SerViCe C00rdinat
-- Because of the district-based
selection, the member of the parliament in the area has a major say in
determining who is recruited and thus the political factor also piays a
part in the selection process. Usually the selection of participants
has to be in accordance with the requirements laid down by the
Officiais, such as aptitude for training, avaiiabiiity of raw materia, s in
the area and the marketability of the product. However, it seems
that very often adherence to these requirements are not being ob-
served
.
The crucial factor in determining the success or failure of
a training pro,ect of this nature can be said to be the selection of
the right type of participants. No recruitment procedure can
guarantee the selection of the ideal type of participants, yet due
consideration to factors such as interest in the craft, aptitude,
talent and previous experience or family tradition may be useful.
The Coordinator of the project is of the opinion that some of the
trainees in the project have proved to be unsuitable, especially
those from an "urban setting." According to her, in most cases
drop-outs are those who do not possess the above characteristics.
The project, hoping to cater to the employment needs of rural
youth throughout the entire nation, has not limited its membership to
youth from the vicinity. Officials are of the opinion that if emphasis
is given to candidates from the vicinity, it causes an over-supply
affecting the market, and hence the need to extend the selection
process over the entire nation. Nonetheless, our investigation reveals
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that this selection policy has caused a lack of integration, an increase
drop-out rate, high training costs and an inability to induce a
commitment to the project.
it was revealed during our investigation that in deciding the
trainee selection it is necessary to give due consideration
to the following:
1* Youth who have the ^Uiii t a iQ„t ...n skl11
'
ta 'ent, aptitude, family tradition
or the readiness to continue a self-employed worker in
the skill area.
2
. Youth from places where raw materials are easily available.
3. Youth with academic qualifications not high enough to be
attracted away to the other channels.
Participants' characteristics
, it should be mentioned at the outset
that for an indepth analysis of the characteristics of the target popu-
lation in this study, it was necessary to concentrate on only one of
the four training programs--!. e.
,
bamboo and cane work, which had
fifteen participants on roll at the time of the survey. This procedure
seemed necessary to ensure comparability with the other two case
studies and was also suited to the short duration of time available for
the investigation, which made dealing in large numbers difficult.
When considering the age level of the participants, 77% of
the participants were in the 19-26 year age group with more than
46% in the 23-26 age bracket. With regard to educational status,
over 54% had G.C.E.(O.L.) qualifications of either a pass in the
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full examination or in a few subjectsD . On the other hand, only 7%
had education below the seventh standard.
Out of the total of thirteen participants in the sample only
one came from a semi-urban environment, and the rest were from
rural settings. An analysis of their past experience, family tradi-
tions and interest in the craft show that only one had a training
experience in craft of a similar nature. In the sample surveyed,
it was found that 15% of the participants are members of large
families having 10-12 members. More than 46% of the participants
were members of families having 7-9 members while 8% had less than
3 members in the family. Questions were asked about the number of
earning units in the family and the average family monthly income.
It was revealed that only one participant had three earning units in
the family and an income level of Rs. 800-900 per month. About 46%
of the informants came from families earning less than Rs. 400 per
month. It can be concluded that the majority of the participants came
from very low income groups, which is the common situation.
Delivery System
The major goal at Akmeemana Skill Training Center is much
broader than that of the Pothupitiya Skill Training Center of the
Department of Small Industries. The goal here is the full develop-
ment of the individual to enable him to integrate fully into the society
as a productive and contended individual. To achieve this goal, the
project planners intended to provide participants with a full learning
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environment in which the participants, whiie living in a residentia,
center, could acquire the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary
to develop their individual earning skills-as wel, as their person-
alities to the fullest possible degree, so that they could ultimately
help improve the quality of rural life. Sightly so in organizing
the learning environment, the focus has been on not only the voca-
tional skills necessary for eventual self-employment, but the develop-
ment of regularity, discipline, confidence and ultimately of civic
consciousness and social responsibility of the individual, m accor-
dance with the ideology, this project implements a full training pro-
gram which incorporates many of the elements discussed above.
The daily routine of the participants in the center is well
organized and methodogical, in keeping with the ideology. For a
trainee youth a normal working day starts at 7:30 a.m. in an
assembly where certain rituals like reciting of the national anthem
and an address by the Day Leader (who is selected every day from
the participants) takes place. The training activities start at
8.00 a.m. and end at 5:00 p.m. with intervals of rest in between.
The programs for the day wind up at 5:30 p.m., again with an
assembly where the Day Leader evaluates the activities for the day.
Cultural and physical activities and management committee work are
also interposed with the normal schedule.
As seen from this description, socialization is a key factor
in preparing youth in the training program. The social experience
provided without doubt enhances the social competencies of the
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participants. As it stands now the socia, experience seems good in
principle, but when seen in practice it is just part of the routine
operations in the training cycle. The whole stratgey seems to need
some way of giving trainees valid experiences which would instill
motivation, give confidence, raise aspirations and improve their ability
to deal Intelligently with probiems that might come up in managing
their own enterprises.
Ski ll training component
. The skill training component (in the pro-
gram) takes up a major portion of the youth's day in the training
center. Skill training is intensively practical and "learning by doing'
IS the chief method used. Theory in fundamental skills is emphasized
only at the initial stage, and soon after emphasis is placed solely on
practice. Formal syllabuses are drawn up. Usually the instructors
design the course content and it is forwarded for approval to the
Central Office. NYSC officials give their approval after comparing
the designs with the syllabuses of the Department of Small Industries
to ensure that the training standard is maintained. Once the course
is approved, if the instructors desire any change they must obtain
consent of the Officer-in-Charge at the Central Office.
In designing the training course, the most important factor—
the trainee--has been mostly forgotten. The needs of the trainees
themselves have not been taken into account at any stage. It should
be emphasized that the assessment of trainee 1 needs are fundamental
in every stage in the training--i
.e.
,
in deciding the type of skill
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component and teaching methodology used, and in evaiuating the out-
come. As it stands today at the Akmeemana Ski,, Training Center,
forma, syllabuses drawn up when the projects are initiated are still
carried on without any change either in the type of ski,, taught or
the way it is taught. Continuing to maintain a fairly uniform con-
tent, methodology, and standard over many years has inhibited the
overa" deVe,°Pment of the project.
,t was discovered in our investi-
gate that more creative ideas in the production of innovative pro-
ducts, better and more modern artistic designs, and improved techni-
ques of production are much desired by the trainees, but that no
way has been provided to acquire them. Change in the methods,
content, and standards of the program are necessary in order to
turn the training into a useful endeavor.
At the end of the training period, during the last few weeks,
trainees are given an orientation in entrepreneurship. The intention’
here is to give the trainees fundamental knowledge of how to start
a business, maintain accounts, compete with market forces, and deal
with the banks. Even though this is a short orientation program,
it provides a valuable support to rural youths who are going out into
business world. However, what is discouraging is the method
followed. The training is usually in the form of formal lectures,
delivered by representatives from the Department of Small Industries
and Laksala, experts from the banks, and management specialists.
What is needed here are more down-to-earth training strategies that
would enable the trainees to develop the skills for themselves in a
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more realistic environment. In a year-long training program, this
component could easily occupy a more emphasis place and have a
longer duration without involving much more cost to the organization
Utilizing practitioners in the field who have had much experience also
would be helpful, along with the inclusion of specialists able to teach
the management skills needed in self-employment.
An educational trip, a graduation ceremony in the form of a
cultural festival and an exhibition of handicrafts produced by the
trainees at the end of the training period are some of the different
strategies used by the organizers to motivate the trainees and give
them a sense of satisfaction. These incentives are highly commend-
able, provided that they are carried out in a realistic atmosphere
Where they can actually help the trainee acquire the skills needed in
organizing a successful enterprise upon leaving the proejct.
At the end of the training program, participants who success-
fully complete the program are awarded certificates. This too may be
an essential strategy, to give the participants a sense of accomplish-
ment and also to serve as evidence of enterprise in obtaining credit.
Nevertheless it should be stressed that they should not be central to
the system, thus helping to instill in them the very attitudes that
the program tries to eliminate.
Role of facilitators
. One of the most important ingredients for the
success of a project of this nature is the efficiency and dynamic per
sonalities of the facilitators. They should be knowledgable and
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tra.ned in all the aspects that are necessary to make the project a
feasible one, not only in the skills and Knowledge necessary to coordi-
nate ,ts training activities but also in the skills pertaining to inter-
personal relationships and the awareness necessary to develop a cohe-
sive social youth organization. The importance of this Knowledge
cannot be overestimated in a project of this nature, which is designed
to redirect rural youth towards new developmental goals and new
aspirations. Akmeemana Skill Training Project has the advantage of
benefiting from the services of such a qualified and competent person
as the Project Coordinator. She is a graudate in Sociology from the
University of Colombo and holds a Diploma in Youth and Development
from India. Along with the academic qualifications, she possesses a
long training experience in a variety of development projects related
to rural youth. The four instructors who facilitate the four training
programs are also qualified and experienced trainers-three have
been trained in the Central Training Institute attached to the Depart
ment of Small Industries and the fourth is an ex-trainee of the pro-
ject itself. (The four facilitators commute to the training center
daily from nearby places.) Due to the nature of the training, the
role expected from the trainers is such that it is necessary to see
whether they could be more capable of providing the necessary
guidance expected from a facilitator of a project of this nature.
It should be mentioned that more benefits could be achieved,
if the instructors are given an orientation in youth affairs, retrained
in new designs, quality control, etc. This could be done at no extra
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cost or at minimum C05t t0 the NYSC by jnc|uding them in ongoing
training programs in district training centers or at the Centra, Train-
mg institute of the Department of Small Industries in Moratuwa.
Table 10 gives the trainee perspective regarding the teaching
methods, content and the cooperation they receive from the instructors
as well as the training facilities at the Center.
Table 10
Pe rceptions of the Trai nees Toward Train ing Methods
and the Cooperation
Akmeemana Skill Training Center
N = 13
Whether Satisfactory
Training Method
Training Content
Facilities at the Center
Cooperation from the Trainer
Yes No Don't 1-
N =
% =
7
54.8
N = -
% = 1
N = 69-7
O f
N =
Q _
5 N = 1
O -T —
N = 7
'o = 38.5 % = 7.7
N = -N = 10
% = 76.9
N = 8
% = 61.5
O
O
N = -
%
% = 53.8
N = 2
% = 15.4
N = 5
% = 38.5
Cost-Effectiveness
To appraise the general efficiency of a program, its cost
must be compared with the learning results (internal efficiency) and
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*he 6C0n0miC and °th
- accruing to the trainees and
standing a,one, has little waning or utility except to judge a pro-
gram's general economic feasibility. In the present survey, we had
difficulty in finding both the cost per trainee or costs for various
activities and the evidence concerning the actual results of these
programs, especially the resulting subseguent benefits. However
we did gather enough evidence to form a genera, judgment concerning
the efficiency and the benefits and how they might be improved.
Being a residential training center, unit cost per trainee at
the Akmeemana Skill Training Center exceeds those of the training
programs carried out by other departments and institutions. The
capital investment on buildings represents the lion's share of total
costs in the project, other major costs include trainee stipends and
the salaries of the site coordinator and instructional staff. Our
survey reveals that expenses for maintaining the administrative
Structure, which is responsible for streamlining the activities of
the project which extend from the Central Office to the District
Office, is a large item in the budget.
Calculation of cost-effectiveness is a difficult and complex
task, particularly in projects of this nature, which place a heavy
emphasis on training and make very little or no provision for
P oductive work. The accruing of huge investments for permanent
buildings was a questionable procedure but the NYSC officials justify
the investments, claiming that the project is a pioneering enterprise.
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Officials are of the opinion that the unit costs of a program of this
nature are considerably higher in the developmental stage of the
project than they are latpr nn k _
' because of the one-time-only start-
ing costs.
Nevertheless, the heavy financial costs involved seem to be
the most prominent obstacle which has inhibited a larger proliferation
of projects of this nature. It can be said with confidence that in
the present context of financial investment, ASTC does not set a good
example for future endeavors of NYSC or any other government or
non-government institution. Such huge investments in permanent
buildings appear to be unwise, especially without any overall policy
for youth development and employment promotion. Initiative and
flexibility in all aspects is very essential in projects of this nature.
Over-capitalization in the project is a clear danger which must be
avoided. On the other hand, the use of expensive buildings and a
professionally qualified administrative and instructional staff lead to
inappropriate trainee expectations.
It must be emphasized that efficiency does not merely involve
reducing costs or expenditures. It also involves increasing benefits
associated with a given expenditure of resources. Nonetheless, the
projects of this nature which have been set up with the ultimate
objective of directing rural youth for self-employment should be low
cost establishements, with minimal subsidies. To be more specific,
they should be small institutions, utilizing locally built structures,
serving local areas, and taking only day students. Regardless of
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attractive the program may seem, if the country cannot afford
it on a sufficient scaie to be effective it is not a realistic option.
in the present set up in the ASTC, there is room for im-
proving the program's cost-efficiency. Some of the strategies that
nt.ght be included in an attempt at improving would be: making more
intensive use ol the facilities, using local craftsmen as facilitators,
producing saleable goods in the training process, increasing class
Sizes, shortening training periods, and improving the management
efficiency of the project.
Organization of Support Services
ir the training project is to aim at achieving the objective
of the generation of self-employment, many more elements are needed
in the training strategy in addition to the imparting of craft skills.
Many trainees in the project were aware of the fact that the major
objective of the program is to prepare them for self-employment. Yet
lor all that, they do not perceive themselves as organizing their own
business once they leave the training program. This situation is
clearly evident from the analysis of the responses of the trainees upon
being questioned about their future plans.
It is evident from Table 11 that 84.6% of the participants have
opted to join the government or non-government enterprises in the
skill area. They are highly reluctant to organize their own businesses
because they are not confident that they would ever succeed. Planners
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Table 11
D
future Pl ans of the Trainee atBamb^ ,.u, k i raimna
A!tgr_Leaving the Training Prnnr^
Response Number Pfirrpntana
Organizing own enterprise
in the skill area 2 15.4
Organizing own enterprises
in other skill area -
Join government or non-
government enterprise in
the skill area 11 84.6
Join government or non-
government enterprises
in other skill area
Other
-
-
must be convinced that what they need is not mere skill training.
Training in itself will not solve anything without accompanying support
structures. In other words, a training strategy should be more com-
prehensive and balanced, and not confined to the training component
per se. If the program is to achieve its major goal there is a press-
ing need for well planned methods for organizing other support serv-
ices which are necessary for a youth if he is to be productively
engaged in the skill for which he is being trained.
One of the most important ingredients for such a training
strategy is to give rural youth the skills needed to make them
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entrepreneurs. Though the ASTC project has an entrepreneurial
training component in its training strategy at present, as mentioned
earlier, our investigation revealed that the attempt is somewhat super-
ficial, vis a vis the felt needs. One or two weeks orientation, given
to youth in the form of forma, lectures from "experts" in the manage-
ment field, is a highly inappropriate strategy. However, evidence
from other areas has demonstrated that training youth for entre-
preneurship is by no means easy.? Given the circumstances, the
planners of the program should make an effort to organize a built-in
component of managerial and entrepreneurial training that would help
the participants to acquire the vital skills in dealing with customers
and competing market forces.
Ma rket facilties
. Organizing training programs without proper atten-
tion to the opportunities for utilizing the skills they teach may create
new problems, particularly when those already practicing these trades
and occupations are living on meager earnings. As it happens now at
ASTC, the main emphasis is on the training component, without much
thought for the market. As one of the officials remarked "NYSC is
only a training institution," which indicates the rationale behind it.
Whatever the administrative, political, and financial difficultuies the
NYSC may have, deviation from this narrow perspective is urgently
required if the NYSC is to make its expected contribution in "youth
development.
"
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None of the trainees interviewed thought it would be possible
to take up the skill they had been trained for as a means of liveli-
hood unless appropriate facilities for markets were to be organized
'n other words, to teach young rural people specialized skills for
which there is no ready market in their own areas results both in
educational waste and personal frustration. The failure of the in-
stitution to realize the situation is in part due to the absence of
overall policies for youth development and employment promotion.
This is a major organizational challenge which the organization has
to deal with.
fi nancial facilities
. One of the reasons that young people are unable
to set themselves up in gainful employment is due to financial limita-
tions. Our investigation reveals that one of the most critically felt
needs of the participants at ASTC was an avenue to obtain necessary
financial support to start a business of their own once they have
left the program. The organizing of necessary facilities to help
youth in obtaining the necessary capital to start business must be
considered in planning programs of this nature. The banking system
in Sri Lanka is usually unresponsive to the needs of young entre-
preneurs: the normal requirements of guarantor's security, mortg-
age property, etc. requested by the banks makes it impossible for
youth to obtain any fundings from the bank on their own unless
organizations like NYSC comes forward to guarantee their capability
and certify their technical skills.
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Follow-up and other STvIre.
. The project does not have any system
of evaluating the effectiveness of its training program yet; without
such a system the total investment could be turned into a fruitless
one. No systematic effort has been made to monitor former trainees
to ascertain whether and/or how they are actually using their new
Skills and with what results, and to use these findings to correct
shortcomings in the program. The experience of the participants
Who have completed the training program, without doubt, would be
highly beneficial to study and therefore would have to be traced
in some organized manner.
Just as important as these services are the need for well-
organized services and facilities for the provision of raw materials,
improved techniques and tools of production, research findings
on consumer preferences (both local and foreign) and research into
appropriate technologies and designs. More important than these is
the organization of ex-trainees into worker cooperatives to enable
them to acquire the sociological, psychological and technical back-
ground in organizing their income-earning activities. All these are
essential for the realization of the fullest advantage from their
training
.
NYSC already possesses a good network of youth officials
in every district, and in organizing such support structures the
Council could use this network without much extra cost. Contacts
with such a network would be highly beneficial to ex-trainees in
other aspects too, such as in maintaining a continuing relationship
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With the center and NYSC and obtaining technical
port when the need arises.
advice and sup-
Conclusion
It should be pointed out again that these observations should
not be intended as criticisms but as lessons that could be learned from
these expensive mistakes, so that they need not be repeated. Without
doubt, NYSC is performing a valuable service as the only national
organization in the country fully dedicated to youth development.
Through the skill training component the Council is committed to mobi-
lize rural youth in developing their own potentials and strengths as
productive workers in Sri Lankan society. ASTC is one of the few
national training programs that NYSC employs to realize this goal.
ASTC has been initiated with a deep sense of hope and satisfaction at
having made a beginning of the exciting process of improving the
quality of life of rural youth. Since its inception it has shown a
significant improvement in working towards this goal. In the words
of the trainees of the project, the following are some of the strengths
that the project can claim.
1. Develops skills in youth leading to self-employment.
2. Develops the personality (through sports and cultural
activities)
.
3. Gives an opportunity to invest time in a useful training
for a period of one year--which would otherwise be
wasted
.
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4. Provides some sort of employment for the unemployed.
5. Gives an opportunity to live in a cooperative environment.
6. Develops the skills needed to produce goods that are
needed at home.
7. Helps to continue family traditional skills.
8. Enables one to start one's own business.
9. Brings hopes for a successful future in life.
Nevertheless, the considerable progress which the project has
achieved over the past few years does not prove that it can become
more appealing and useful to rural youth unless a critical change in
the major policies and principles is undertaken. The problems raised
here have clearly inhibited the overall effectivenss of the program,
resulting in the waste of scarce resources. One of the key problems
with which the planners have to deal is the amelioration of the ill
effects of the project.
The whole strategy may need careful reevaluation, so as
to reformulate the training strategy as an important component of
an overall youth policy which would be directed at alleviating the
conditions of rural youth. Only through adopting such a national
strategy could NYSC become an important organization in youth
development
.
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c ~f Skill Training Projects AttarhpH toSarvoaaya Shramadana Movement iTTsTiTInka
The Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement is a voluntary rural move-
ment in Sri Lanka which has received worldwide recognition for its uni-
que path of development, based on people's participation, and inspired
by traditional cultural values. It was founded in 1958 with a very
simple beginning and today it has become a massive organization,
operating in more than 3,000 villages in the country and involving
directly or indirectly one million people of its fifteen million popu-
lation. With its vigorous programs for development, it has been
able to make a very significant impact on the lives of the rural
population. As its founders point out, "it is a non-profit making,
non-sectorian, non-political people's movement" (Sarvodaya-Ethos
and Work Plan, 1977, p. 1). The objectives of the Sarvodaya Move-
merit are:
By concrete development action to awaken the masses
of rural people to exploit their own development poten-
tial through self-help and self-reliance
To bring about a general recognition in regard to the
value of utilizing labour resources, which the people
were voluntarily prepared to donate for the develop-
ment of the nation.
3. To evolve a grassroot development leadership in the
country, inspired by the people's traditions and
cultural values and to gain knowledge through partici-
patory experiences in the science of village develop-
ment.
Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement, Ethos
and Work Plan, 1977, p. 3.
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Buddhism is the main guiding
philosophy of the Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement. Though the word
"Sarvodaya" was adopted from india and as we„ as some inspiration
from Ghandian and Bhoodan ideoiogies, its philosophy evoived from
the synthesis achieved between Buddhism and the pre-colonial Sri
Lankan culture, developing into a distinct philosophy of its own.
'Sarvodaya inserts itself into the community and seeks to loosen the
structures of inequality and bring about a social transformation while
preserving and strengthening the basic unity of community.
,n doing
SO it seeks to combine the religion's methods of spiritual conversion
with secular processes of awakening the poor and mobilizing them for
self-reliance and for a more equitable sharing of power" (Godfrey
Goonathilake, Introduction in Dennis Goulet, 1981, p . vii).
The problem of development is seen by the leaders of Sarvo-
daya not so much in terms of the production and distribution of goods
and services and building the insititutional structures for that purpose
as in terms of "awakening the innate goodness in the heart of man
and returning to traditional values and codes of conduct which essen-
tially can provide solutions to the problems of society" (ICED, 1980,
P- 518), As Godfrey Goonathilke has rightfully pointed out Sarvo-
daya's main strength lies in the imaginativeness it has displayed in
eliciting the developmental values from the familiar traditional values
of village society, of transforming the village ideology into its develop-
mental ideology which reaches directly to rural heart and mind. The
Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement bases its developmental philosophy
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on a M very humanistic and less technocratic principles of development."
Organizers point out that this is not a ivory tower philosophy but a
very practical program of rural development, carried out by the
people themselves.
As was clear from the above discussion, Sarvodaya's approach
to development is a unique venture working at the grassroots.
Sarvodaya puts its basic faith in a kind of education and training
which is much broader, more subtle and more inner directed than
Other institutions. They claim that they have no fixed pedogogical
models, except the basic beliefs that learning comes from action, and
that youth does best when it is being helped to uncover its own
potentials. This movement places heavy reliance on the "need to look
at youth in relation to the whole social context." Inspired by tradi-
tional concepts found in Buddhist philosophy, Sarvodaya is interested
primarily in the creation of the right livelihood rather than in the use
of western terms of employment creation through economic action.
Sarvodaya Development Education Program
. When the Sarvodaya
Movement launched upon village development work on a larger scale,
the need for a systematic program of developing the skills necessary
for various facets of its major mission arose. In 1970, the move-
ment established its first Development Education Institute at its
headquarters in Moratuwa in response to this need, and a second
in Thanamalwila in 1972. Consequently, five more institutions were
set up in different districts so as to cover a wide spectrum of the
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population and the geographical areas of the island. One of the
main directives of the Development Education Program is to provide
the village communities with training opportunities up to the best
possible skills they can obtain, with special emphasis on the evolve
ment of a grassroots youth leadership in the country, inspired by
traditional values, in the science of village development.
Sk ill Training Program at Pa lletalawinna Development Education r.n,. .
of the Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement
introduction
. Palletalawinna Development Education Center is one of
the seven Development Education Centers that Sarvodaya Movement
operates to build up the necessary support structures in carrying
out its major mission. It was first started in 1975, with the assis-
tance of the OXFAM Organization of Canada. This was originally
located at Panwila in the Kandy District. In 1979, it was shifted
to Palletalawinna—a place close and central within Kandy city. It
is about seventy-two miles from Colombo. In this hill zone of the
country, the training complex is situated in a pleasant, quiet,
and healthy landscape with undulating hills and slopes, overlooking
a meandering stream. It provides a commanding position for the
dynamic social organization that has been formulated in the training
complex, surrounded as it is by rural village communities. The
training complex occupies a spacious land area, donated by the
government of Sri Lanka, formerly being used as the premises of
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Mahaveli Diversion Scheme. The buildings at the center have been
built by its present participants
.
The center provides the rural youth in the surrounding
communities with training opportunities up to the best possible
skills they can obtain without losing the rural touch. The center
maintains itself as a model center for community living. Today this
residential center has developed into something deeper and broader
than a mere training center, so as to embrace total development
by combining human values and technical skills.
The training programs conducted at Palletalawinna Development
Education Center fall into four main categories, of which training rural
youth for income-generating skills is one. The other three programs
that are being carried on at the Center are Pre-School training, Lead-
ership training and Adult Education. Through the skill training pro-
gram at PDEC
,
Sarvodaya intends to produce a real Sarvodaya-type
worker, who is ready to work on a collective basis in the interests
of the community in which he lives, while leading a fairly comfortable
and carefree life, untainted by greed. Organizers of the skill training
program point out that this is not a narrowly based training where
rural youth are prepared for a carrier, which is no longer avail-
able, resulting in disappointment and frustration. A more impor-
tant aim of the program is the creation of productive work. Their
policy is to provide maximum opportunities for youth itself to dis-
cover its potentials as well as the avenues that are open to it with-
in the resources at hand. After completion of the training program,
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the trainees intend to go back to their vil.ages as skilled craftsmen
to start independent living of their own.
Presently there are three important components of the skill
training program at PDEC: namely, soap-making, carpentry and
machinery. Due to the nature of the task involved in an indepth
analysis, this study was confined only to one of the three training
programs-the Carpentry Skill Training Program. At the moment
there are ten youth participants in this Carpentry Training Unit,
With only four in the initial training stage.
Assessment of the Program
-
trOdUCti0n
- S^aya believes evaluation is a part of the interna,
dynamics of the process rather than the prerogative of someone out-
side the movement. The leader of the movement-Ariyaratne-has
explicitly stressed that there is a clear distinction between a pro-
ject and a process. Unlike the case of government projects, Sar-
vodaya E recesses cannot be subject to conventional analysis. In a
recent manuscript on self-reliance, Ariyaratne puts this in a clearer
perspective. "The criteria used with regard to the traditional
quantitative and paternalistic patterns of resource transfers for
development programs cannot be used to evaluate nontraditional
qualitative and nonpaternalistic awakening processes as Sarvodaya.
Its objectives are different, its methodologies are different and its
structures are different. The type of man and society it tries to
build up is different (Ariyaratne, 1980, pp. 7-8).
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The following assessment is an attempt by the investigator who
"outsider" to the movement, to evaluate only one aspect of its
development endeavor-namely, its effort to develop income-generating
Skills in rural youth in Sri Lanka. The sole intention of this attempt
is to explore its rich experiences in this area and to pinpoint the
valuable lessons it offers for others in the fieid. The investigator
may be lacking the adequate experience required to pass valid judg-
ments on its performances but as mentioned earlier, what is germane
to the purpose of the study is to identify general principles that are
beneficial to others.
Goals and Objectives
Sarvodaya being an organization whose effort is mainly to
inculcate the right development and moral values related to spiritual
reawakening, the undertaking of economic activities for individual
benefits becomes secondary. This is the major difference between the
rationale for skill training programs organized by the government
institutions discussed earlier in the study and the Sarvodaya movement
The nature of the objectives and methodologies of the Sarvodaya
program poses some problems in measurement and interpretation in an
investigation of a limited nature such as the present study. Besides,
the investigation lacks the information required to pass valid judg-
ments on its performances in terms of its objectives. The skill train-
ing program under study has been in operation only a few years, and
therefore cannot be considered mature enough to be tested by using
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standard measurements. However, operating within the limitations of
the study, an attempt was made by the investigator to judge the
viability and relevance of the training strategy in the pursuit of its
Stated goals and objectives. In other words, what is germane to the
purpose of the study is to judge whether the program can be signifi-
cantly instrumental in bringing about the desired change in the lives
Of its participants in the present context.
As to the general and specific objectives indicated by the
Planners, project coordinators, facilitators and participants, it is
clear that the program seeks varied and complex goals. The funda-
mental issue here is to judge the compatability of the stated objectives
between the different types of clientele involved in the project, which
is a necessary precondition for the realization of the full benefits.
According to the planners at the central level, the objectives of the
program have been:
1. To develop the total personality of the individual;
2. to develop skills in youth which are relevant at the
village level and not harmful environmentally and
sociologically;
3. to utilize available resources in the village for the
satisfaction of basic human needs. 8
The coordinator and the facilitator of the Carpentry Skill
Training program identifies the major objectives of the training pro
gram as follows:
:
1
. To develop brotherhood among youth who are separatedby barriers of social class, caste and other divisions;
2. to develop economically useful skills in rural youth and
thereby reduce their economic burden;
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fay providing products at a lower
the market;
^ Producers by linking them with
4. to develop attitudes and values in rural youth to servethe community rather than their own personal development.
As IS evident from these responses obtained from the planners
and program coordinators, the development of the individual's inner
values and his service to the community figures very large in the
Objective statements. On the contrary, however, quite a high number
of participants perceive personal and material benefits as their prime
objective in joining the Sarvodaya training program. This contrast
raises the fundamental question of whether Sarvodaya's effort to
inculcate the right developmental values in its youth participants has
been successful to any considerable degree. Table 12 shows the
objectives stated by youth participants attached to the Carpentry
Skill Training program in joining the project.
The economic objective of the Sarvodaya Skill Training pro-
gram, as stated in its objective statement, is to produce dynamic
economic units on the rural resource base, creating income-generating
places of work within the village. PDEC is one of the seven Develop-
ment Education Centers of the movement that provides the institu-
tional base in supplying the necessary training opportunities to achieve
this objective. This center has a major responsibility in providing
training facilities for the rural youth from about 300 rural villages in
the Kandy district which is being served by the center, in useful,
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Table 12
a^ls in Joining the Gar-pentry Skill Traininn
—
PPEC as Stated by its Youth Participants
Response Number of Participants
To receive training in an
income-generating skill 4
r cr i L.t;i 1 Lay G
40
To devote time, otherwise
being wasted, to learning
a useful skill
2 20
To get the opportunity to
participate in the activities
of a great movement such as
Sarvodaya
2 20
To obtain the opportunity to
contribute to the uplifting
of the rural societies 2 20
Total 10 100.0
income-generating skills. The total number of youth trainees in the
carpentry unit (which is the focus of our study) at the center is
currently ten. It had been seventeen trainees when the unit first
started in 1979, and in 1980 the number had been fourteen. This
downward trend in the numbers indicates that the project has
lost its initial spirit or has faced too many hardships to keep its
original enthusiasm. For a resourceful, national movement such as
Sarvodaya, the present coverage seems too small, contributing very
little as it does to the urgent need of providing opportunities for
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the gainful employment of rural youth. Even the participants who are
presently undergoing training in the center do not fully perceive them
selves as contributing to the rural resource base by organizing econo-
mic units in their environments. Half the number had interest in
engaging in other types of jobs away from the skill-centered ones.
The situation is clear from the analysis of responses received to a
question regarding their future plans after leaving the training
project as shown in Table 13.
Planni ng and Management of the Project
Palletalawinna Development Education Center is one of the
seven development education centers that Sarvodaya operates to meet
the training needs of the rural communities that the movement is
involved with. PDEC embraces nearly 300 village communities in the
Kandy district and is the coordinating center for the educational
activities of twelve village development centers in the district. The
center utilizes the services of nearly 75 workers in carrying out the
Sarvodaya activities in the field and the training complex. The
project coordinator at the center, assisted by a cadre of program
coordinators, oversees the developmental activities of the center and
entire 300 villages it embraces. There is an intricate management
structure in the center that is staffed by a team of program coordi-
nators. Their willingness to develop a satisfactory mechanism to
ensure the fullest, most effective use of the facilities at the center
is commendable. As one of the coordinators puts it, "our work is
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not confined to what is assigned to us. We work
during weekends, without any idea of time limit,
work with good feelings in this environment."
continuously, even
Any person can
i ctuie i
o
Response Number of Cases
To start own business
area
in the skill
5
1 v— 1 cli I td LJ
c
50
To start own business in other area -
_
To join government or
in the skill area
private business
To join government or
in other skill areas
private business
Other
5 50
Total 10 100.0
It must be emphasized that Sarvodaya has deliberately seeked
out the most difficult rural communities: villages that are victims
of age-old social discrimination and economic oppression, villages that
have few economic resources or natural endowments. This factor
makes the task of coordination highly complex and intricate.
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The decentralized administrative policy that is being adopted
presently by the Sarvodaya movement has facilitated a smooth coordi-
nation of programs into a coherent whole at the Palletalawinna Develop-
ment Education Center. It was revealed in our investigation that at
an earlier stage, the planning and management of the center used to
be the prerogative of the central office-planning which took shape
in the central office was supervised by the central office and was
controlled by the central office with a tight grasp on the budget.
Enforcement of central control was seen as a paradox in a movement
whose ideological base was to encourage the villagers, energize their
development activities based on the spirit of diligence, self-help
end cooperation. Encouraging signs of progress seem to be taking
place since the new approach. There has been considerable growth
in ability and also maturity to make decisions and carry responsiblity
on the part of the project leaders. A sense of cooperation and trust
among the project members was also evident because of this radical
experience. However, the process is not devoid of obstacles. As
one of the project coordinators puts it, "the obstacles we face are
many. Our youth members are not oriented enough to live coopera
tively--especially they lack the skills to win the villages. Politics
and other conflicts affect our lives here. Pride and prejudices of
many sorts demoralize us. Though there is devotion to Sarvodaya
on the part of our members it is not easy to change the person to
work cooperatively."
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If enlightened leadership is a major asset in the conduct of
activities of a project of this nature, PDEC possesses that asset.
The project coordinator is a dedicated member of the Sarvodaya
Shramadana Movement and is highly capable of keeping in close touch
with complex issues that arise in the day-to-day administration of the
center. He is honest, intelligent, energetic, a sincere leader, and is
primarily responsible for the creation of good team spirit among the
entire membership.
An Elder's Council, consisting of sixteen community leaders
from the surrounding Sarvodaya villages, is an important body which
Plays a vital role in the decision-making process at the center. This
council prepares future plans, evaluates past programs, and assists
the project coordinator in bringing about coordination among all the
villages connected with the Development Education Center. This
council is a major asset that the project possesses not only for the
smooth functioning of the project but also in bringing the surround-
ing Sarvodaya communities in close touch with the center.
PDEC involves all the young trainees as direct participants
in the decision-making process. This process of participation at the
center is done through a forum called "Family Gatherings/' consisting
of all the residents at the center. It meets weekly on a regular basis
in an assembly hall specially built for the purpose. This forum pro-
vides the youth participants with a valuable opprotunity to think,
plan, and work together, and to evaluate their efforts. Organizers
believe what is more important here is the informal learning process
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Which occurs, through which the Cents' principies and values
are internalized and common goals are accepted. This forum is
intended to provide a psychological and social environment in which
all youth participants could experience a sense of personality awaken-
ing. Meditation, devotional songs, and traditional customs have their
Place in the family gatherings, which Sarvodaya leaders believe play
an important role in inspiring, organizing, and sustaining the parti-
cipation of the members of the complex. In the words of the pro-
ject coordinator,
"because of this mechanism, there is feeling of
'belonging to one family' and there is no 'outsider' feeling any-
where in the project." Nevertheless, the investigator found it
difficult to conclude that there is participatory decision-making in
the real sense of the word at the center through this mechanism.
As one of the trainees put it, "even if we get the opprotunity, we
can't go above their decisions." The situation is somewhat apparent
from the responses in Table 14 which were given by the youth in
the sample, to the question of whether or not they get the oppor-
tunity to participate in the decisions that affect their lives in the
center.
It should be pointed out that PDEC does provide avenues for
youth participation in the process of management. At these family
gatherings youth participants get opportunities to air their ideas,
needs and opinions. However, the major decisions are not made here
but at the board meetings attended by the coordinators of the pro-
ject or the members of the Elder's Council. Looking from the
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participants' point of view, the system is not without faiiures and dis-
couragements. Steps shouid be taken by the project organizers to
regenerate energy for renewed effort and involvement of the parti-
cipants in making decisions that are going to affect their lives.
i aDie 14
Pa rticipation in the Decision-Making Process by Youth Trai nees
ID, th e Carpentry Training Uni t at
Palletalawinna Development Education Center
The Target Population
At PDEC there are presently about twenty youth participants,
from both sexes, enrolled in three different types of skill training
programs. However, for indepth analysis of the characteristics of the
target population, we concentrated only on one of the skill training
programs--i.e.
,
the Carpentry Skill Training Unit.
The type of participants in the carpentry skill training unit
is somewhat different from the other two case studies presented
earlier in the study. They fall into three different categories. The
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first category consists of more mature participants who are not resi-
dents at the center but are commuting to the center daiiy from nearby
villages. They engage primarily in the production activities in a col-
laborative atmosphere with the young trainees and are being paid
according to the items produced. The second category consists of
young residents at the center, who have completed their initial
training and now engage in production activities, being paid at the
rate of Rs. 350 a month to cover their major expenses. The third
category consists of youth residents who are still in the initial
period of training and who receive no payment other than the pro-
vision of residential facilities and other basic needs. Organizers are
of the opinion that this combination proves highly beneficial, with
the wisdom and maturity of the elder members balancing the enthusiasm
and vision of the young. More important is that this situation leads
to better conditions in which young trainees can engage in production
while benefiting from the experiences of these mature participants.
On the other hand, these members coming from nearby villages pro-
vide a bridge that builds a closer relationship between the center and
the surrounding communities.
For the sake of achieving compatability with the other two
case studies and in consonant with the objectives of this study iteself,
for indepth analysis of the participant characteristics this study has
been confined only to young participants in the carpentry training
unit. There are currently ten young participants in this unit, out
of whom only four are in the initial training stage, the rest being
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in the training-cum-production stage. This association of fresh
trainees with those who have aiready undergone the intitial training,
the organizers believe, has led to better results.
AH the ten participants are males: this predominance of males
may be due to the very nature of this trade, which requires exertion.
All the trainees are unmarried and come from very poor families in the
most depressed rural communities in the Kandy district. The training
for youth participants is residential, and during their initial training
period all the necessities-food, medicare and the necessary raw
materials provided at the cost of the project. For those youth
participants who have already completed their initial training a stipend
of Rs. 350 per month is paid, out of which major costs of the project
are deducted.
Method of recruitment
. Sarvodaya, being an organization dedicated to
work for the most depressed segments of the society, do not follow
highly refined recruitment procedures in selecting its participants for
its training programs. Nevertheless, there is one essential element:
the potential candidates should be from Sarvodaya villages, affiliated
to Sarvodaya youth groups in the villages and show faith in Sarvo-
daya philosophy. Usually the selected candidates are those who are
recommended by the Elder's Council of the areas as needy and suit-
able candidates. The normal selection procedure is that when there
are enough vacancies for training, applications are accepted from
those in Sarvodaya villages who are interested in such training.
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After a thorough interviewing process, usualiy led by the coordinator
of the carpentry training unit, in which the candidate's family back-
ground, economic need, understanding of the Sarvodaya philosophy,
and present attitude, skills, and experience in the trade are reviewed,
the final trainees are selected. The most distinguishable feature is
that no consideration is paid to the formal educational qualifications of
the participants in the selection procedure. Organizers believe that
those who come to Sarvodaya centers for training after undergoing
such a selection procedure are the most suitable and that if there
are any misfits they tend to drop-out during their residential train-
ing period.
Participant characteristics
. The majority of the youth participants in
the carpentry training unit at the PDEC, belong to the age group of
19-22 years, with only a few cases falling below this age bracket.
In an analysis of the educational status of the youth participants what
presents the largest contrast to the other two case studies is the low
level of formal education qualifications. The majority of the cases
were school drop-outs who were unable to continue their schooling due
to financial reasons. Educational qualifications of the participants
generally ranged from eighth grade to ninth grade. About 30% of
the cases had qualifications lower than seventh grade, whereas only
10-6 had acquired G.C.E.(O.L.) qualifications.
Ninety-eight percent of the respondents in the survey
came from very remote, economically depressed rural villages in the
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Kandy district. Only 10% had any prior experience in the trade and
almost all indicated that they have an aptitude in the trade, m the
sample surveyed, it was found that 80% of the participants were
members of large families having seven to nine members. Only 20% of
the participants were members of families having four to six members.
The majority of the participants came from the very low-income groups
of the rural communities. About 30% of the participants came from
families earning ,ess than Rs. 300 cash income per month, and none
had a monthly income above Rs. 500 per month, which is an income
level that meets the bare necessities of a simple rural life.
The Delivery System
Sarvodaya's prime concern was not to organize an economic
program which aimed at developing income-generating skills in rural
youth, leading to employment per se, as in the case of the two
government projects discussed earlier in the study, but to develop a
balanced program where non-economic factors such as spiritual awak-
ening, compassionate attitudes and brotherhood towards all in the
society are also important. The program is based on a philosophy
which aimed at developing a "caring society based on compassion,
sharing, and the fulfillment and awakening of all." In consonance
with this objective, orientation at the training center has not restric-
ted itself to the skill taught. It is a deep and broad educational
process carried throughout the entire day which builds up the desired
psychological and physical structure at the center in order to bring
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about total development of youth in a community setting. The approach
the youth residents themselves, assisted by Sarvodaya resources of
workers, skills, facilities and funds.
The investigator lacks the specialized knowledge required to
assess the entire delivery system that is present at the center. Be-
sides, it is doubtful whether enough valid information could be col-
lected in a research of this nature to pass judgment on the system.
However, what is germane to the purpose of this study is the assess
ment of the training strategy that is being followed at the Carpentry
Skill Training Unit. Therefore, our concentration was limited only
to the delivery system prevalent at this skill training area.
—
6 tralninq content and methods
. The program offers highly effi-
cient training at craftsman level in manual skills in carpentry and
certain machine skills, together with an understanding of tools,
sensitivity about accuracy, finish, and the materials to be used.
The training program is exclusively limited to practical training
with only a little emphasis on theory. The little theory component
that is present is aimed at giving the trainees an ability to under-
stand drawings and some written instructions. Usually the standards,
contents and techniques of the training are determined by the instruc-
tor at his own discretion. There is no predetermined syllabus as
such that the program is expected to follow. However, major skill
areas on which the training should focus have been initially chosen
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by the Centra, Office in Colons in consuiation with the Department
Of Small industries, and are still being used. The initial training
period in the Carpentry Unit is six months, after the completion of
Which the participants engage in norma, production activities at the
center. In this way participants can remain in the program to re-
ceive further experience in the production of varied items until they
are fully competent. Once they have spent enough time at the train-
ing center, the participants are expected to return to their own com-
munities and be engaged in production activities. Table 15 depicts
the perceptions of the trainees in the sample with regard to the
training methodology and content in the training center.
This is a training-cum-production center, where all the parti-
cipants, except the few who are in the initial training stage, produce
goods to be sold in the market. This, Sarvodaya does in form of a
service to the community by supplying community needs at a reason-
able price with no profit motives and no exploitation of the trainee-
worker
.
What was apparent in the program is the high importance
given to the skill training component relative to the other essential
elements. In other words, as a rule training does not extend beyond
the mechanical skills to include equally important skills in management
and entrepreneurship, especially when the trainees are expected to
be self-employed or employed in some sort of cooperative enterprise.
Sarvodaya's appeal to young people to contribute their best talents
and energy to a life of service is undoubtedly a supreme motive.
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Nevertheless, if they are to survive in modern Sri Lankan society,
which rewards monetary competition and where the "money mentality
is highly operative, an orientation in entrepreneurship is essential.
This is essentia, not only to motivate them and develop their talent
in the trade but also to give them the skills needed in maintaining
a small business and surviving in the business world.
Table 15
Perceptions of the Trainees at th *
Carpentry Skill Trai ning Unit in th p
Pfjjleta lawinna Development Education rontor
Towards the Training Method and fnntpnt"
Whether Satisfactory Yes No Don't Know
Training Methods
%
9
= 90 % = -
1
% = 10
Training Content
%
6
= 60 % = ~
4
% = 40
Role of the facilitators
. The program coordinator and the instructor
attached to the Carpentry Skill Training Unit at PDEC are Sarvodaya
workers committed to the Sarvodaya ideology and are devoting their
energies to a life of service along the Sarvodaya path of development.
They too are equal members of the residential community at the
training complex, living the Sarvodaya life based on values of equality
and a general disposition of "sharing and caring" for all. Besides
their commitment to Sarvodaya, they are professionally trained in the
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trade and have undergone basic management training at the National
institute of Business Management. They are not paid a salary in
consonance with their professional qualifications, but only a living
allowance. Their devotion to the Sarvodaya philosophy is said to
be holding them in the project.®
At the PDEC of the Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement, the
facilitator-trainee relationship is much broader and not exclusively
limited to eight-hour training time, as in the case of the other two
case studies discussed earlier in the study. The investigator was
not able to find enough information due to the limited time schedule,
to assess the quality of this relationship in order to make a detailed
analysis of its nature. However, as in the other two case studies,
questions were asked from the participants in the sample in order
to assess their perceptions towards trainer cooperation. Table 16
gives an analysis of their responses.
Cost Benefit Analysis
Sarvodaya strongly believes that the benefits that are being
yielded by projects of this nature which stress community living in
pursuit of more spiritual and humane goals cannot easily be quanti-
fied in monetary terms and that every activity should not have to be
economically justified. Obviously expenses must be the first con-
sideration, but, as the Sarvodaya believes, the long-term objective of
a course of action of this nature is not always easy or necessary to
measure in monetary terms. It also must be mentioned that the
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carpentry ski,, training project that is being investigated had on,y been
m operation for three years when this assessment was done and there-
fore cannot be regarded as being mature enough to be tested in a
cost-benefit anaiysis. There was one other reason which made the
Table 16
Perceptions of the Trainees at th e
Carpentry Training Unit in
Palletalawinna Development Education rontQ n
Towa rds Trainer Cooperation
Response
.
Number Perrpntano
Satisfactory
9 90
Not Satisfactory
-
Don't Know
1 10
Total 10 100.0
cost-benefit analysis difficult and complex. Until very recently, the
entire vocational training component, which includes two other training
programs, had been considered one unit for financing purposes with
no separate accountability for different units for their operations.
Only very recently, due to a reorganization process that took place in
the management of the project, the carpentry unit has become fully
autonomous, having to be responsible for its own operations and
having accountability for its expenditures and income. The informa-
tion regarding income and expenditure under the new management
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structure was not available at the time of the survey. Operating
within the circumstances, the investigator was not bent on making a
cost-benefit analysis of the project to pass a final judgment on the
quality of its achievements in terms of its investments. The few
comments made here were outside observations based on the meager
information available on the tangible costs and benefits of the unit.
The initial capital investment on the carpentry training pro-
gram which has facilitated the provision of a very spacious building
with accommodation for storage, administrative work and training and
production activites, seemed to be very high. The investigator did
not have access to the actual figures of the initial capital investment
m the unit, but it was evident that the project has received the val-
uable opportunity to possess not only a spacious building but also a
complete workshop equipped with all the necessary machinery, tools,
etc. The initial capital investment seemed to be too high to be able
to be a feasible project of this nature, especially to be adopted as a
model for rural-based training centers which train youth for gainful
employment. The project possesses the ability to afford the high
financial costs involved because of its attraction of foreign donors.
Nevertheless, the justification of dependency on such foreign aid as a
future strategy of a self-reliant movement like Sarvodaya is ques-
tionable. However, the program coordinators seem to believe that
such heavy investments are a necessary element, since the training
unit is still in the developmental stage and most of the expences such
as investment in the buildings and machinery are one-time-only high
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starting costs. It was encouraging to note that the huge gaps in the
expenditures and income has begun to reduce, especially due to the
income generated from the present system of production and market-
ing.
Nevertheless, Sarvodaya's Skill Training Program is still not
widespread, and serves only a limited number of participants. It is
doubtful as to whether the program has the capability of replicating
on a larger scale in order to meet the needs of many unemployed
rural youth in Sarvodaya villages. Due to the fact that the training
program is housed in well-equipped workshops in residential training
centers, the cost-per-trainee has been raised to high levels. When
making a cost-benefit analysis it is doubtful as to whether the pro-
gram's investment can be justified in the context of rural economies in
which it is operating.
Organization of Support Services
The ultimate aim behind the skill training programs carried
out by the Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement in Sri Lanka, as men-
tioned earlier, is to produce dynamic economic units on a rural
resource basis, creating income generation and places of work within
the village. After the training period is over the trainees are expec-
ted to return to their villages, continue to work within the community,
and to pursue their skills. Although the training program is geared
to such expectations, the training efforts have not often been ade-
quately successful in achieving the expected outcome. Evidence
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gathered from our informal conversations reveals that the few ex-
tra, nees who had left have not been successful in opening up pro-
ductive employment opportunities in their communities or in organizing
themselves on a collective basis. The reasons are clearly not the lack
of knowledge about specific production skills but rather more serious
deficits such as demand and market for the products, supply 0f raw
materials, availability of capital, technical advice, support structures
for the formation of cooperatives and management efficiency. Without
suitable arrangements to rectify these deficits no real benefits can be
achieved from these training programs.
The skill training that rural youth receive currently at the
PDEC is limited to technical training, without any accent on manage-
ment skills, marketing skills, accounting skills and financial manage-
ment. It was quite evident during our survey that the marketing
knowledge that the present trainees possess was very limited, that
their concepts of quality was very low, and that they did not possess
even the rudimentary knowledge of accounting that is essential in
running a small business operation. It is this lack of management
orientation, the investigator believes, has been a factor that inhibits
the rural youth from going into productive employment. It was
revealed in our survey that a significant number of young men who
have been attracted to Sarvodaya with the hope of improving their
economic lot have become dissappointed and even frustrated. Making
a skillful entrepreneur who is capable of thriving in a competitive
market is not the ideal of the Sarvodaya philosophy. Even though
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the Sarvodaya has more lofty and broader ideals, the acquiring of
these management skills is essential for the rural youth in order to
survive in the highly
"consumeristic" society that is fast developing
in Sri Lanka.
Without a well-thought-out strategy that incorporates elements
such as provision of support services-namely, capital, market links,
and technical advice-the economic goals that could be achieved by
these youths in their rural environments are quite limited. For the
last few years Sarvodaya has been operating a revolving fund to
provide short-term capital to young trainees to start their enterprises
and also a technical service system to deal with the problems connec-
ted with the marketing of their products. These are definitely encour-
aging steps in the right direction but they are not so well organized
as to rectify the problems that the trainees face in finding gainful
employment. What is needed is a more organized, comprehensive and
balanced strategy which incorporates management training and the
provision of other support services into the total training package.
Conclusion
The above negative comments are not intended to undermine
the many creditable and highly useful efforts that have been made by
Sarvodaya Skill Training Program, nor do they reflect a discouraging
assessment of its future possibilities. They are simply intended to
highlight the fact that even though the overall philosophy is very
impressive it is not without defects and that these have to be
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overcome in a future strategy. Sarvodaya has a rich body of concrete
experiences and a knowledge of developing the potentials of the rural
population that draws the attention of many students of alternative
development strategies throughout the world. Sarvodaya specifically
offers to program planners in skill training programs for rural youth
m Sri Lanak, very valuable insights in developing coherent develop-
ment strategies. Yet there are serious elements lacking which
Sarvodaya will have to provide if the movement is to embark upon
improving the life of rural youth in Sri Lanka by developing income
generating skills in them.
As is evident from the above case studies, none of the pro-
grams cited possess the attributes of a perfect model of a nonformal
skill training program which can be followed by others. However,
they do have important features and elements that are of profound
importance in designing viable and effective skill training programs
to serve the rural youth in Sri Lanka. It is important to analyze
the methods they have employed and the results they have achieved,
not only to illuminate what can be accomplished, but also to point
out the problems and difficulties which have been encountered and
that might at least be partly avoided or overcome. These limitations
and frustrations from past experiences do provide very valuable
insights for future efforts.
Even if the programs do exemplify signs of perfection, they
cannot be replicated with equal success in all situations. Much de-
pends on the caliber of local leadership, on the spirit and aspirations
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Of the community, on the prevailing political climate, on economic con-
ditions and opportunities, and often on quite accidental factors. In the
final analysis it should be pointed out that no training program aimed
at local improvement can succeed very well or for very long unless the
participants and people of the individual communities are anxious to
make it succeed and are willing to put forth the necessary effort.
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The Basic Human Needs, as envisaged by Sarvodaya, con-
s'st of the ten need 5 that are the most essential for leading a simple,
ontended life in the community. Sarvodaya places the satisfaction
of Basic Human Needs (BHNs) as a first priority of resource use.
The researcher did not get the opportunity to test the
validity of this statement. However, according to some "informal"
information, it was revealed that the coordinator had twice submitted
his resignation due to the inability to make a living with the allowance
received but had later withdrawn it.
CHAPTER vill
guidelines for planning nfe skill training programs
for RURAL YOUTH IN SRI LANKA
I ntroduction
Today in Sri Lanks there is an urgent need for organizing
skill training programs for promoting more favorable prospects and
concrete opportunities to enable rural youth to take part in activities
directed to its own personal development as well as the social and
economic development of its environment. Designing skill training
programs aimed at developing the potentials of rural youth by making
them self-reliant individuals enabling them to undertake income-gen-
erating activites in the non-farm sector is a viable strategy towards
this end. This section of the study has been set out with a clear
operational objective in view: to develop on the basis of evidence
gathered from the analysis of case studies (presented in the Chapter
VII) and experiences of practitioners in the field, some practical
guidelines that would be useful for those who are engaged in planning
such programs. It is our intention that such guidelines should lead
to the formulation of skill training programs that are clear, down to
earth, and efficient, yet inexpensive and directed towards promoting
more favorable prospects and more concrete opportunities for the
generation of much-needed productive work for rural youth.
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It should be categorically stated that the task of designing
an effective program of skill training is a very complex one. There
IS no way to simplify the task. There are no ready-made formulas.
It is only possible to define such efforts more clearly and to arrange
them in convenient and manageable sequences. Therefore, in formula
tmg these guidelines the same sequential approach and the analytical
framework that was used in the assessment of the three cases has
been followed, namely,
1
. Goals and objectives
2. Planning and management
3. The target population
4. The delivery system
5. The capital costs
6. Organization of support services.
Goals and Objectives
The presence of clearly defined goals and objectives is the
most crucial precondition for the success of a project of this nature.
Goals and objectives of the program should be arrived at as much as
possible with the participation of all those who are involved in the
process. In this respect inputs from the beneficiaries are as impor-
tant as those of the architects of the program. The goals and objec-
tives should be agreed upon and clearly defined from the outset.
This procedure is highly essential not only for the proper coordina-
tion of training activities but also for successful evaluation and
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follow-up efforts. These goals and objectives should be made clear
to every new batch of participants before they join the program and
modified where necessary so that the participants may not have false
expectations from the program and also may develop a sense of
belonging to the program. Only then will the program be successful
in achieving the proper motivation on the part of the trainees.
The major goal of skill training programs of this nature would
be to enable the rural youth who are in search of opportunities for
productive work to find such employment and thereby improve their
life prospects. Achievement of such goals would be difficult without
avenues for involvement and the experience of some degree of ful-
fillment on the part of the participants. Therefore, the goals of
promoting civic consciousness, sense of confidence, dignity, self-
reliance, commitment to the development of the rural society they live
in, and respect towards such life patterns and value systems among
the youth participants, are also highly essential. These goals enable
the training programs to provide purposeful training aimed at improv-
ing the productivity of rural youth while settling them as citizens to
earn a reasonable living by utilizing those skills and thereby contribu-
ting to the rural environments in which they live.
On the whole, the project should aim at offering viable and
concrete development opportunities to a large number of participants
rather than yielding educational advantage to a small minority. The
main purpose would be to produce dynamic economic units on the
rural resource base, by creating income-generating places of work
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w.thm the village while developing the total personality of the youth
to its maximum and by fostering right attitudes and values to serve
the community. The project should ultimately lead to better utilization
of resources and maximum realization of youth potential in the area.
Operating within this overall contextual framework, specific
objectives have to be formulated in clear operational terms with the
involvement of those affected. In spelling out the objective state-
ment the most important principles to consider are: "is the training
for the right objectives? whose objectives? according to who?" In
the final objective statement the following should be clearly defined:
a. What -- the nature of the situation or condition to be
attained;
b. Extent -- the quantity or amount of the situation or
condition to be attained;
c. Who -- the particular group of people or portion of
the environment in which the attainment is desired;
d. Where -- the geographic area of the program;
e. When -- the time at or by which the desired situation
or condition is intended.
Planning and Management of the Program
The very complexity of training programs socially, economi-
cally and educationally makes planning a very difficult task, unless
the planning is done in a well-conceived manner based on adequate
knowledge of what is needed. In planning a skill training program
the first principle to consider is that it should not be tackled in
isolation if it is to make a significant impact on the lives of youths
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and the rural environment in which they live. Due attention should
be paid to its relationship to relevant environmental factors in all
their complexity as well as to the interna, design and mechanics of
the training activity. Most important of all, for the realization of the
full impact of such a program it should be geared realistically to local
socio-economic conditions and prospects. To be most effective, the
training efforts should focus on the development needs of the area.
In selecting a site for the program, strategic location is im-
portant in order to make the project a viable economic entity. Easy
access to raw materials, marketability of the product, and the exper-
tise or the local tradition should be given due consideration. The
training program must seek to cooperate and collaborate with the local
development agencies to enhance benefits from the training offered.
Programs of this nature cannot be formulated in isolation but with the
coordinated efforts of other institutions which aim at achieving similar
goals. To a considerable degree, therefore, program planning should
be envisaged as a collaborative effort among other agencies engaged
in rural development work. A positive relationship with the village
community is also highly essential for the successful management of a
project of this nature. It should be able to serve the function of a
model and a focus for development for the surrounding area.
As much as possible the program must be locally planned and
managed. Local wisdom in the most effective tool in planning and
programming. Such skill training programs must seek the support
and involvement of community leaders at the initial planning stage.
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(This is essential in order to see that the program does not offer
courses for which there is neither need nor interest.) The learners
should be given the largest piece of the action, they should not
Simply be "programmed" to comply with plans and instructions de-
signed by outsiders. Programs should be formulated with youth
rather than for youth. They should always have a major voice in
diagnosing their own needs and in making their own destinies. The
skills taught and scheduling of such activities must be carefully fitted
to the convenience, felt needs and motivation of the target audience
and their environmental circumstances. The best way to do this is to
involve them from the initial process of assessing the needs to the
ultimate process of evaluating the project.
Just as effective local participation is important for meeting
rural conditions, adequate regional planning and strong central coordi
nation is important to achieve maximum benefits from the program.
Such programs should be integrated into the long-term objectives of
overall development strategies of the country and thereby solidify
links with the larger policies articulated at the regional and national
level. They should be a part of a total integrated development plan
designed to achieve well-conceived objectives. Therefore, planning
has to be dealt with within a unified framework of an integrated
development policy.
On the other hand, to get the local process started, there
may be a necessity for an input of knowledge, guidance, and en-
couragement from regional and national levels and other back-stopping
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services. However, it should not be a "top-down" approach but a
case of assisting ,oca, people to do their own planning and decision-
making (even at the expense of letting them ma ke their own Stakes),
while guiding them to operate within nationally directed guidelines.
A decentralized administrative policy by the central authority highly
facilitates the smooth management of the program. In this context,
the official link with the center should consist of personnel of the
right caliber to concentrate on the proper execution of the program.
The skills selected to be taught must be not only technically
sound but physically and economically feasible for the participants to
apply in their particular circumstances. Before identifying the specific
training agenda an assessment of skill needs (qualitatively and sub-
stantively) is required if such programs are to produce tangible
results in relation to their costs. These training programs, in order
to create "marketable" skills that will facilitate youth to be gainfully
employed in the area, must be closely tied to actual and prospective
market conditions. In other words, they should sufficiently link to
realistic job opportunities in the area and should have direct utility in
the local economies. Therefore, a market analysis is necessary to
determine the strength of the market for the goods and services
being promoted through training.
It is incorrect to assume that the demand and the interest in
the skills are generally the same in all rural areas all the time. These
factors differ considerably with local tastes and conditions and with
the stage of local development. The only safe rule is to examine
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whether the skills selected for training are actually in demand at any
given time. The training organization can mount a special promotional
effort for the various types of training to raise interest in the com-
munity if the selected skills have a noticeable demand at the time.
The experiences showed that the most effective way to do this is to
seek the support and the involvement of local community at the
initial planning stage.
There are other planning issues that the architects of such
programs should bear in mind in planning such skill training programs
Plenty of time should be allowed for advance planning and preparation.
The compulsion to rush into action prematurely for the sake of the
record produces more failures than successes. A certain degree of
flexibility too should be built into the project so that modifications
can be made as experience is gained. Efforts should be made to
absorb failures without destroying the entire effort. Lessons from
past experiences are invaluable for the architects of these programs
in several ways, especially in enabling them to see why the programs
have not been successful in meeting the objectives as designed. In
retrospect, these lessons show what might have been done differently
to avoid certain problems and to produce better results.
The Target Population
The crucial factor in determining the success or failure of a
training project of this nature can be said to be the selection of the
right type of participants. The membership of the training project
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must constitute a homogeneous group of dedicated youths striving for
the achievement of common goals of the program. Suitable procedures
should be adopted to provide an opportunity for interested persons to
come forward and to enable a proper selection. All the relevant
information that the candidates may require in order to get a clear
understanding of what they are applying for should be made available
to them. In the selection process no special importance should be
given to academic qualifications, though the candidates should possess
a fair standard in literacy and numeracy. Stress should be laid on
the applicant's aptitude for innovative and entrepreneurial activity,
and more importantly on the inclination to pursue the selected skill.
Attention also should be given to youth who enjoy family support for
the idea of becoming an entrepreneur in the craft selected and also
the family experience and the practical experience that the youth
already possesses. They should be prepared for the hard work and
dedication needed for starting an independent vocation. Care must
be taken that politics or favoritism does not exclude good candidates.
The number of selectees should be limited according to the training
facilities, expenditure estimates and the market conditions. Payment of
a stipend to trainees to cover expenses may be desirable but it should
not be a way of attracting unsuitable trainees who would not wish to
pursue the skills taught as a means of livelihood.
Evidences have shown that no selection procedure can guaran-
tee the recruitment of the ideal type of participant. Yet it is always
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advisable to select the trainees from the nearby villages. There are
many reasons for this:
1 * reduces the cost of training.
2. The youth is not taken away from the existing infrastructure
(roads, hospitals, houses, water systems, etc.).
3. The chances of the project acting as a focus of development
for the area is increased.
4. The ability to induce a commitment to the project on the
part of the participants is increased.
5. It will not isolate youth from their own environments,
within which they will eventually utilize the skills in which
they are being trained.
Nevertheless, emphasis should be on selecting youth from
areas where the supply of raw materials is not a problem and where
they can eventually be engaged in productive activities connected to
the skill learned.
A good selection process solves one-third of the problems of
the training programs of this nature, because it assures that there is
a minimum of drop-outs during the training program and afterwards
in the form of candidates who fail to take self-employment. Waste of
valuable resources in terms of human effort, money, time spent on
training, and counselling are thus saved. One procedure which one
cannot dispense with and which is vital to the selection of the right
kind of candidates is an oral interview, conducted by a suitable
selection of board which has the relevant knowledge about rural
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enterprises and which is a part of the planning and management
of such training programs. The interview serves the purpose
of revealing:
a- The present family background of the candidates.
b. The past technical or business experience or exposure.
C. The reasons why the candidates choose to become self-
employed in the skill area.
d. The clarity of their objectives and determination with
which they want to pursue them.
e. Whether they have family support or a family tradition.
f. To what extent they have been associated with develop-
ment activities in this local community.
g. Their academic background (though not much attention
should be given to this factor).
The Delivery System
The skills to be taught and the scheduling of the training
must be carefully fitted to the felt needs and motivations of the tar-
get audience and their environmental circumstances. This can be
done in a form of need assessment at the initial stage when applica-
tions are received from those interested. A dialogue with others
responsible (e.g., technical personnel and resource persons in the
community) could indicate the kind of activities that have scope in
the area, which can be fed back to the applicants by asking them to
indicate their choice in order of priority in a given list of skills.
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When the final decisions are taken on the kind of skills to be taught,
potential trainee reactions should be ascertained and given due
consideration. Only in this way will it be their program and not
just what uninformed outsiders thought would be "good for them."
However, the skills taught and practices recommended must be not
only technically sound but physically and economically feasible for
them to apply in their particular circumstances. Empahsis must be
laid on the training of skills which can immediately be transferred
into gainful employment, skills which are "saleable" and lead to
employment. (Training programs could be evolved not only to gen-
erate new skills needed but also to upgrade the skills of present
craftsmen, artisans and other small-business youth.) Training
programs should aim at introducing low-cost, efficient technologies
and innovations in the selected crafts. Programs should endeavor
to make training as realistic as possible. The teaching techniques
adopted should aim at developing the ingenuity and resourcefulness
needed by the participants to open their own enterprises. Self-help
technologies that are relatively small, simple, capital-saving, and
more appropriate to the needs and resources of the local context
should be emphasized.
Environmental orientation" should be the main characteristic
of both the substance and the methods applied in these training pro-
grams. What is taught and practiced in such programs should stem
from local needs, and the skills that are generated should be such
that they immediately affect the life of the participants in a positive
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way. Training a person in a specific skill which cannot be put to
use is wasteful and has a negative effect.
Training programs of this nature should not concentrate only
on the development of the technical skill per se but also on the crea-
tion of positive attitudes in youth towards it, if it is to be a success-
ful venture. The project should aim at developing an educative pro-
cess which builds critical awareness and inquiring attitudes-a sense
of confidence, dignity, and self-reliance in youth, which are highly
essential for encouraging it to take to self-employment as a way of
living
.
Beyond the attitudinal component of the training program,
what is important is its motivational component. A youth needs con-
fidence and aspirations to succeed in the field of business. There-
fore, serious attention should be given to instilling confidence and
the determination to succeed in the business. Skill training programs
should aim at building up the motivation necessary to help youth to
become risk takers and business owners
.
1
It has been said that
motivational training is a continuous process that starts before the
course and has to be continued long after, but it must be given in
an intensified manner during the early and middle weeks of the
training program.
In the training strategy, due consideration should be given
to the organization of sessions for achievement motivation through
appropriate methodologies. Presenting theories about motivation is
not going to help in programs of this nature. Experience shows that
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simulations, games, role p.aying, group discussions, case presenta-
tions on successful as well as unsuccessful entrepreneurs, and an
occasional pep talk by a practicing entrepreneur are good ways of
imparting motivation. Trial and error practice exercises by the
participants themselves are also likely to succeed. However, the
methods of training used must fit the learning styles of the audience.
Management training
. The success of a small business concern
depends upon its management component. Therefore, in addition to
the technical, attitudinal, and motivational components, skill training
programs should necessarily offer management skills crucial to the
successful operation of small business enterprises. There is a mis-
taken notion that efficient management is compatible only with large
size and modern and sophisticated technology. Efficient manage-
ment, strictly speaking, is neutral to scale, size, type of business
or product. "If small is beautiful, small could also be well managed."
On the other hand, unlike in large business concerns, in
small business, technical and managerial roles are performed by the
same small entrepreneur
. In this capacity he requires not only
improved technical skills but managerial skill as well. He has to
make decisions, to take calculated risks, to face and solve problems.
He has to take responsibility for what he is doing because otherwise
his business will fail. In short, small business owners need to learn
how to be better managers.
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Small businesses are different from one another. Many of
them really are very different even if they are in the same line of
business, and nearly every business person believes that his prob-
lems and opportunities are unique. In other words, each business
has different management prolems and the owners must learn how to
analyze their own problems. Therefore, the methodologies applied
should not lead to abstract learning but to making the trainees
skillful in visualizing their own situation.
Youth seeking business needs instruction on various aspects
of business. Normal managerial tasks such as business planning,
record keeping, establishing inventory controls, and financing are
fundamental to any business operation. Adequate record systems,
proper pricing, and good selling and promotional programs depend
on the management skills that the entrepreneur possesses. In
short, he should know more efficient methods of doing things and
planning his activities in order to produce better results. For
example, in the case of a rural youth running a carpentry business,
he should have an appreciation of estimating, pricing, work planning,
and the ordering of materials. He should keep his accounts even in
the simplest form, have an idea of whether he is making a profit,
and should know which lines are most profitable. He should also have
knowledge of the quality control of the products. Due consideration
to all these aspects is necessary in the training process.
The content of the management component has to be at a basic
level, so that it is relevant to rural conditions and comprehensible to
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the trainees. One of the very successful methods of management
training would be to make the trainees hear successful small busi-
nessmen tell of their experience. Government officials, bankers,
and other technical personnel could also enlighten them on the dif-
ferent issues that the rural youth face in organizing their enter-
prises.
An cillary skills
. Where necessary, training programs should also
offer related ancillary skills such as procedures for obtaining loans,
dealing with governmental regulations, knowledge of government serv-
ices, organizing of transportation, customer and employee relations,
use of credit, etc. The technical component of the training program
should also include other important aspects of production such as
better production techniques, better and modern artistic designs,
knowledge about the access to the best raw materials, and procure-
ment of spare parts from distant places.
Organizing the training program along these lines will make
the training institution more vialbe in the sense that they will be not
just training job seekers but also "self-employed" youth. However,
developing such a delivery system is a very intricate task. If every
project is left with course development in these various components of
the training program, which includes the technical, attitudinal, moti-
vational, and managerial aspects, it would be an unachieveable task.
The best solution would be to work out and organize the training
component in a Resource Support Unit at the regional or national level,
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so that each project could be benefited without much duplication of
effort. To accomplish such an endeavor is no easy task and would
need the coordinated efforts of many.
P roject profiles
. The basic idea behind skill training programs is to
guide youths to pursue the skill they are being trained in by settling
them in their own enterprises. It is therefore necessary during the
training course itself to develop their ideas regarding how they would
start and organize their own enterprises in the skill area. This could
be done as an essential component in the training strategy through
preparing project profiles about their enterprises. During the course
of the training
,
each participant could be helped to relate his indenti-
fied project to conditions in his local environment. The requirements
of accommodation, tools, machinery, raw materials, marketing, credit,
etc. could be worked out as an integral part of the training course
itself--perhaps in the form of a report. The idea of a project report
forces the trainee to put down his intention in black and white and
to be very specific. This also implies a mental discipline that wiil
be useful further in his career. This could be followed through
until the final project report2 is completed and could even be sub-
mitted as a loan application to the local bank (after the appropriate
procedures are worked out with the bank). Specific topics that
could be included in such a project report would be: rules and
procedures for organizing the business, acquiring of raw materials,
tools, machinery, management, costing, pricing, sales techniques,
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financing, and marketing. (Bankers too could be associated with
the process by securing useful inputs from them in respect of the
bankability of the enterprise.) The project report should be based
on the field data that the trainee collects in a survey of his project,
assisted by those responsible for his training.
-
Duration of training
. The project should have the freedom to adjust
its training programs to the convenience of the trainees. The training
activity may not necessarily be a one shot affair, but rather one in a
continuing series of learning experiences, if the participants wish.
The skill content should be broken down into successive units which
the members of the project can easily keep pace with. Duration of
the training program may differ according to:
1. The nature of craft taught;
2. the amount of technical competence that trainees should
achieve;
3. the present entry-skill level of the trainees.
Nevertheless, as a normal requirement, the training program
may run from a period of six months to one year. However, if there
are any specific trades or vocations which necessitates a longer period
of training, these should be identified and decided in consultation
with the trainees.
Role of the facilitator . The competence of the facilitator is an ex-
tremely important variable which conditions the way in which skill
programs of this nature are put into operation. The effectiveness
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of the program for the most part, depends on the ability to recruit,
retain, and utilize efficiently the type of staff required. An ideal
situation would be the organization of a training unit at the regional
or national level which manages the training that is essential to prepare
the facilitators for their role in the rural environments.
The most important principles that should be taken into con-
sideration in recruiting a facilitator are:
1. He/she should be thoroughly familiar with the milieu and
should easily become a part of it.
2. He/she should be capable of easily relating teaching prac-
tices to the pursuits of technical objectives.
3. He/she should be competent in linking teaching and technical
objectives in accordance with the characteristics of the
milieu in which he/she is working.
One of the biggest problems that the skill training programs
of this nature face is the supply of capable and efficient facilitators.
Use can be made of existing facilitators by organizing inservice train-
ing programs for them to prepare them adequately for this vital role
in the way suggested earlier. A very important alternative would be
the development of the skills and competence of local experts such as
master craftsmen, progressive entrepreneurs, and government spe-
cialists posted in rural communities and harnessing their skills, even
on a part-time basis.
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Cost Effectiveness
The cost effectiveness of a training program reflects its
internal efficiency-the relationship of output (educational results) to
input (the human and physical resources employed).
, n other words,
the benefit-cost ratio relates the cost of input to the ultimate benefits
attributed to the training program. Obviously both of these ratios
are extremely difficult to calculate and are affected by many factors.
However, efforts should be taken to measure them as accurately as
possible to determine the ratios and make necessary adjustments
where possible in order to attain a favorable cost-benefit ratio.
The main issue concerning costs should be not to consider
how to keep them as low as possible but how to keep them low while
keeping program effectiveness high. Low costs are not a virture per
se but only when they are accompanied by effective results. There-
fore, a sound financial strategy would not only make costs low but
would also guarantee a good working environment capable of gen-
erating adequate results from the training project. It must be stres-
sed that favorable cost-benefit ratios could be realized only if the
content of a program is relevant to the participants' needs and if the
program itself has strong links to the local socio-economic context.
An important safe rule to consider would be to keep the over-
all capital investment low enough to be able to be a feasible, rural-
based training project. The program's investment should be justified
in the context of the rural economies in which it is operating.
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Therefore the prime principle is not to keep the cost-per-trainee too
high. Huge investments in permanent buildings and other forms of
over-capitalization are not justified investments in programs of this
nature. On the other hand, the incurring of high costs in expensive
buildings and a professionally qualified administrative and instructional
staff leads to inappropriate trainee expectations. Such high invest-
ments create rising expectations, and bitterness, frustration, or with-
drawal occurs when expectations remain unmet. NFE skill training
programs of this nature should be small-scale operations and low-cost
establishments utilizing locally built structures, serving local areas.
If the country cannot afford it in a sufficient scale to be effective it
is not a realistic option.
Furthermore, in managing a skill training program for rural
youth the following cost-reducing possibilities warrant exploration
by the architects of such programs:
1. Using available facilities where possible rather than
building new ones;
2. Sharing facilities by other institutions/organizations
when warranted;
3. Converting from full-time to part-time programs when
necessary;
4. Combining production and training to secure an income
to cover some of the expenses;
Organizing training sessions to fit the convenience of
the trainees;
5.
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6. Avoiding unduly luxurious buildings and expensive
machinery and equipment;
7. Making fuller use of the existing facilities and equipment;
8. Using local artisans, craftsmen and others with relevant
skills and knowledge as part-time instructors (after pro-
viding them with the necessary orientation);
9. Holding extra classes during spare time or by adding to
the existing classes;
10. Organizing programs utilizing already-existing institutional
facilities such as buildings and furniture.
Constant effort should be taken during the training to identify
what aspects of the program should be modified to improve the critical
relationship between costs and results.
Organization of Support Services
Self-employment is not a real option without considerable effort
to provide the other types of complementary input needed beside skill
training. Such efforts often result in increased frustration when the
learner discovers that opportunities to use the training do not exist.
Experience strongly suggests that skill training services for young
people should be closely tied to and coordinated with support services
in order to help them to get successfully established in business. For
example, a youth starting a business of his own, besides his newly
gained technical knowledge of production and management of the project,
needs to know how to market his products successfully, how to obtain
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credit when needed, and how to secure the required
and technical advice.
physical input
Market facilities
. The importance of adequate marketing arrangements
for products can hardly be over-emphasized in projects of this nature
A young man entering the business world should have a knowledge of
how to market his products in wider and more competitive markets
and this determines his success or failure to a great extent. To sell
in a competitive market is not easy for them because they may have
to enter into competition with vested interests which have deeply
entrenched themselves in the market. Therefore, assistance in the
field of marketing-
-including (in the case of production activities for
foreign markets) the establishment of regional and overseas markets--
is very essential. Not only should they be given help in linking
their production units with the local regional or national level market-
ing organizations, managed by government or other organizations,
but they should also be assisted in supplying the requirements of
the governments and these various other organizations.
Proper marketing arrangements not only include the sale
of finished products but also the purchase of raw materials. This is
crucial because the success of enterprises of this nature depends on
access to reliable and economical supplies of raw materials. Where
ever necessary arrangements should be made to guarantee an adequate
supply of raw materials at fair prices.
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P roducer cooperatives
. Organizing graduating trainees into coopera-
tives to enable them to take up production on an organized basis is
very essential. Small business people very often need to cooperate
with one another in order to obtain reliable and economical supplies
of raw materials and also to market their goods. Organizing the
new producers into some form of cooperative might require assis-
tance from outside, as they themselves will have little ability to do
so. Such an organization will enable them to compete with larger
organizations for markets, raw materials, etc
.
3
It will be helpful
to enroll the trainees in producer cooperatives before they leave
the training centers. When it is possible, trainees could be drafted
independently as self-employed persons in production centers started
by the government or other concerned agencies before they leave
the training program.
Credit facilities. Credit is one of the most important factors, if the
rural youth is to become self-employed and utilize the skills for which
he has been trained. In Sri Lanka, there are banking arrangements
set up for the development of small industry which aim at giving
financial help to small entrepreneurs
. In practice, however, the situa-
tion is not so simple. Before lending money, the banks must assure
themselves that recepients have financial credibility and the situa-
tion is such that it is very often a case of turning down requests
more often than granting them. Procedural and administrative diffi-
culties involved in making credit facilities available to meet the
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credit requirements of the trainees are many. A strategy should be
evolved to facilitate prompt supply of adequate credit to rural youth
who go into business in their own environments soon after training.
Such a strategy should involve adequate measures to enable small busi-
ness people to receive small loans on personal bonds or the surety of
one or two persons for credit-worthy purposes. All institutional credit
agencies such as commercial banks, cooperative banks, regional and
rural banks would have a vital role to play in such a strategy. An
important method which would facilitate such credit support is to
associate credit instituions with the training program right from the
beginning--from the initial stage of skill transmission. They would
then be fully in the picture when bankable projects of self-employment,
as mentioned earlier in this chapter, are formulated by each trainee.
Projects of self-employment would be prepared in advance, all the
input required, including permissible loans, would be clearly spelled
out, and bank people would be involved in assessing their saleability.
Such an involvement would enable the credit institutions to make a
prompt assessment of credit worthiness and act accordingly.
Other inputs
. As shown earlier, the ultimate success of the produc-
tion objective of the program depends on the satisfactory marketing
of finished goods. This in turn depends on the ability to satisfy
consumer demand, if the product does not satisfy consumer demand
markets will be hard to find. Mere ability to produce an item in a
specific area should not be the criteria. Utility, quality, price, and
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sufficient availability must be considered. Public taste in design and
quality is changing constantly and the youth who goes into business
has to be provided with needed help and guidance to ensure pro-
duction of good quality products to suit the changing needs of the
consumer. The responsibility of researching, raising issues, and
incorporating new information into design modifications is essential
for the realization of the full economic potential of rural enterprises.
Arrangement for supply of improved tools is also very necessary to
induce the youth entrepreneurs to improve their skill as well as to
induce the production of high quality products. Arrangements should
be made to supply essential tools to train artisans at subsidized cost,
immediately after training, in order to enable them to settle immediately
in their profession.
Follow-up
. Organization of skill training programs and other support
services would be a sterile exercise without any follow-up services.
Provisions should be built into the system from the very beginning
for adequate follow-up services. Plans for evaluation should be com-
pleted before beginning to operate the system. The design for evalua-
tion of the effectiveness of the system must be thorough.
Follow-up programs may be organized to achieve two major
purposes. First, to assist the program planners, organizers and
implementators with operational information so that they can make
careful and critical inquiries into the situation which confronts them,
identify phenomena and relationships, and more generally seek
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understandings which can guide their actions towards their intended
objectives. In this respect, evaluative systems should aim at con-
trolling and monitoring the extent of deviation from expectation,
learning the lessons of these experiences, and correcting the defi-
ciencies in the existing programs. Adjustments should be made in
the system in the light of the experiences gained. These evaluative
efforts should aim at measuring the impact of the program on the
establishment of new rural enterprises, on the generation of new
employment, on the earnings of the entrepreneurs or the type of life
they lead after training, and on their contributions to the rural
environments they live in as a result of the training.
The second purpose would be to give further assistance to
young people who have completed the training and are back in their
villages. This should include the provision of on-the-spot advice
to young entrepreneurs to help them in acquiring credit, advisory
services on obtaining raw materials and the like, and counseling on
how to continue to upgrade their knowledge and skills. The training
center, in a way, should act as a coordinating unit for these services
and be a communicative and interpretative link between the facilitators
and the small entrepreneurs
. It is helpful to do a systematic follow-up
by keeping up-to-date recrods of the problems of the trained artisans
in the field and to work systematically towards solutions.
Follow-up efforts of the training program should be continuous,
worked out through collective deliberation and dialogue, and aimed at
steadily improving the performance of the beneficiaries. These efforts
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would require a clear initial definition of objectives, spelled out in
operationally meaningful terms, along with an equally clear definition
of the criteria and types of evidence to be used in assessing progress.
The criteria for such evaluative procedures should not be only the
economic benefits but also the dimensions such as attitudinal change,
social consciousness, etc.
Success in self-employment does not depend merely on the
skill training that the rural youth receives from the sponsoring organ!
zation. It basically depends more on the availability of support struc-
tures that have been discussed here. The impact of these factors on
the success or lack of success in a rural youth going out to organize
his own economic enterprise cannot be over emphasized. In each of
these instances, the training institution has a vitally important role
to play. The training institution and the other institutions respon-
sible for credit, marketing, and other input and follow-up services
should be involved from the very beginning of the training program
in order to organize their services into a coherent strategy if the
investment made in training rural youth is to pay off. Skill training
programs that ignore these complementary needs and narrowly “stick-
to-their-own last," may easily end with a low benefit-cost ratio.
Conclusion
Suggestions made in this chapter should be considered as
a series of general guidelines which architects of such skill training
programs can use as they begin the necessary trial-and-error process
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in the particular setting. These guidelines should help the planners
to avoid more serious errors and focus attention on the issues which
have yet to be resolved in a clear way. At any rate, flexibility is
needed in the application of these general principles according to the
nature of the problems facing the particular situation. It should be
mentioned at this point that there are no easy solutions to the problem
of formulating and implementing such a strategy. No country has
devised a wholly satisfactory program addressed to the varied needs of
its beneficiaries utilizing the full potential of the available resources.
There are no models of complete success in such an endeavor; but
only bits and pieces of success. Any progresss towards the ideal,
however, would be worth every effort.
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The aim of development is the complete
fulfillment of man, in all the richness of
his personality, the complexity of his
forms of expression and his various com-
mitments as an individual, member of a
family and of a community, citizen and
producer, inventor of techniques and
creative dreamer.
Edgar Faure, et al, Learninq to Be,
UNESCO, Harrap, 1972
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FOOTNOTES
There is a considerable amount of literature on training forentrepreneurship and the leading work is by David C. McClelland.
- 9e" e
r
al conclusion is that training participants to be achievement-
motivated pred'cts uncertain results. For more details see, DavidMcClelland, Jh e Achieving Society (Princeton, New Jersey, VanNostrand, 1961) and David McClelland and David G. Winter Motiva-jing Economic Achievement (New York, The Free Press, Lond"^
Collier-Macmillan
,
1969). '
The idea of a project report could be regarded as a statement
of intention by the trainee that he wants to undertake a concise busi-
ness venture in a particular area. The candidate justifies his choice
on the basis of field information gathered from his survey of the mar-
ket. He indicates the scope and demand for a particular business
and the volume of turnover that can be expected. Therefore, the
project report can be considered as a kind of certificate which theyoung trainee gives himself at the end of the program, testifying
that he has successfully passed the program.
3The development of cooperatives as a means of promoting
rural skills of this nature is a well studied and documented phenome-
non. For more information see Lotz, 1973; Raper, 1968; Larraburo,
1966 and Pfrommer, et al, 1976.
CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSION
This closing chapter weaves together the main themes and
conclusions of the study and adds some final reflections that will be
important for policy makers in Sri Lanka who are concerned with
improving the conditions of the life of the rural youth population.
The present study has been oriented towards a discussion of a
strategy of the employment and development of rural youth in Sri
Lanka, specifically a strategy that will lead to the development of
the potentials of rural youth by enabling them to undertake income-
generating activities in the nonfarm sector. The study has given
more emphasis to the practical aspect of the strategy than to matters
of economic theory and broader philosophical considerations.
Rural youth in Sri Lanka is a major force in social, political
and economic change in the country. Today it has become increasingly
urgent to give recognition to their ability to contribute to the develop-
ment of the country as well as to eanble them to lead a productive
life in the rural environments. Efforts undertaken to provide oppor-
tunities for youth to achieve this end have been planned more out of
idealism than realism. The planners have tended to formulate policies
and establish objectives largely on the basis of what they feel rural
youth ought to need rather than what rural youth feel they want.
The training, skills, attitudes, and aspirations that are the
products of the formal education system which rural youth have
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received have further aggravated the situation. The apparent gaps
between the aspirations generated by the education system and the
opportunities in the economic environment is becoming much wider.
It has become increasingly evident that the formal education system
has failed to readjust and align itself to the development needs of the
rural youth in the country. Nevertheless, changing the educational
system alone will not solve the problem as long as the national planners
of the country are bent on adopting high-technology-oriented economic
policies which work against the rural population. This would neces-
sitate a change in the whole socio-political base of the economy.
However, there are some ongoing efforts carried on by a
number of governmental and nongovernmental institutions in Sri Lanka
to alleviate the gravity of the situation. These demonstrate the
enormous need as well as the potential of the rural areas. Neverthe-
less, the present efforts have clearly demonstrated that such efforts
themselves are limited and isolated. They are being conducted in
a vacuum, isolated from the mainstream of socio-economic opportun-
ities in the rural environment. The efforts have not been able to
build up into a counterforce which would be a source of permanent
strength. In other words, unless training programs are constructed
as an integral part of the overall development plan, this approach
will not be a viable strategy on a broader basis for the development
of rural youth.
Today there is an urgent need for a new approach and a
major effort to help rural youth to be equipped for future participation
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in economic life. It is evident that rural youth will become a national
asset only to the extent that it is able to fit into the productive role
within the mainstream of the economic development of the country.
The development effort has to be organized so that rural youth forms
one of the few important centers of national attention. Unless fairly
drastic steps are taken in this direction, the situation may worsen
in the near future.
This study pinpoints the significant impact that training
programs for income-generating skills in the nonfarm sector can
have on the employment needs of rural youth in Sri Lanka, and
shows how they should be geared realistically to local conditions
and prospects and organized as a part of a broader strategy of
rural development. The study has made the effort to show how
these skill training programs can be planned in order to develop
the potential of rural youth by demonstrating to them that they
can become self-reliant, independent individuals leading a productive
life in rural areas by seeking self-employment in these skills.
The study has brought to light, through the analysis of
selected case studies, some of the initial issues involved in formula-
ting such a strategy. This assessment, which is the most important
phase of the study, has specifically attempted to give a clearer under-
standing of some of the principal constraints and bottlenecks that
have presented serious dilemmas for policy-makers, and to pinpoint
how the different elements of the strategy should be designed if it
is to be effective.
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Three major programs have been included and assessed in this
analysis using a common evaluative framework based on five major
components, namely:
1. Goals and objectives;
2. planning and mangement;
3. the target population;
4. the delivery system;
5. organization of support structures and follow-up services.
Each of these areas have been assessed against criteria and indicators
developed from multiple sources. The study has brought to the light
through this analysis the conscious and coherent incorporation of
elements such as the clear definition of objectives, the good initial
planning, the enthusiasm of the participants in the program, able
leadership, and good organizational arrangements along with adequate
provision of relevant support services, all vital for the designing of
such a training strategy. The study has also show that the provision
of skill training by itself cannot create jobs or bring about develop-
ment unless it is being geared realistically to the socio-economic,
institutional, administrative, or political environments and is being
organized as a crucial part of an integral process of rural develop-
ment. The most outstanding phase of the study is the presentation
of guidelines for planning skill training programs for rural youth
in Sri Lanka, taking the prior analysis as the frame of reference.
These operational guidelines have been presented in straight forward,
jargon-free language with the intention of disseminating them to
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operators, planners, policy-makers, and others who could put them
into practical use.
The study emphasizes the importance of the participation of
rural people in the planning and implementation process if such pro-
grams are to meet the needs of the rural situation. It should be a
bottom-up approach where local initiative integrates in a coherent
way to the national level strategies. The supreme importance of
decision-making from below is stressed heavily in the study. It
shows that young people themselves should be involved in all
aspects of these programs from the initial planning stage to final
evaluation. In such a planning strategy the national level planning
should focus only on setting general policies, articulating national
priorities, and identifying the worse cases of duplication. In other
words, no efforts should be made to provide detailed planning at
the national level, but only at the local level.
As mentioned above, the basic philosophy is that the initiative,
resources, and above all the popular enthusiasm and human energy
required for this massive educational effort must come in large measure
from the rural people and communities themselves. This can happen only
if the people and their leaders are committed to a bold yet realistic
vision of what they want their community and nation to become and are
prepared to accept the basic social and economic changes required to
realize this vision. Furthermore, it can happen only if the govern-
ment encourages local initiative. In other words, having the right
attitudes along with the right political climate, which is responsive
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to the interests of the people, is as important as having the right
educational plans and techniques.
The following are some of the other reflections on the issue
by many other practitioners in the field that would prove highly
pertinent if the strategy to be designed to employ rural youth in
productive works is to be successful.
1. The ability to adopt innovations and the willingness to
accept risk in attempting new methods are frequently
not found in rural areas due to cultural limitations,
lack of information, lack of education and training,
absence of risk-bearing institutions and a lack of
incentives. Therefore, it is very essential to link
the rural environments with the nation in terms of
information flows, national resources and market
mechanism
.
2. The efforts to promote self-employment in nonform
skills require close cooperation between government
agencies and the private sector. The setting up of
a coordinating agency responsible for the planning,
implementation, and monitoring of the programs would
be highly beneficial.
3. Programs of this sort are far more viable and effective
when they are centered in areas where other essential
factors for rural development are present and already
on the move than in areas lacking development plans and
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strategies. They should be conceived as part of a
strategy for accelerating a development process that
already has some momentum and not merely as a means
of creating such momentum from scratch.
4. Even though small is beautiful, smallness should not be
promoted as a virtue in itself; special care should be
taken to avoid placing size limitations on program parti-
cipants that fall below the minimum scale for efficient
operation (in particular, industries). The objective
should be to help small employers to operate more effi-
ciently and profitably.
5. Even though the skill training projects require a degree
of flexibility in design and in responding to the lessons
of experience, such flexibility must be within the limits
of minimum national or regional standards and financial
resources. In other words, it is important to do pro-
ject planning within the desirable limit of overall cen-
tral control.
6. Organizing such a skill training program in a particular
rural community will have profound socio-economic effects
and hence political consequences. (No action in Sri Lanka
is politically neutral since the effect may be either to
strengthen or weaken the existing political power.) Care
must be taken to minimize the negative influence or political
elements in every stage of its operation and unnecessary
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conflicts should be avoided where ever possible.
7. Training strategy should be capable of producing reason-
ably flexible persons able to learn new skills quickly and
to transfer with some retraining from one specific job to
another when changes are needed. Such an effort will
minimize the losses to individuals and to society from
wrong anticipations of future needs and will facilitate
quick adjustments to the occupational changes sure to
come with changing technology.
8. Such programs should be formulated so as to make the
maximum use of the rich cultural wealth the rural areas
possess. Programs that do violence to the rich cultural
base should not be promoted even though they show a
deceptive appearance of material progress in the short
run. In the long run such programs not only destroy
the spiritual and cultural base but will also create
chaos in the very economic order that rural areas are
striving to establish.
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When we are using education to change
people's lives and enable them to partici-
pate fully in the life and development of
their nation, we are harnessing it for no
less than revolutionary purpose.
Russ Mahan, World Education Reports,
No. 21, March, 1980, p. 11
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NONFORMAL TRAINING ORGANIZATIONS
IN SRI LANKA
A
- GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
1 • MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE
a. Young Farmers Club
--Started in 1968
--2,030 clubs
b. Farmer Training Program
--Started in 1969
--Trains young farmers to educate others in their
villages
c. Youth Settlement Schemes
--Started in 1965
--Number inconsistent, varies with the government
policy
--Emphasize cultivation of cash crops and subsidiary
food crops
e. Practical Farm Schools
--Started in 1960
--Nine farm schools
--One year practical training
--Participants' ages 17-23
--Annual Output 750 youths
2. MINISTRY OF LABOR
a. Vocational Training Centers
--Six-nine months' training
--Participants' ages 18-30 years
--To provide increased opportunities for the unemployed
to find employment and to help industries to obtain
the required skilled personnel
3. THE DEPARTMENT OF SMALL INDUSTRIES
a. Youth Training Centers
--All over the country
--Variety of skills such as carpentry, weaving, pottery
--Participants' ages 15-25
--To provide subsidiary income to rural youths and
train for self-employment
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b. Central Training Center
To train demonstrators needed in above centers
and other skilled artisans
4
- NATIONAL YOUTH SERVICE COUNCIL
--Started in 1967
--Ages 14-25
--National service work projects, farms, vocational training
and apprenticeship
--Impart training and education to equip youths in a variety
of skills to help them to integrate themselves into eco-
nomically active society
5
- DEPARTMENT OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT
--500 rural development projects
--Ages 18-35
--Three weeks training in general development problems
--Ten residential training centers giving training in a
variety of skills pertaining to rural areas
B. NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
1 . SARVODAYA SHARMADANA MOVEMENT
--Founded in 1958 by Ariyaratne
--Largest voluntary movement involving the largest segment
of rural youths
--Based on the principle of self-help
--Three-fold program:
a. Educational and training program
b. Community development program
c. Direct participation
2. LANKA MAHILA SAMITHI
--Started in 1980
--Trains rural girls in various skills needed in cottage
industries to enable them to secure gainful employment
--Annual output 300
3. DIYAGALA BOYS TOWN
--Annual output 60
--Ages 16-20
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--Train youths in agriculture
Farming and other skills for self-employment or
employment in public or private sector
4. YAHPATH ENDERA FARM
--Full-time residential training for girls to become leaders
of cooperative farms
--Annual output 30
--Ages 17-25
APPENDIX II
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TRAINEES,
TRAINERS AND PLANNERS OF THE
SKILL TRAINING PROJECTS
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PART 1
Questionnaire for the Trainee
(Your name is not needed)
Please check.
1
.
Sex
Male
Female
2.
Acje
14 and below
15-18
19-22
23-26
27-30
31 and above
3.
Marital Status
Married
Unmarried
Divorced/Separated
4.
Education
1-7 grades
8-9 grades
G.C.E.(O.L.) Few Subjects
G.C.E.(O.L-)
Above (please indicate)
5.
Location of the Home
Urban
Semi-Urban
Rural
Number Living at Home
3 or below
4-6
7-9
10-12
6.
12 or above
How many of this number are employed?
1
2
3
4 and above
Average monthly income of the family members
Rs. 400 or below
Rs. 401-500
Rs. 501-600
Rs. 601-700
Rs. 701-800
Rs. 801-900
Rs. 901 or above
Duration of your stay in the training project
1-3 months
4-6 months
7-12 months
1-2 years
2-3 years
3 years or above
Your present average monthly income
Rs. 200 or less
Rs. 201-300
Rs. 301-400
Rs. 401-500
Rs. 501-600
Rs. 601 or above
Do you think the training you get from this center i
for you to get employed?
Yes
No
Don't Know
Are you satisfied with the training content?
Yes
No
Don't Know
sufficient
A re you satisfied with the teaching methods in this training center?
Yes
No
Don't Know
A re you satisfied with the facilities at the training center ?
Yes
No
Don't Know
Are you satisfied with the cooperation you get from the trainers ?
Yes
No
Don't Know
Are you satisfied with the cooperation you get from the officials ?
Yes
No
Don't Know
Are you satisfied with your current role in this training center ?
Yes
No
Don't Know
Please indicate your option of future plans after leaving the train-
ing project
(Please put #1 to your first choice and #2 to your second choice
etc.
)
To do business of my own utilizing this training
To do business of my own in another skill area
To do government or nongovernment job utilizing this
training
To do government or nongovernment job in other skill
area
Other (Please indicate)
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PART II
Questionnaire for the Trainees
(To be administered by the researcher individually)
1. When did you join the project?
2. How far is your home from this project?
3. What was your previous experience between leaving the school
and joining this project?
4. What training do you receive in this project?
5. What was your aim in becoming a member of this project?
6. Do you possess aptitude, family tradition, or early practical
experience in this skill?
7. Are you under any pressure from home?
8. Do you get enough cooperation/help from the trainers or the
officers-in-charge of this project?
9. If not, in what activities do you need their cooperation?
10. What further help do you particularly need after training?
11. Do you think there has been progress in this project since you
joined it?
12. What services and facilities do you feel you are most in need of?
13. In what ways does this project need improvement, if any?
14. If improvement is needed, what do you suggest?
15. Do you in any capacity participate in planning/decision-making
in the project?
16. If yes, please describe.
17. State the nature of the problems you face in the project.
18. What steps should be taken to overcome these short comings?
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19. What do you think are the obstacles to the success of this project?
20. How could they be overcome?
21. How do the other trainees feel about this training project?
22. How do the people in the village feel about the project?
23. In your view, what steps should be taken to improve this
training program?
24
'ect?
t fUtUre P,anS d° yoU have atter leavin9 this training pro-
25. What do you think about your chance of setting up an enter-
prise in this field in the village after training? Please explain.
26. Do you like to organize on a cooperative basis after training?
27. In your view, what are the strengths in the training project?
28. In your view, what are the short comings in the training project?
29. What steps should be taken to overcome them?
30. How can the project be more helpful to you?
31. Any further comments?
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PART I
Questionnaire for the Trainers
(To be administered by the researcher individually)
^ • Sex: Male Female
2. Educational qualifications
3. Professional qualifications
4. Previous experience in years
5. Previous experience in this particular training
6. Salary in ruppee
7. Craft/skill in which the training is given
8. Date of commencement of the training project
9. Duration of training
10. Total number of trainees in the project this year:
Males Females
11. Average attendance for this year
12. The total number of trainees in the project for the last five years
Year Males Females Total
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
Total
13. Total number of trainees passed out of this project last year
The general rate of absenteeism in the project
.
14.
cn
-t>
co
ru
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15. Total number of trainees passed out during the last five years
Year Males Females Total
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
Total
16. Main reasons of participants for leaving the project:
1
.
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PART I
Questionnaire for the Plan ners of the Skill Training Projects
(To be administered by the researcher)
1. Name of the organization
:
2. Your position in the management structure:
3. How many other similar projects exist in other parts of the
country currently?
4. Total number of trainees in each:
Name of the Project Location Distance from Colombo Male Female
Total
5.
Number of similar projects during the past five years and the
total number trained:
Year No. of Projects Males
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
Females
Total
6.
What is the total number of trainees passed out of these projects
last year:
Females Males Total
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What is the total number of trainees passed out of these projectsduring the last five years?
Year Males
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
Females Total
Total
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PART II
Questionnaire for the Planners/Trainers of the Skill Training Proj ects
(To be administered by the researcher)
1. Name of the organization:
2. Your position in the organization:
3. In your opinion, what is the goal of this project?
4. Describe the type of training given in this project:
5. What is its importance in the larger socio-economic context?
6. Were there any provisions for determining the training needs
of the participants at any stage? If yes, please describe:
7. Please explain how the project was planned, (e.g., why this
project was started, who did the planning, what account was
taken of special local conditions, clarity of original objectives
anticipated outcomes):
8. What is the present management structure and the system of work
organization in this project?
9. Is there any trainee participation at any point along the process?
If yes, please describe:
10. Why was this site selected for the project? Any special advantages/
disadvantages?
11. Does this project rely on local resources? If yes, what are they?
12. How are the trainees selected?
13. What do you think about the selection process?
14. Is there any way that better types of trainees could be selected?
Please explain your answer:
15. How are trainers selected?
16. What do you think about the selection process?
Is there any way that better types of trainers could be selected?
Please explain your answer:
17.
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18 .
19
.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23 .
24 .
25 .
26 .
27 .
28 .
29 .
30 .
31 .
32 .
33 .
34 .
35 .
Towards re
r
prijTct:
e9ardin9 ^ aeneral attitude of th *
9enera ' attitUde °f the P'-"".r./
How do you determine the course content?
What is the relationship between theory and practice?
What is the nature of the training method?
How do you feel about the general working conditions in theproject?
Is there any opportunity for the trainers to get in-service
training? Do you feel it is important? Who could provide it?
Is there any entrepreneurship/management/organizational traininq?
It yes, please describe:
If not, what are the obstacles?
Do you believe orientation towards self-reliance is important
enough to be included in the training project? If yes, what
are the obstacles in including it?
What type of equipment is being used in this project?
Are any problems connected with it?
How do you get the necessary raw materials?
Are any problems connected with it?
How do you market the finished products?
Are any problems connected with it?
What is the nature of the physical and social facilities in the
project?
Are any problems connected with it?
If not, what improvements are needed in training?
Do the program results appear to have justified the investment?
Please explain:
36.
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37. What do you think about the opportunity of trainees to set up
enterprises or to take occupations in the village after training?
38. What are the constraints on trainees for using the traininq in
their villages for securing employment?
39. According to your knowledge, how many trainees (from this
project) have gotten employment?
40. Out of them, how many are self-employed?
41
. How many are in other types of employment?
42. State the maximum and minimum monthly income of the trainees.
43. Are there any profits from the project? If yes, how are thev
handled?
44. According to your knowledge, what is the total expenditure
incurred in the project?
45. Can you give an estimate of cost per trainee?
46. Can you give an estimate of current vs capital cost of training?
47. Does this project cater to community needs? Please explain:
48. What other relationships does this project have with the community?
49. Are there any affiliations with other organizations and services.
If yes, please describe:
50. Are there any indirect economic benefits and non-economic bene-
fits arising out of the project?
51. Are there any conflicts with the surrounding community?
52. How do the people feel about the project?
53. In your opinion, what steps would be necessary to motivate the
trainees further?
54. What changes, if any, should be made to get better training
results?
55. In your opinion, what are the strengths of this project?
56. In your view, what are the issues connected with this project?
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57. How do you think they can be dealt with?
58. What are the other principal bottlenecks, constraints, and other
difficulties encountered?
59. What are the efforts being made to solve them? Are they suc-
ceeding?
60. Do you think this project will have a significant impact? Explain
your answer:
61 . How can the project be more helpful?
62. What main lessons does it offer for others?
63. Do you think this could be generalized to other situations?
Please explain:
64. What are the plans and prospects for the future of these projects?
65. Will the project continue? If so, with what success?
66. What further comments do you have?

